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Tracking money is an effective way to better shed light on some key pro-
cesses and decisions in society, and often to detect hidden networks of 
interest, the ground on which corruption thrives. In a two-part analysis of 
Gong and the Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina (NDNV), 
investigative journalists — following financial flows, politically exposed 
people, important decisions and contracts related to gas and oil com-
panies key to the functioning of Croatia and Serbia — mapped interest 
networks/powers as well as external influences that compromise formal 
decision-making processes, ie in some way “capture” prominent individu-
als and institutions in order to act in their particular interest, thus under-
mining fragile democracies and harming the public interest. The modes 
of functioning of these networks in each of the countries vary, and this is 
influenced by a number of factors, from the development of democratic 
institutions and the rule of law to relations with the international commu-
nity and the positions they hold in it.

Croatia has been a member of the European Union since 2013; it 
passed the test of accession negotiations and formally established itself 
as a consolidated democracy. However, we are witnessing an impressive 
series of corruption scandals in various sectors (including the use of Eu-
ropean Structural and Investment Funds) and testifying to parallel, oppo-
site trends that reign beneath the lacquered democratic surface. As an 
illustration, the case of the oil company Ina speaks for itself, where after an 
extremely long trial, a final verdict was passed against former Prime Mini-
ster Ivo Sanader for corruption, and Hungarian co-owner Mol still holds a 
superior position in Ina through a corruption deal. Also, a study1 published 
by Gong in 2019 showed that there are elements of “capturing politics” in 
the energy sector in Croatia, despite the liberalization of the gas market.

When it comes to Serbia, it is a transition country and a long-time 
formal candidate for membership in the European Union, but accession ne-
gotiations are progressing extremely slowly due to numerous internal, po-
litical and economic reasons and weak democratic institutions (it became 
a candidate for EU membership in 2012). It hardly meets the conditions for 
opening and closing chapters related to European standards, especially 
the rule of law. In December 2021, after two years of stalemate in negotia-
tions with the EU, it opened the so-called cluster four, which also includes 
the energy chapter, but this sector in Serbia is still far from liberalization 

1 Zarobljavanje plinom: Istraživački izvještaj studija kvalitete javnog upravljanja i 
stanja zarobljenosti u energetskom sektoru https://faktograf.hr/site/wp-content/
uploads/2019/03/zarobljavanje-plinom-final.pdf
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and under the obvious domination of the Russian state company Gazprom. 
It is questionable how the negotiations will progress, but the government 
has formally adopted a plan that should lead to the reorganization of the 
Srbijagas Public Company (separation of gas transport and distribution), 
as well as the construction of a new interconnector and possible opening 
of the Serbian gas market to competition.

This two-part regional analysis describes and, using data journa-
lism methods where possible, points to existing non-transparent patterns 
of public and corporate governance in the energy sector of Croatia and 
Serbia and the networks of influence woven around them.

The first part deals with Croatia and under the title “From gas cap-
ture to capital capture” presents and analyzes available data on business 
and political and business decisions of major actors that determine the fate 
of four large domestic companies, and ultimately the wider conditions in 
which Croatian economy is being developed through the mandates of se-
veral governments. An analysis of the case of Petrokemija, a Kutina-based 
fertilizer producer that has long been considered a strategic company of 
special state interest, shows how public policy has been instrumentalized 
for private interests. The government has been negligent towards state 
property, and the new majority owners, who are also its gas suppliers (Terra 
Mineral Fertilizers, a company jointly founded by Ina and the First Gas Com-
pany PPD), have announced they are looking for an investor i.e. strategic 
partner only a few years after Petrokemija’s orchestrated takeover. Then 
the analysis deals with Ina, a Hungarian-Croatian oil company, and points 
out that the company is weakened and that MOL is not a strategic partner 
but a predator who literally corrupted the executive branch, and the proble-
matic practice still continues, as evidenced by examples. In particular, the 
analysis deals with the fate of the two refineries and the effects of the silent 
Memorandum of Understanding signed in 2018, which eventually leaked 
to the media, sealing the fate of the Sisak refinery and enabling, with the 

“blessing” of the competent minister, the investment after which crude oil 
is exported for refining to Hungary instead of Rijeka. The investment was 
made by the state-owned company Janaf (Jadranski naftovod, also a co-
owner of Petrokemija), and it is the next case that the analysis deals with, 
especially the clientelistic network anchored around it. When the leader 
of Janaf was first arrested in 2020 for a series of suspicions of favoritism 
and bribery, and then removed, the case practically confirmed the thesis 
of a frightening set of private interests affecting state-owned companies 
in Croatia while their bosses are elected politically. In the end, the focus is 
on the modus operandi of increasingly powerful companies in the Croatian 
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economy: private companies First Gas Company PPD (ie the system wit-
hin which it operates, Energia Naturalis). Initially, PPD was engaged only in 
trade and gas supply, after Gazprom selected it as a local partner in 2017 
and signed a 10-year contract, the company grew into the country’s gas 
lord and jumped dramatically on the list of the largest companies in the 
country. Its owner, meanwhile, relying on the huge capital that began to 
flow from the gas business, and with carefully selected staff, with strong 
ties to politics (and he himself has important acquaintances in the political 
milieu), set out to win stakes in new segments of the economy, from ports 
to rail transport and tourism and the sales&food giant Fortenova, in which 
two Russian banks hold significant shares. 

It can be seen, therefore, that PPD has initiated its own com-
plex transition in which elements of an advanced version of the Kremlin 
Playbook2 could be sought, and a new phase called “capital capture” could 
be discussed. The concept of “capture” is described in detail in the Kre-
mlin Playbook (an earlier definition developed by American economist Joel 
Hellman analyzing transition countries in Europe), and speaks of creating 
networks of interest to influence political decisions and well-designed pe-
netration into key economic sectors. 

In the second part of this regional analysis, entitled “Russian 
Energy Noose and Political Crime and Corruption: Go Gas!, investigative 
journalists deal with several related energy companies in Serbia and the 
moves of politically exposed individuals who have led both companies and 
the country towards addiction to Russia, that is, to the status of a “captured 
state”. Unsuccessful attempts to organize the energy sector in accordance 
with European regulations speak to that accord, although Serbia is one 
of the members of the Energy Community, an international organization 
that brings together the EU and neighboring countries to create a pan-Eu-
ropean energy market. The research is focused on the state loser, the com-
pany for transport, distribution, storage and gas trading Srbijagas, whose 
long-term and, it seems, irremovable director is also the deputy president 
of the pro-Russian party SPS (Socialist Party of Serbia) while state institu-
tions have major issues in determining the actual situation in that company 
and its business. The State Audit Institution finally succeeded in controlling 
public procurement and collection of receivables in the report for 2019 and 
2020, at least in part, and identified large and numerous irregularities, but 

2 CSIS (Center for Strategic & Intenational Studies) research of 2016 on ways 
to spread Russian influence in Central and Eastern Europe, https://csis-
website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/1601017_Conley_
KremlinPlaybook_Web.pdf
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the question is whether this will have consequences for the management 
and system of Srbijagas. The interlocutor in the research openly says that 

“it seems to him that the decision on who will manage Srbijagas is not made 
by official Belgrade, but by official Moscow.” NIS (Serbia Oil Industry), on 
the other hand, has been majority owned by the Russian state-owned com-
pany Gazprom since 2009, which practically, through the built gas infra-
structure and influence, holds a monopoly on gas transport through Serbia.

Experts following this sector and political scene for years, claim 
that the current Minister of Energy, who is perceived as pro-Western, does 
not have the political support of the President for the necessary reform of 
the gas sector in Serbia, ie its diversification and opening the way to com-
petition with Russian gas. As for the chapter on energy in the negotiations 
with the EU, they assess that it is not only an economic but also a question 
of geopolitics and security, in which an uncertain outcome is yet to come.

They also remind that the President of Serbia, in the agreement 
signed in Washington in 2020 (on the normalization of economic relations 
with Kosovo), committed to energy diversification and the possibility of 
obtaining energy in various markets. It is illustrative that even after that, 
a new section of the gas pipeline through Serbia, which connected it to 
the Turkish Stream in early 2021, was built by none other than a mixed Ru-
ssian-Serbian company Gastrans in which Gazprom holds a majority stake, 
again going against the European model and agreed guidelines. 

It is not yet clear whether Serbia will continue in the style seen 
so far or the gas sector will finally undergo restructuring, and thus lead to 
more transparent governance and, as expected, better conditions for con-
sumers and the economy as a whole. However, it is clear that politics and 
those influencing policy formations are responsible for main moves. It is 
hard not to remember that the Kremlin Playbook, which dealt with Serbia 
a few years ago, states that Russia makes the West and the EU unattra-
ctive alternatives in various ways and seeks to erode the credibility of their 
institutions and norms.
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The publication entitled “Gas Capture”3, published by Gong in March 2019, 
documenting external influences on Croatian energy policy, analyzed the 
processes of changes in the ownership structure of Ina and the recapitaliza-
tion of Petrokemija, chronologically stating the events that preceded it. The 
publication identifies public policies that are most susceptible to “capture”, 
as well as methods and functions of “capture”, and the research also refers 
to the “Kremlin Playbook”4, a key study that reveals the methods of Russian 
influence on European countries by “creating interest networks through 
which Russia influences political decisions, with the overall aim of captu-
ring the state“. One part of this action is “penetrating key economic sectors 
such as energy, agriculture and finance, and Russia can influence democra-
tically elected government through its entrepreneurial intermediaries.” The 
fact that much of Europe is heavily dependent on Russian gas has made 
Gazprom “the most powerful weapon in Putin’s arsenal” and a key model for 
undermining the market position of national energy companies while incre-
asing the market dominance of Gazprom’s chosen gas intermediary”, which 
in turn indirectly allows Gazprom (and Putin!) to dictate market conditions.

In accordance with these criteria, after the privatization of Petro-
kemija, it is difficult to escape the impression that the attempt to capture 
gas to a certain extent has indeed succeeded. The crux of the problem, 
of course, lies not in the recapitalization itself, but in the way it was imple-
mented and even more so in the development of events that preceded it. 
Petrokemija is a classic example of this steel grip that eventually spawned 
an actual prey. Almost overnight, after dependence on imported natural 
gas was translated into very specific ownership shares (by local Gazprom 
partner), the company recorded drastically lower costs and made a profit 
from its operations. However that is by far not the end of the story, especia-
lly when you take into account the fact that Petrokemija, according to the 
Management Board, controls between 70% and 80% of the shares in the 
local market of mineral fertilizers5. Although Petrokemija was eliminated 
from the Government list of strategic companies (former Minister Goran 
Marić promised the unions to correct that omission6, but he did not do so), 

3 „Zarobljavanje plinom“; https://faktograf.hr/site/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/
zarobljavanje-plinom-final.pdf

4 The Kremlin Playbook: Understanding Russian Influence in Central and Eastern 
Europe”; https://www.csis.org/analysis/kremlin-playbook

5 Petrokemija d.d., Nonfinancial report for 2019; https://petrokemija.hr/
Portals/0/Dokumenti_Kompanija/Financije/NefinancijskoIzvjesce2019.
pdf?ver=2020-06-30-142625-920

6 Kemijska odbojka; https://www.portalnovosti.com/kemijska-odbojka
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and in the context of domestic agricultural production this makes Petroke-
mija an extremely important link. That fact probably did not go unnoticed 
by the actors who directed the story, from start to finish.

According to a similar recipe, the takeover of the company Alu-
minij Mostar took place, giving rise to another epic story about the com-
bination7 of politics, big capital and — Russian influence8. The extremely 
complex story from Mostar is important not only because it takes place in 
a close neighborhood and closely resembles the pattern that led to the pri-
vatization of Petrokemija (rediscovering the lack of power of impotent state 
institutions before the initiative of well-networked opponents), but also 
because of key protagonists9. Their combinatorics knows no scruples10, 
actively uses local political patrons11 and knows no national borders12; due 
to their huge appetites13, the thick end is usually drawn by workers14 and the 
local community. Or even wider than that15 — all citizens.

Meanwhile, the gas capture operation continues, and the poten-
tial loot is much higher. At the beginning of 2021, the President of Serbia, 

7 Nova firma već registrovana: Čovićevi ljudi u pozadini Abraham Grupe, kupca 
Aluminija; https://zurnal.info/novost/22819/covicevi-ljudi-u-pozadini-abraham-
grupe-kupca-aluminija

8 Glencore je samo paravan: Rusi preko PPD-a i zvanično žele preuzeti Aluminij!; 
https://zurnal.info/novost/22236/rusi-preko-ppd-a-i-zvanicno-zele-preuzeti-aluminij

9 Nove činjenice o privatizaciji Aluminija: Biznismen Zoran Gobac je posrednik između 
ruskih investitora i Dragana Čovića; https://zurnal.info/novost/20687/biznismen-
zoran-gobac-je-posrednik-izmedu-ruskih-investitora-i-dragana-covica

10 Marko Laco: Kriv sam samo što mi se punac preziva Čović; https://www.
hercegovina.info/vijesti/bih/marko-laco-kriv-sam-samo-sto-mi-se-punac-
preziva-covic/182832/

11 Nemaš struju, imaš ruski plin: Kriza u Aluminiju dio je planske pripreme za 
uvođenje novog vlasnika; https://zurnal.info/novost/21554/kriza-u-aluminiju-dio-
je-planske-pripreme-za-uvodenje-novog-vlasnika-

12 Kako će Luka Ploče preživjeti krah mostarskog Aluminija: ‘Radimo novi plan’; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/makro-mikro/kako-ce-luka-ploce-prezivjeti-
krah-mostarskog-aluminija-radimo-novi-plan-9111848

13 Ruski oligarsi u BiH: Preuzimanje energetskog sektora i uništavanje Aluminija; 
https://zurnal.info/novost/23249/preuzimanje-energetskog-sektora-i-
unistavanje-aluminija

14 Prva državna tvrtka koja dijeli otkaze: HŽ Cargo zatvara radnu jedinicu zbog 
ogromnih gubitaka; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/prva-drzavna-
tvrtka-koja-dijeli-otkaze-hz-cargo-zatvara-radnu-jedinicu-zbog-ogromnih-
gubitaka-15012481

15 Rusi zaprijetili našim susjedima, Gazprom nakratko smanjio isporuku plina za 
50 posto; https://www.poslovni.hr/regija/rusi-zaprijetili-bosni-i-hercegovini-
gazprom-nakratko-smanjio-isporuku-plina-za-50-posto-4264157
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Aleksandar Vučić, opened the Serbian branch of the Turkish Stream16 gas 
pipeline. It is a Gazprom project that allows gas to travel from Russia via 
Turkey, Bulgaria and Serbia to Hungary and Slovakia. At the same time, 
most of the Northern Stream17 project has been completed, allowing Ru-
ssia to completely bypass Ukraine and tighten the noose around Europe.

Without the Ionian-Adriatic Gas Pipeline (IAP), which could deli-
ver gas from the Caspian Sea, outside Russian control, the LNG terminal 
in Croatia is the only so called counterbalance to the Russian gas lever, in 
the absence of a strategic turn towards renewable energy. The European 
Union is well aware of this, which is confirmed by the decision to award 102 
million Euros in grants18, and the interest is clearly shown by the northern 
neighbors. Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Peter Szijjártó states that 
the LNG terminal is “a key step towards security of gas supply in Hungary” 19, 
explaining the significant share of Hungarian companies in the capacity of 
the terminal leases. Given the dependence on imported Russian gas, the 
news that capacity is fulfilled for the next three years sounds encouraging20, 
but it remains to be seen how much Croatian companies and citizens will 
really benefit from it. It is easily possible that the LNG terminal will only 
serve Hungary as a lever in negotiations with Gazprom.

And then again, the LNG terminal is, after all the tangles, delays 
and numerous obstacles, finally operational, while the relationship with 
MOL is far from functional. Or the state, contrary to the usual rhetoric, sim-
ply adapted to the wishes and visions of MOL21, the largest single sharehol-
der of Ina and a key actor in the process against former Prime Minister Ivo 
Sanader, who in the meantime, in October 2021, was convicted of accepting 
MOL’s bribes.

16 Velika politička pobjeda Moskve: u Srbiji otvorena glavna poluga ruskog utjecaja 
u regiji; https://slobodnadalmacija.hr/vijesti/regija/velika-politicka-pobjeda-
moskve-u-srbiji-otvorena-glavna-poluga-ruskog-utjecaja-u-regiji-1068192

17 Sjeverni tok 2 trebao bi biti završen do kraja kolovoza; https://hr.n1info.com/
svijet/sjeverni-tok-2-trebao-bi-biti-zavrsen-do-kraja-kolovoza/

18 Hrvatskoj odobreno 102 milijuna eura za LNG terminal; https://www.poslovni.hr/
hrvatska/hrvatskoj-odobreno-102-milijuna-eura-za-lng-terminal-324385

19 FM Szijjártó: Croatia LNG Terminal Launch Key Step Forward in Hungary Gas 
Supply; https://hungarytoday.hu/croatia-hungary-energy-lng-szijjarto-krk/

20 Zakupljen sav kapacitet krčkog LNG terminala za iduće tri godine; https://www.
vecernji.hr/vijesti/zakupljen-sav-kapacitet-krckog-lng-terminala-za-iduce-tri-
godine-1410239

21 Zašto bi MOL uopće prodavao INA-u?!; http://www.energetika-net.com/u-
fokusu/komentar-kratki-spoj/zasto-bi-mol-uopce-prodavao-ina-u-30841
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As before, the Government patiently tolerates MOL’s business 
moves; although Prime Minister Plenković has promised a turnaround and 
a departure from the practice so far, there is no indication of that whatsoe-
ver. However, a lot points to a policy of continuity22, with the government at 
the same time incomprehensibly tolerating diplomatic escapades from the 
north that trivialize the nationalist outbursts of its Hungarian counterparts 
as if it were just a common occurrence that should receive no attention23.

During that time, the current President of the Management Board 
of Ina, Sandor Fasimon, radiated optimism24; however, optimism, at least 
when it comes to Ina, turned into a long-standing farce. The Sisak refinery 
is irreversibly closed, and the one in Rijeka is less and less used (while its 
role is taken over by other refineries from the MOL system) and its survival 
could also easily be called into question. Despite everything, Fasimon per-
sistently repeats the mantra of a “vertically integrated company”, which is 
not even able to properly fill in the tender documentation for a concession 
on a maritime domain25. Independent analysts do not believe that this is a 
coincidence, and they also think the same about the fact that processing in 
the Rijeka refinery was suspended for as long as four (instead of the usual 
two) months. Such a delay can hardly be justified by the usual overhaul. 
During that time, the Government allegedly worked on the purchase of Ina, 
but even at the beginning of 2022, five years after the announcement of the 
plan, there have been no changes. Moreover, the state is reopening procee-
dings before the Swiss Federal Supreme Court against the lost arbitration 
against MOL in Geneva, which is an excuse not to deal with the purchase 
of shares held by MOL in Ina “until this new legal circumstance is resolved.” 
Deadlines are being postponed26, and the public is completely excluded 

22 MEMORANDUM OTKRIVA: Plenkovića, Sanadera i Karamarka veže ista 
mađaronska agenda u Ini; https://www.nacional.hr/memorandum-otkriva-
plenkovica-sanadera-i-karamarka-veze-ista-madaronska-agenda-u-ini/

23 Orbanomanija: U Mađarskoj se u posljednja dva mjeseca događaju nevjerojatne 
stvari, Bruxelles bijesni, a Zagreb, Ljubljana i Beograd su - očarani; https://www.
jutarnji.hr/magazini/orbanomanija-u-madarskoj-se-u-posljednja-dva-mjeseca-
dogadaju-nevjerojatne-stvari-bruxelles-bijesni-a-zagreb-ljubljana-i-beograd-
su-ocarani-10313365

24 RAZGOVOR Sandor Fasimon: U riječku rafineriju uložili smo 1,3 milijardi, tu 
ćemo koncentrirati proizvodnju; https://www.novilist.hr/novosti/gospodarstvo/
razgovor-sandor-fasimon-ina-rafinerija-rijeka/?meta_refresh=true

25 Kako se Ini dogodio početnički propust; https://vijesti.hrt.hr/gospodarstvo/kako-
se-ini-dogodio-pocetnicki-propust-589685?jwsource=twi

26 Ministar Ćorić: Za dva tjedna imat ćemo procjenu vrijednosti Ine; https://lider.
media/poslovna-scena/hrvatska/ministar-coric-za-dva-tjedna-imat-cemo-
procjenu-vrijednosti-ine-131626
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from the whole story and has been stumbling in the dark for years only to 
realize that MOL does not actually intend to sell its share at all27. The nego-
tiations on the Croatian side are led by the Minister of Economy Tomislav 
Ćorić, who in the meantime got involved in an affair with clean energy28, that 
of wind farms29, which is becoming more and more serious for him.

Together with his predecessors, Ćorić managed to achieve the 
almost impossible, closing a painful chapter in which one of the previously 
most gas-self-sufficient countries in Europe was brought to the brink of 
complete energy dependence30. While the current Minister of Economy 
is attracting scandals bearing his name with astonishing speed, the gold 
standard has undoubtedly been set by Martina Dalić, behind whom the 
tails of numerous scandals are drawn. Martina Dalić, a frequent guest of the 
Commission for Conflict of Interest31, has been actively shaping national 
economic policy for years, and together with her husband Niko Dalić, whom 
Prime Minister Andrej Plenković gave the green light for another term in the 
Ina Management Board32, pose an incredibly influential and omnipotent 
Croatian power couple who filled the administration with “the stench of 
severe corruption, clientelism and conflict of interest” 33.

The fact that the husband of the Minister and Deputy Prime Mi-
nister holds such a sensitive position (and does not bear any responsibi-
lity) while the Government is allegedly forging redemption plans, and Ina is 

27 Molnar: Stajališta hrvatske vlade i MOL-a o cijeni udjela u Ini “prilično udaljena”; 
https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/molnar-stajalista-hrvatske-vlade-i-mol-a-
o-cijeni-udjela-u-ini-prilicno-udaljena-foto-20210219

28 Ćorića pitali zašto je potpisao odluku o vjetroelektranama, pogledajte odgovor; 
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/coric-rekao-zasto-je-potpisao-odluku-o-
vjetroelektranama-zbog-kojih-je-pala-rimac/2187475.aspx

29 Je li Plenković odobrio Ćoriću da vjetroelektranama omogući pljačku 
proračuna?; https://www.nacional.hr/je-li-plenkovic-odobrio-coricu-da-
vjetroelektranama-omoguci-pljacku-proracuna/

30 Šah mat za hrvatsku energetiku: kupujemo drugi najskuplji plin u EU; https://
euractiv.jutarnji.hr/euractiv/energija-i-gospodarstvo/sah-mat-za-hrvatsku-
energetiku-kupujemo-drugi-najskuplji-plin-u-eu-7936978

31 Martina Dalić; https://www.sukobinteresa.hr/hr/crm-core/contact/1237

32 U Upravi Ine ostaje Niko Dalić, a novi članovi Barbara Dorić i Darko Markotić; 
https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/u-upravi-ine-ostaje-niko-dalic-a-novi-
clanovi-barbara-doric-i-darko-markotic-20200330

33 EKSKLUZIVNO: Kako je Plenković Martinu i Niku Dalića promovirao u najmoćniji 
bračni par u Hrvatskoj čije plaće dosežu 200 tisuća kuna mjesečno; https://www.
nacional.hr/ekskluzivno-kako-je-plenkovic-martinu-i-niku-dalica-promovirao-
u-najmocniji-bracni-par-u-hrvatskoj-cije-place-dosezu-200-tisuca-kuna-
mjesecn/
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sinking deeper and deeper, did not deprive Martina Dalić of her position 
in the Government34. It happened only after the escalation of the Borg35 
affair, which involved a number of more or less well-known names (inclu-
ding the governor of the Croatian National Bank Boris Vujčić36), allegedly 
united against Russian banks, all for their own interests and the interests 
of private investors37. However, Martina Dalić not only failed to disappear 
from the public eye, but quite contrary, with the blessing  of the Prime Mi-
nister, she made a spectacular return to the stage, taking over the leading 
position of Podravka, which has long been mortgaged with games behind 
the scenes scenarios, in which MOL (again!) played one of the key roles38.

Despite, or perhaps thanks to, the efforts of Martina Dalić, Russian 
banks have finally managed to capture the former Agrokor, while Pavle Vuj-
novac’s Russian-powered empire, a proven weapon of spreading Russian 
influence, is growing. And at the same time it does not discriminate too 
much. The increase in ownership of Fortenova is relatively easy to explain39, 
but everything else, from the purchase of Dalekovod’s40 debt, through the 
position of a key shareholder in Petrokemija or the Port of Ploče, to inves-
tment in real estate and tourism, seems only as an opportunistic strategy of 
diversification. The strategy acts as a means to use available capital (which 
is not lacking, primarily due to its dominant position in the gas market) as 

34 Već je jako tabloidno; bivši šef Hanfe uzvraća Dalić i piše kako ga je pritiskala 
zbog muža, izuvala štikle i bijesno skakala; https://www.telegram.hr/politika-
kriminal/vec-je-jako-tabloidno-bivsi-sef-hanfe-uzvraca-dalic-i-pise-kako-ga-je-
pritiskala-zbog-muza-izuvala-stikle-i-bijesno-skakala/

35 Objavljujemo nove mailove - Grupa Borg napravila je izdajnički zakon na štetu 
svih nas, Plenković je sve znao https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/objavljujemo-
nove-mailove-grupa-borg-napravila-je-izdajnicki-zakon-na-stetu-svih-nas-
plenkovic-je-sve-znao/1044645.aspx

36 N1 ima nove mailove Knightheada i Vujčića: “Učinimo našu ponudu 
atraktivnijom”; https://hr.n1info.com/vijesti/n1-ima-nove-mailove-knightheada-i-
vujcica-ucinimo-nasu-ponudu-atraktivnijom/

37 Plenkovićeva Vlada “lex Agrokorom” protiv ruskih banaka; https://faktograf.
hr/2017/03/28/plenkoviceva-vlada-lex-agrokor-rusija/

38 Šef razvoja MOL-a: Preko Podravke smo htjeli do dionica INA-e; https://www.
jutarnji.hr/vijesti/ekskluzivno-sef-razvoja-mol-a-preko-podravke-smo-htjeli-do-
dionica-ina-e-1817445

39 PPD povećao udio u Fortenova grupi - kupili su vrijednosnice propale Glumina 
banke; https://lider.media/poslovna-scena/hrvatska/ppd-povecao-udio-u-
fortenova-grupi-kupili-su-vrijednosnice-propale-glumina-banke-135936

40 Prvo plinarsko društvo (PPD) otkupljuje dug Dalekovoda; https://lider.media/
poslovna-scena/kompanije/prvo-plinarsko-drustvo-ppd-otkupljuje-dug-
dalekovoda-129401
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a lever to spread influence. After capturing with gas, a new phase of action 
is at stake, which obviously comes down to capturing — capital.

Below are analyses of four large companies, four case studies 
of sorts that talk about non-transparent corporate governance, the con-
sequences of business decisions and networks of influence that link politics 
and energy business. These are Petrokemija, Ina, Janaf and PPD.

PETROKEMIJA

The Kutina company is a really good example of the implementation of pu-
blic policy for private and foreign interests — Petrokemija was first “captu-
red”, and finally won. The high cost of raw materials has given Petrokemija 
headaches for years. Or at least such an impression was left by the com-
munication of the members of the Management Board, all in an attempt to 
justify bad (negative) business results and portray their own helplessness 
(and / or incompetence). For example, the first sentence of the 2017 Annual 
Report reads: “...The business environment of Petrokemija d.d. is characte-
rized by two key phenomena — a decline in sales prices of mineral fertili-
zers and a simultaneous increase in the purchase price of natural gas as 
the main raw material”41. In fact, the story of the high cost (procurement) 
of raw materials has been repeated year after year, regularly popping up 
as one of the key determinants of business. The assessment of price risk 
in the 2015 Report is on the same track, stating that “...the most significant 
market risk of the company is related to the risk of changes in the prices 
of raw materials for production (primarily gas)...”42. The line from the 2016 
Report says: “Extremely high financial burden in the business of Petroke-
mija d.d. makes the fact that the price of natural gas transport is extremely 
high, up to three times higher than in other EU countries”43.  

In fact, the former President of the Management Board Đuro Po-
pijač once stated that the price of gas transport is “eight times higher than 

41 Petrokemija d.d., Godišnje izvješće za 2017. godinu; https://petrokemija.hr/
Portals/0/Dokumenti_Kompanija/Financije/IzvjescePetrokemija2017gRev.
pdf?ver=2018-04-30-123120-853

42 Petrokemija d.d., Godišnje izvješće za 2015. godinu; https://petrokemija.hr/
Portals/0/Dokumenti_Kompanija/Financije/IzvjescePetrokemija2015gRev.
pdf?ver=2017-10-17-144936-000

43 Petrokemija d.d., Godišnje izvješće za 2016. godinu; https://petrokemija.hr/
Portals/0/Dokumenti_Kompanija/Financije/IzvjescePetrokemija2016gRev.
pdf?ver=2017-10-17-142934-000
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in Austria”44, vividly confirming the problem of (non) transparency of public 
sector operations. Two, three, or eight times, as if it mattered. And that is 
just the tip of the iceberg of ambiguity and controversy: the same Đuro 
Popijač who, apparently at the suggestion of the then Minister of Economy 
Martina Dalić, was elected President of Petrokemija on the eve of the re-
capitalization, back in 2012 vehemently opposed the sale of Petrokemija 
to “interested Russian investors” as opposed to the support by the then 
Minister of Economy Radimir Čačić. All this time, Petrokemija has, at least 
nominally, posed as a strategic company in the state portfolio (formally, 
since May 2016, Petrokemija has no longer been of strategic importance to 
the Government45); through the Center for Restructuring and Sales (CERP), 
it was majority owned by the Republic of Croatia, and the company was 
staffed by the Government. Popijač remained in the leading position until 
October 2018, just enough to complete the privatization that he once ve-
hemently opposed and by which Petrokemija, by chance, (indirectly) was 
again brought closer to Russian investors. The Kutina company thus once 
again served as an example of the ease with which the state administration 
changes its attitudes overnight and, if necessary, abolishes the status of 

“strategic assets”, which (at least theoretically!) implies the protection of 
national interests.

The media state that the privatization was carried out according 
to the model devised by Martina Dalić46, the alpha and omega of HDZ’s 
economic policy, who appears as one of the main protagonists in several ot-
her notable episodes of privatization and sale of strategic companies. The 
undeniable fact remains that the cost of raw materials has been a weight 
around Petrokemija’s neck for years. After all, Petrokemija shared the fate 
of a country that, in the context of the European gas market, has turned 
into a kind of cul-de-sac of the continent, a shallow and poor market that 
does not interest suppliers too much. However, back in 2011, thanks to the 
interconnection with Hungary, Croatia was given an alternative route for 
the supply of gas from abroad.47

44 Đuro Popijač: Gašenje Petrokemije državu bi stajalo više od četiri milijarde kuna; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/makro-mikro/duro-popijac-gasenje-petrokemije-
drzavu-bi-stajalo-vise-od-cetiri-milijarde-kuna-7493220

45 Orešković: Petrokemija je strateška tvrtka; https://faktograf.hr/2016/08/24/
oreskovic-petrokemija-strateska-tvrtka/

46 Borealis ispao, INA i PPD zajedno u Petrokemiju; https://www.poslovni.hr/
hrvatska/borealis-ispao-ina-i-ppd-zajedno-u-petrokemiju-340974

47 Počeo uvoz plina kroz interkonekciju Hrvatska-Mađarska; https://www.plinacro.
hr/default.aspx?id=349
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As an LNG terminal in recent years, this connection once sounded 
very promising, offering an alternative to the (undercapacitated) entrance 
on the Croatian-Slovenian border. In addition to the existing UMS Rogatec, 
the new UMS Dravaszerdahely input metering station was supposed to pro-
vide a more secure natural gas supply after the unpleasant consequences 
of the great (gas) crisis in 2009 (as a result of the Russia-Ukraine conflict). 
This is evidenced by a memorandum from the Ministry of Economy signed 
by then Minister Popijač in late 2010, advising Petrokemija’s Management 
Board to accept only short-term gas supply contracts, pending increased 
transport capacity and the arrival of new suppliers48 (instead, the Board si-
gned two-year supply contracts gas). Nevertheless, the transported quan-
tities of natural gas in the next few years have been continuously declining49, 
and Croatia continued to procure gas at fairly high prices. “Croatia”, of co-
urse, refers to domestic companies that import natural gas from abroad to 
the domestic market (using gas pipelines and other strategic infrastructure 
under the jurisdiction of the Government and state-owned companies). 
The movement of gas import prices depends on a number of factors, such 
as the relationship between supply and demand (globally and locally), stock 
occupancy, weather conditions and, of course, supplier policy.

According to estimates by the European Agency for the Coope-
ration of Energy Regulators based in Ljubljana50, the average import price 
of natural gas flowing into Croatia in 2012 was just under 44 euros per me-
gawatt hour. By comparison, the cheapest imported gas was then supplied 
by Ireland (23.2 EUR / MWh), but more importantly, the European average 
(covering 23 countries) for imported gas was significantly lower (31.7 EUR) 
than the price for Croatia. Despite the fact that the Slovenian market is 
even smaller than the Croatian one, even Slovenia has been importing che-
aper natural gas for years.

The premium (the difference between the price paid by Croatia 
and the EU average) compared to the European average has gradually 
decreased over time, reaching a record low of 0.5% in 2015 when, coinci-
dentally or not, the government of Zoran Milanović led by Economy Mini-
ster Ivan Vrdoljak, intensively negotiated the entry of strategic partners in 

48 Odluka nadzornog odbora Petrokemije o NE DAVANJU prethodne suglasnosti 
Upravi Petrokemije za potpis ugovora o isporuci plina; https://trzistakapitala.files.
wordpress.com/2015/03/najkraci-moguci-rok-2.jpg

49 Plinacro, Transportirane količine (2002.-2019.); https://www.plinacro.hr/default.
aspx?id=47

50 ACER-CEER Market Monitoring Report; https://acer.europa.eu/en/Electricity/
Market%20monitoring/Pages/Current-Edition.aspx
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Petrokemija51. The attempt at privatization was abruptly stopped (largely 
thanks to Minister Vrdoljak, who was already sympathetic to the Russians 
by arranging a visit by Gazprom’s first man Alexei Miller52), after which the 
price gap (at which Croatia imports gas relative to the European average) 
again — deepened. Over the next three years, with high import prices, Cro-
atia again reached the very top of the continental scale, culminating in 2018, 
with a record premium (higher price) of as much as 18% (compared to the 
European average) despite the new interconnection to Hungary, and des-
pite the announcements of a new alternative in the form of LNG terminals 
in Omišalj. During that time, Petrokemija continuously accumulated losses, 
and in 2018, largely due to the most expensive gas in Europe, the annual loss 
reached a record 471 million kuna, while the cumulative loss (over a period 
of seven years) climbed above 1.8 billion kuna. However, things changed 
drastically at the end of 2018. Economy Minister and Deputy Prime Mini-
ster of Plenković’s government, Martina Dalić, left the Government in May 
for her leading role in creating the controversial Lex Agrokor53 (although 
she interprets this exclusively as a problem of public perception54), and 
her place was taken by Darko Horvat who completed the negotiations with 
strategic partners under the blessing of Prime Minister Plenković. With the 
recapitalization, the majority owner of Petrokemija (with a 54.5% ownership 
share) becomes Terra mineralna gnojiva d.o.o. whose owners are precisely 
the most important gas suppliers, Ina d.d. and Prvo plinarsko društvo d.o.o. 
(PPD) owned by Pavle Vujnovac, local partner of Russian Gazprom. And all 
of a sudden, after Petrokemija was taken over by PPD, which is a key partner 
of Gazprom in Croatia, Europe’s largest gas supplier, gas from abroad is be-
coming drastically cheaper. After 18% (compared to the European average) 
from 2018, the premium is reduced to a miserable 2.4% in 2019, while the 
premium compared to prices in Slovenia will suddenly turn into a 1% disco-
unt (for the first time since 2012). In the list of countries with the most ex-
pensive gas, Croatia is declining from the first to the ninth place, just above 

51 Ina vreba Petrokemiju; https://www.portalnovosti.com/ina-vreba-petrokemiju

52 Ministar uhvaćen u mreži samopromocije; https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/
ministar-uhvacen-u-mrezi-samopromocije-952481

53 The key controversies related to Lex Agrokor are the one-time circumvention 
of regular legal procedures in case of bankruptcy and the fact that the Law was 
written by a secret group of consultants who performed lucrative consulting 
work in the process of state restructuring of Agrokor which was defined by the 
same law. 

54 Ministrica Dalić dala ostavku zbog ‘percepcije’; https://www.slobodnaevropa.
org/a/ostavka-dalic-agrokor/29226214.html
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Italy, which is an incomparably larger market with many more supply routes 
and an incomparably larger domestic oil and gas exploration company (ENI).

Perhaps the best evidence of the reversal is the comparison of 
changes in prices on an annual basis: the European average of natural gas 
import prices in 2018 increased by 17.6%, and prices in Croatia by as much 
as 25%; a year later, after the recapitalization, the average prices of impor-
ted gas in Europe fell by 11%, while in Croatia they decreased by as much 
as — 23%. The question of the market logic according to which Croatia 
paid for (too) expensive gas before this privatization was questionable even 
then, and especially after such a sharp decline.

After a long time, Petrokemija recorded a profit in 2019 (HRK 140 
million). Operating revenues are growing from 1.8 to 2.1 billion kuna, but ex-
penses are drastically decreasing. The impact of the price of gas is easiest 
to monitor through the ratio of operating revenues and the recorded cost of 
raw materials (which are mostly related to natural gas). In the period from 
2012 to 2018, the share of raw material costs in revenues varied between 
82% and 98% (the worst figure was recorded in 2018), and in 2019 it mira-
culously dropped to only 63%, and during 2020 it decreased further, to a 
staggering 57%. Already in 2020, in the midst of the coronavirus pande-
mic, which contributed to the decline in sales revenue (-15%), Petrokemi-
ja’s annual profit grew to HRK 265 million, which means that Ina and PPD 
earned more than two thirds of invested capital in just two years (HRK 300 
million) by which they formalized the crucial role in Petrokemija, turning into 
the largest shareholders.

Another piece of information raises the suspicion that the price 
of key raw materials was managed in order to prepare the ground for the 
takeover. According to the data offered by ACER, the average import price 
of natural gas for Croatia in 2019 is almost identical to that in 2016, but the 
business results from those two years are significantly different (as well as 
the ownership structure!). Apparently, in 2019, Petrokemija paid a different, 
even cheaper (and preferential when compared to the national average) 
price of natural gas. Although during the four years (from 2013 to 2016) 
prices fell by an average of 18% per year, the best that the Management 
could do was to reduce the annual loss to HRK 87 million (2016). It didn’t get 
any better than that — not until the arrival of new owners at least, who have 
always been determining the price of natural gas, one of the most important 
raw materials for the production of mineral fertilizers. Compared to these 
minuses, the profit in the past two years is really impressive, and the price 
of natural gas no longer occupies a prominent place in the categorization 
of business risks. Moreover, the 2020 Annual Report explains the good 
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business results “…thanks to stable production and sales and low natural 
gas prices.”55. (After the escalation of tensions between Russia and Ukraine 
at the end of 2021, gas prices rose significantly on European stock exchan-
ges, but at the time of concluding the text we have no data on the average 
price of imported natural gas for 2021.)

The catalyst for a positive change was obviously recapitalization. 
While Ina and PPD have recorded impressive rates of return on invested 
capital, Croatia can only dream of such results. And not just because of 
the pile of budget funds spent in previous years on some kind of guaran-
tees, loans and injections of fresh capital that preceded the change in the 
ownership structure from 2018. Namely, the Government has gifted the 
new majority owners with a series of interesting decisions56 (which went 
to the advantage of the new owners), committing to spend huge funds and 
fully take on their (our) shoulders the risk of possible objections from the 
European Union. More specifically, the Government converted the gua-
rantee for Petrokemija’s debt of HRK 450 million into an ownership share 
which was then, by a decision to reduce share capital, radically devalued 
(to make private investors’ capital worth more), and then participate in a 
share capital increase of HRK 150 million (through companies and funds 
under state control). Despite these HRK 600 million, the state share in the 
ownership structure of Petrokemija is practically halved (to 40%), while 

55 Petrokemija, Godišnje izvješće za 2020. godinu; https://petrokemija.hr/
Portals/0/Dokumenti_Kompanija/Financije/IzvjescePetrokemija2020G.
pdf?ver=2021-02-24-111702-577

56 Detalji privatizacije Petrokemije: HEP je odgodio naplatu duga, Ina i PPD 
dobili garancije; https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/aktualno/detalji-privatizacije-
petrokemije-hep-je-odgodio-naplatu-duga-ina-i-ppd-dobili-garancije-8025269

The share of raw material costs in the total 
operating revenues of Petrokemija d.d.
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Ina and PPD, with half the injection of fresh capital, control 54.5% of the 
ownership share after the recapitalization57. 

In addition, the Government became the owner of Petrokemija 
Agro Trade Ltd. and thus actually undertook the obligation to rehabilitate 
the phosphogypsum landfill on the edge of the Lonjsko Polje Park. Repai-
ring a potential environmental bomb could cost up to EUR 100 million, ac-
cording to the former Economy Minister, Tomislav Panenic58, and all that 
has been done so far (in more than two years!) is the mere finalization of a 
failed tender to privatize the company59 (the company name has meanw-
hile been changed to De-Fos Ltd.).

Although Minister Darko Horvat previously announced a signifi-
cantly smaller share of the state in the new Petrokemija, counting on the 
participation of mandatory pension funds, this failed to happen. However, 
regardless of such an epilogue, i.e. a high 40% of the state share in the new 
ownership structure, out of a total of seven members of the Supervisory 
Board, the Government chose only two. One of them is a former member 
of the Board of the Lonjsko Polje Nature Park Public Institution (the same 

57 Država poklonila firmu od dvije milijarde kuna onima koji su se financijski uništili; 
https://faktograf.hr/2018/11/03/petrokemija-privatizacija-ina-ppd/

58 Vlada zatajila: Za Petrokemiju ćemo platiti 750 milijuna kuna; https://
express.24sata.hr/ekonomix/vlada-zatajila-za-petrokemiju-cemo-platiti-750-
milijuna-18569

59 Propala prva privatizacija u 2021. Za De-Fos jedna ponuda, ali nevaljana; https://
www.poslovni.hr/hrvatska/propala-prva-privatizacija-u-2021-za-de-fos-jedna-
ponuda-ali-nevaljana-4270382

ownership structure of Petrokemija d.d. in 
late 2017

ownership structure of Petrokemija d.d. in 
early 2021
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one threatened by the phosphogypsum landfill, now fully state-owned), 
Mijo Šepak, a former HDZ county councilor and the former director of the 
Kutina utility company Moslavina Ltd., who earned his fame 60 by the con-
tract of very generous severance pay in the event of termination. It is hard 
to shake off the impression that handing over management rights to new 
shareholders is somewhat reminiscent of the scenario in which MOL, even 
before becoming the largest shareholder, practically gained control of the 
company, with the wholehearted help of then Prime Minister Ivo Sanader.

Last but not least, the Government has promised to accommo-
date the new majority owners by reducing the price of natural gas tran-
sport, although transport prices are set by the Croatian Energy Regulatory 
Agency (HERA), established in 2004 by the Energy Regulation Act. That 
act stipulates that “HERA is an autonomous, independent legal entity with 
public authority to regulate energy activities“61. 

The promise to reduce the price of gas transport, of course, is a 
gross encroachment on the autonomy and independence of the agency, 
but in practice it was implemented by a decision published in December 
2018, which set natural gas prices for 2019 (compared to the previous 
year) as decreased by 23% on average.62. Even without this item, the cost 
of privatization of Petrokemija (for the state budget) climbed far above one 
billion HRK (thanks to the previously listed items), and to that one must 
add the millions lost by Plinacro, a state-owned monopoly in charge of gas 
pipelines in Croatia (once one of the important items in the structure of 
Petrokemija’s expenditures).

The fact remains that the Government of Andrej Plenković, and 
all those of the Government before it, did not implement the idea of   redu-
cing the price of gas transport earlier, while Petrokemija was firmly in state 
ownership. Because all these years, Plinacro, largely through Petrokemija 
(and high gas transportation prices), recorded a continuous increase in 
profits, which culminated in 2018, during which a profit of HRK 235 million 
was realized (which is more than 40% of the realized operating income). 
Instead, Prime Minister Plenković and Energy Minister, Tomislav Ćorić, de-
cided to deprive Plinacro (and thus indirectly the state budget) only after 

60 Ugovor iz snova: U slučaju otkaza 75% place do mirovine; https://www.vecernji.
hr/vijesti/ugovor-iz-snova-u-slucaju-otkaza-75-place-do-mirovine-923178

61 Hrvatska energetska regulatorna agencija; https://www.hera.hr/hr/html/agencija.
html

62 Obavijest korisnicima plinskog transportnog sustava; https://www.hera.hr/hr/
docs/2018/Priopcenje_2018-12-17_02.pdf
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Ina and PPD took control of Petrokemija. To make matters better, HERA 
implemented this idea in the final phase of the project to connect the fu-
ture LNG terminal to the existing pipeline network, i.e. in the midst of the 
investment cycle (and unusually high costs) for Plinacro. According to the 
annual report for 2019 published by Plinacro, this decision “had an impact 
on a significant reduction in revenues from gas transportation and, con-
sequently, on business results…”63. 

The consequence of this decision evidently affected the business 
results — in 2019, Plinacro registered a profit of HRK 78 million, and a year la-
ter only a miserable HRK 15 million. Since 2008 (when company’s annual re-
ports became available), Plinacro has not recorded such a bad result, which 
is largely the result of the transfer of capital in the direction of Petrokemija.

At least that much can be discerned from publicly available 
annual reports — everything else is mostly a matter of business secrecy, 
including the decisions of the General Assembly (on the distribution of pro-
fits) of Plinacro in which the Government is represented by the line minister. 
Although Plinacro is a public company, the minutes from the assembly are 
a secret — at Gong’s request based on the Act on the Right of Access to 
Information, they replied that it was a business secret, and only after the 
complaint was submitted to the Information Commissioner, we received 
the requested minutes64, which speaks volumes about how things are 

63 Plinacro d.o.o., Godišnje izvješće za s019. godinu; https://www.plinacro.hr/
UserDocsImages/dokumenti/Godi%C5%A1nja%20izvje%C5%A1%C4%87a/
PLINACRO%20GI%202019.pdf

64 Zapisnici skupštine društva Plinacro; https://imamopravoznati.org/request/
zapisnici_skupstine_drustva_plin

Generated annual profit, Plinacro d.o.o. Annual revenue records, Plinacro d.o.o.
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managed under a veil of secrecy.
Despite the bitter impression of the Government’s negligent atti-

tude towards state property, former Deputy Prime Minister Martina Dalic 
concluded that “Petrokemija is a great example that shows that the fear of 
privatization is unfounded”65. 

One year after the recapitalization, the turnaround in Petrokemi-
ja’s operations was quite evident: the nine-month financial report indicated 
a profit of HRK 124 million, which was incomparably better than the HRK 
249 million loss in the same period in 2018. But now the majority stake, des-
pite a series of costly interventions, is not controlled by the Government, 
but by private shareholders. But that’s not the end of it — a new odyssey is 
already in sight. European environmental standards are now asking for new 
investments in this money mine, so the news of the search for a strategic 
partner immediately appeared, calling once again the active role of the 
Government (and taxpayers!)66, and announcing delisting of Petrokemija 
from Zagreb stock market.

INA

Once the largest Croatian company of strategic importance, INAIna pas-
sed into the predominant ownership of the Hungarian MOL through a se-
ries of maneuvers under the auspices of the then Prime Minister Sanader, 
who together with MOL chief Zsolt Hernadi was convicted of corruption. 
However, the most important change did not occur in InaINA’s ownership 
structure, but in the sphere of management: according to the verdict, Ivo 
Sanader changed the management rights agreement in exchange for bri-
bes from the Hungarian company, to the detriment of state interests, which 
had far-reaching consequences for INAIna. In the new circumstances, INA-
Ina even in the case of Petrokemija found a common interest with PPD, the 
largest competitor in the gas market.

After the takeover of Petrokemija, Sándor Fasimon, President of 
the Management Board of Ina and the new President of the Supervisory Bo-
ard of Petrokemija, did not hide his optimism, referring to the bigger picture, 

65 Gažić: ‘Kod nas postoji otpor privatizaciji‘; Dalić: ‘Petrokemija je sjajan primjer da 
je taj strah neutemeljen‘; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/gazic-kod-nas-
postoji-otpor-privatizaciji-dalic-petrokemija-je-sjajan-primjer-da-je-taj-strah-
neutemeljen-15037190

66 Figurativna loptica odluke o budućnosti kutinskog diva opet se vratila na dio 
igrališta koji pripada Vladi; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/figurativna-
loptica-odluke-o-buducnosti-kutinskog-diva-opet-se-vratila-na-dio-igralista-
koji-pripada-vladi-15084825
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the role of the largest domestic oil company and synergy effects of recapi-
talization. “As the only natural gas producer in Croatia, we see opportunities 
for synergies within our value chain with Petrokemija, which is the largest 
consumer of natural gas,” 67 said Fasimon, who in the year and a half he led 
Ina did not get familiarized with key facts. Because this optimism, when 
it comes to INAIna, from Croatian perspective has no basis at all: INAIna 
actually imports more and produces less.

Long time ago, Petrokemija was a part of INAIna, primarily due to 
domestic gas production. However, this item in InaINA’s balance sheet has 
been thinning for years, and domestic needs are increasingly being met 
by imports. According to the Central Bureau of Statistics (DZS), 1.8 billion 
cubic meters of gas were produced (extracted) in Croatia in 2014, while 
slightly more than a billion were imported. In other words, even then, Croatia 
met a third of its needs with imports. Production was evenly distributed on 
a monthly basis, while imports decreased in the summer and increased in 
the winter months, in line with seasonal fluctuations in consumption.

Judging by the sum of these two categories (all these years, the 
quantities of natural gas shipped for export are really negligible), from the 
beginning of 2014 to the end of 2020, consumption in Croatia was quite 
stable and hovered around three billion cubic meters per year. However, 
the 2014 ratio began systematically deteriorating: production was falling 
and imports were rising. Already in 2017, total imports surpassed domestic 
production, and in 2019 the power ratio became diametrically opposed to 
that of 2014: domestic production met a third of the needs, while the rest of 
the gas consumed came from imports. The latest available data, those for 
2020, show that the share of domestic production has fallen below 30%, so 
it is not clear what synergic effects Fasimon was talking about — certainly 
not about domestic production of natural gas for the needs of Petrokemija, 
because at this pace, production will soon be gone altogether.

Nevertheless, in 2018, INAIna took over ENI Croatia, a subsidiary 
of an Italian partner with which it exploited gas fields in the northern Adriatic, 
announcing an increase in daily gas production. Triumphantly labeling the 
transaction as a great success, which keeps the entire production on off-
shore platforms in Croatia, the company’s representatives boasted about 
the company’s focus on development. The then President of the Manage-
ment Board Zoltan Aldott spoke about a clear strategy based on “renewal 

67 Nakon dugog niza godina na koljenima industrijski div iz Kutine se uspravlja; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/makro-mikro/nakon-dugog-niza-godina-na-
koljenima-industrijski-div-iz-kutine-se-uspravlja-9592921
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of reserves and increase of hydrocarbon production”.68 The optimistically 
toned PR offensive, which was readily conveyed by most domestic media, 
was joined by Minister of Environment and Energy Tomislav Ćorić, empha-
sizing that “with this acquisition, domestic hydrocarbon reserves will incre-
ase by about 800 million cubic meters, which definitely means a positive 
step forward for the domestic energy sector.”

However, a positive impression is significantly spoiled by — the 
context. More specifically, these (additional) 800 million cubic meters of 

68 Sav plin ostaje u Hrvatskoj: Ina u potpunosti preuzima posao eksploatacije 
plina u sjevernom Jadranu; https://www.glasistre.hr/pula/ina-preuzima-posao-
eksploatacije-plina-u-sjevernom-jadranu-564949

Total amount of produced and imported 
natural gas in Croatia, on a monthly basis

Total amount of produced and imported 
natural gas in Croatia, on an annual basis

Ratio of natural gas import and production 
in Croatia, on a monthly basis
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natural gas, no matter how big the number seems, Croatian consumers 
use on average in just three winter months. After all, the effect of this 
transaction in domestic statistics is really hard to spot. Moreover, the last 
time (according to the DZS) a single-digit decline in domestic natural gas 
production was recorded in 2017 (-9.6%), after which the next three years 
production recorded very monotonous decline rates, between 16% and 17%. 
The price of the acquisition is, of course, a trade secret, but so far no one 
from the company has explained why INAIna decided to take over the old 
depleted fields, which will also require huge costs of conservation of the site 
after the end of exploitation? Will INAIna take part in this itself, after having 
bought the share of Italian partners?

Hungarian MOL is already a well-known factor in Croatian politics 
and economy. The latter is quite understandable, because INAIna, at least 
for Croatian conditions, is a large company, which year after year holds the 
leading position on the list of the largest domestic companies according to 
the criterion of realized revenues. However, MOL is at the same time a very 
important factor on the domestic political scene, because it has been pur-
suing business policy for years, which cannot be crammed into the context 
of Croatian interests even with the best of intentions. The publication “Gas 
CaptureCapture by Gas” describes in detail the development of relations 
with Hungarian partners throughout history; the relationship has evidently 
affected all walks of society and left a deep mark on the domestic political 
scene, as Croatia has become entangled in a network of foreign interests 
from which it is almost impossible to escape.

After all, these interests even deprived the former Prime Minister 
Ivo Sanader of his freedom, and the Constitutional Court got involved in the 
whole story, which, under the pretext of violating the rights of the accused, 
annulled the first bribery verdict, thus indirectly contributing to the nega-
tive outcome of the Geneva arbitration between Croatia and MOL69. Three 
years later, Zlata Đurđević, Head of the Department of Criminal Procedure 
Law and President of the Association for Criminal Sciences and Practice, 
spoke in her analysis of “disturbing omissions of the Constitutional Court”70, 

69 ANALIZA OBJAVLJENE PRESUDE ARBITRAŽNOG SUDA U SLUČAJU INA - 
MOL Pet razloga zašto je MOL pobijedio; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/
analiza-objavljene-presude-arbitraznog-suda-u-slucaju-ina-mol-pet-razloga-
zasto-je-mol-pobijedio-6738210

70 Cijenjena profesorica pronašla je uznemirujuće propuste u odluci Ustavnog 
suda o Sanaderovom slučaju; https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/
cijenjena-profesorica-pronasla-je-uznemirujuce-propuste-u-odluci-kojom-je-
ustavni-sud-srusio-sanaderovu-presudu/
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which is by no means a negligible detail, because in March 2021 she found 
herself at the center of a conflict between the HDZ parliamentary majority 
on the one hand and President Zoran Milanović on the other71. At the end 
of that judicial saga, in October 2021, the Supreme Court upheld the con-
viction handed down in a retrial at the Zagreb County Court in 2019, which 
thus became final. It found Ivo Sanader guilty of receiving bribes and Zsolt 
Hernádi guilty of giving bribes.

Long before the final verdict against Sanader, HDZ President To-
mislav Karamarko resigned because of MOL, after the media published 
details of the contract between his spouse Ana Šarić Karamarko and Josip 
Petrović, a MOL lobbyist72. Karamarko was also accused of the fact that 
his company Soboli worked for Ina while MOL was already in its ownership 
structure, and the same consultant Josip Petrović73 was in its management. 
All this speaks enough about (to put it mildly) the problematic role of the 
Hungarian partners.

However, with the departure of Sanader and the processing of 
problematic decisions on the transfer of management rights, the pro-
blems have not disappeared. Moreover, a number of decisions of the 
Ina Management Board clearly confirm the thesis that MOL is not really 
a strategic partner, but a predator who, following the Kremlin manual74, 
corrupted the executive government branch. And more importantly, such 
practice is still ongoing.

It has been more than five years since Prime Minister Andrej Plen-
ković announced in a dramatic public announcement on Christmas Eve 
2016 that the Government will buy Ina from MOL; the matter, meanwhile, 
has not moved from a standstill, and as time goes on, the whole story be-
comes more and more grotesque. This is evidenced by the latest announ-
cements of the Government that it will initiate a procedure in Switzerland 
to review the lost arbitration with MOL in 2016 regarding management 
rights and the gas business. It is completely uncertain whether this legal 

71 Kako su se u priču oko Vrhovnog suda ušuljali batleri i dječica koja trebaju 
odrasti; https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/kako-su-se-u-pricu-oko-
vrhovnog-suda-usuljali-batleri-i-djecica-koja-trebaju-odrasti/

72 Ekskluzivni dokumenti: Lobist Mola Ani Karamarko platio 60 tisuća eura; https://
www.nacional.hr/ekskluzivni-dokumenti-lobist-mola-ani-karamarko-platio-60-
tisuca-eura/

73 Ekskluzivni dokumenti: Petrović iz Ine plaćao Karamarkov Soboli; https://www.
nacional.hr/ekskluzivni-dokumenti-petrovic-iz-ine-placao-karamarkov-soboli/

74 https://faktograf.hr/2019/04/03/hrvatski-energetski-sektor-je-opljackan-i-
zarobljen/
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maneuver can succeed, but until it is resolved, the Government has anno-
unced that it will “stop” the process of buying shares from MOL. As the 
Prime Minister once explained, “the strategic political decision to buy Ina 
shares from MOL was made for Croatia’s energy security, strengthening 
Ina as a strategic national company and its development as a vertically 
integrated oil company “75.

Unfortunately, none of this made sense then, and even less so 
today, and is completely contrary to any meaningful interpretation of the 
European Union’s strategic documents, which push the transition from fo-
ssil fuels to renewable energy sources to the forefront. In addition, INAIna 
has long been a company that MOL is primarily interested in because of 
its role as a dominant player in the retail segment, and the development 
strategy is completely subordinated to that. The latter thesis is relatively 
easy to substantiate with concrete figures, which clearly show that Ina is a 
company without perspective and without a future.

For starters, its reserves are continuously declining: in the pe-
riod from 2012 to (end) 2019, total hydrocarbon reserves were reduced 
by almost two thirds. An integrated company like Ina can never afford 
such a striking drop in proven reserves, despite the green initiatives of the 
European Union. In parallel with the decline in reserves, production has 
also been decreasing: from 2012 to 2020, total hydrocarbon production 
decreased by almost 40%, and after significant growth, the production in 

75 Ovo je prilika koja se pruža jednom u životu: Andrej Plenković za Jutarnji 
objasnio kako ćemo i kada kupiti Inu; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ovo-
je-prilika-koja-se-pruza-jednom-u-zivotu-andrej-plenkovic-za-jutarnji-objasnio-
kako-cemo-i-kada-kupiti-inu-5452471

Proven and probable hydrocarbon 
reserves, year-end balance

Total average daily hydrocarbon 
production on an annual basis
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rafineries has been declining in recent years, as well. In fact, the production 
in one refinery — because the other one in Sisak was permanently closed.

These figures best testify to the lack of long-term orientation and 
deny the mantra persistently served by the Hungarian representatives of 
the company, even after the disastrous business results from 2020. This is 
also a consequence of the dramatic decline in production in 2020, with the 
publication of business results revealing the true picture of the situation in 
the northern Adriatic, where gas production, contrary to optimistic anno-
uncements and promises, decreased by as much as 23%76 in just one year. 

By the way, gas has been the subject of controversy for years, and 
the Hungarian side regularly uses it as an argument in the debate, claiming 
that the Government did not abide by the agreement, refusing to imple-
ment the famous agreement to take over gas trade through Prirodni plin, 
which was to be separated from INAIna. The takeover agreement, or for-
mally the “Main Gas Contract”, concluded on 30 January 2009 (the “First 
Addendum to the Main Gas Contract” signed on 16 December 2009) is 
in fact the red herring by Prime Minister Sanader (convicted in this case 
for receiving a bribe from MOL, i.e. its leader Zsolt Hernadi), by which the 
state was obliged to commit to the purchase of part or the entire domestic 
production of natural gas from Ina by 2024.

On the one hand, it is understandable that MOL did not intend 
to become an instrument of social policy of the Government of the Repu-
blic of Croatia: Croatian citizens were to some extent spared the negative 
effects of market liberalization and did not pay the full market price of gas 
(which is why Prirodni plin posted lower revenues). And then again, the cost 
of producing gas extracted by INAIna was well below the market price of 
imported gas; the research was financed in the era of socialism and social 
ownership (and is the result of state investments, i.e. taxpayers’ funds), with 
Ina paying symbolic concession fees, incomparably lower than usual. 

Hence MOL’s attempt (through the then Prime Minister’s) to turn 
things around: under the agreement, concession fees for gas production 
would increase from 5% to 10%, which is still far below the common pra-
ctice of neighboring countries (for example, the concession fee in Hungary 
was 60%), but sales volumes would be determined unilaterally by Ina, with 
the price of gas purchased by the previously separated company Prirodni 
plin based on the “Gazprom export” formula (import, significantly higher 

76 Teška godina za Inu, zabilježili najveći gubitak u novijoj povijesti kompanije; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/aktualno/teska-godina-za-inu-zabiljezili-najveci-
gubitak-u-novijoj-povijesti-kompanije-15051860
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natural gas prices). After the sudden departure of Prime Minister Sanader, 
Jadranka Kosor refused to sign the disputed agreement, basing her deci-
sion on an estimate that its implementation would result in billions of kuna 
in losses. The analysis from 2015 concluded that in the case of implemen-
tation by 2023, the contract could generate over HRK 20 billion in losses 
for Prirodni plin (i.e. the state budget). 

Yet to blame solely the corrupt Prime Minister for this development 
would be completely wrong; several crucial business decisions were made 
with the blessing of the current Prime Minister Plenković and his ministers. 
Certainly one of the most important is the one related to the refineries in 
Sisak and Rijeka, which should have been modernized by an agreement 
between the Government and MOL77. From time to time, the Government 
publicly points out this fact, recalling and reminding that MOL has commi-
tted to modernizing both refineries, and then on the other hand — Minister of 
Energy Tomislav Ćorić is one of the signatories of the famous Memorandum 
of Understanding, completely unknown to the public until its content leaked 
to the media. The Memorandum was signed back in August 2018, and Ina 
interprets it as a non-binding document “with the aim of creating precon-
ditions for making business decisions that ensure greater profitability and 
sustainability of InaINA’s refinery business, and thus the entire company.” 78 
In reality, the Memorandum first sealed the fate of the refinery in Sisak, but 
also completely destroyed the structure in which MOL poses as a strategic 
partner ready to invest in the long-term development of Ina.

77 Prije zatvaranja Rafinerije Sisak…; https://www.bilten.org/?p=25104

78 Obavijest za medije; https://www.ina.hr/announcement/obavijest-za-medije-2/

Total sales of refinery products on an 
annual basis

Total refinery production on an annual 
basis
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Again, the matter is easiest to substantiate with concrete figures, 
and data on the sale of petroleum products, which has been growing con-
tinuously for years, can serve as a suitable introduction. Hence the sta-
tement that retail is the only segment of the domestic oil company that 
really interests Hungarian partners — all other categories of business are 
more or less neglected, but InaINA’s retail network is constantly improving 
and expanding. The growth of living standards of Croatian citizens and the 
growing number of visits by foreign tourists are the key to growth, and the 
decline in 202079 should be seen only as an external shock, through the 
prism of the coronavirus pandemic, marked by reduced mobility and signi-
ficantly worse tourist season. However, the described sales growth does 
not follow the growth of production of petroleum products: after 2017 and 
2018 exceeded results from 201280, in the last two years the total produ-
ction of refineries has decreased by as much as — a third81. 

The reasons for the decline should be sought primarily in the 
effects of the signed Memorandum, on the basis of which a two-way flow 
was built between Janaf ’s Sisak terminal and the Sisak Oil Refinery. Prior 
to that, crude oil could reach Hungary via the Adriatic Oil Pipeline only 
from imports, via Omišalj, where it was delivered by sea. However, the 

79 Ina Group Q4 Financial Report; https://www.ina.hr/wp-content/
uploads/2020/12/FR_Grupa_Q4_2020_ENG-FINAL.pdf

80 Ina, Godišnje izvješće za 2018. godinu; https://www.ina.hr/wp-content/
uploads/2020/01/AR_2018_CRO_17_4_finn_compressed-4.pdf

81 Ina, Godišnje izvješće za 2019. godinu; https://www.ina.hr/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/AR_2019_CRO_30.4.pdf

Import of petroleum products in Croatia on 
an annual basis

Production of petroleum products on an 
annual basis
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premeditated investment made by Janaf, with the encouragement of MOL 
and the blessing of the competent minister, enabled part of the crude oil, 
which was collected in Sisak from domestic oil fields, to be easily shipped 
to Hungary. Ina (MOL) claims that crude oil is sold at market prices, which 
is impossible to confirm or deny without specific documents, but in the 
end it is not really that important. Far-reaching consequences of such pra-
ctices are more important, because by transferring part of processing to 
Hungary, MOL collects higher processing margins (or in translation, takes 
part of the profits from Ina shareholders, including the Government and 
mandatory pension funds, with ownership shares of 44.8%, and 4.2% res-
pectively), at the same time changing the image of the company in which 
the Rijeka refinery, whose future has so far been unquestionable, may sud-
denly become — a surplus.

Data from the Central Bureau of Statistics suggest exactly this 
scenario. However, the import of petroleum products in Croatia increased 
by as much as a third in 2019 (compared to the previous year), which in-
dicates a new trend (the decline in 2020 should again be seen only in the 
context of a drastic decline in consumption due to the coronavirus pan-
demic). Given that in Croatia crude oil is processed only by Ina, imports 
could simply be the result of higher trade volumes of some of the compe-
titors, but — it is not. The segment of petroleum products reveals a sharp 
decline in 2019, which can mean only two things: either INAIna recorded 
drastically weaker sales offset by competitors, grabbing higher market 
share by increasing imports of petroleum products from abroad, or INAIna 
deliberately reduced utilization of refinery capacity, and compensated for 
this shortfall by importing petroleum products from other components of 

Production and export of crude oil in 
Croatia on a monthly basis

Production and export of crude oil in 
Croatia on an annual basis
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the MOL Group (probably from a refinery in Hungary, where crude oil from 
Sisak was processed).

No, competitors are not the ones responsible for the drastically hig-
her imports of petroleum products, and the DZS data can serve as confirma-
tion, this time in the crude oil segment: it can be assumed that other compa-
nies in the market function as intermediaries who buy petroleum products 
(or perhaps directly from Ina) place the products in retail. However, Ina has its 
own crude oil production, and it is relatively easy to isolate any anomalies and 
deviations from previous years. Especially when it comes to exports. And by 
2019, exports were — zero. This, of course, means that all the oil extracted 
from domestic wells went for processing to domestic refineries, but the trend 
changed dramatically during 2019. After minor quantities of crude oil expor-
ted in June and August (prior to which time it seems like a test drive mode82), 
exports literally exploded at the end of the year, and this trend continued 
until December 2020 (latest available data) when as much as 136 thousand 
tons of crude oil were exported. By comparison, total crude oil production 
(from 2014 onwards) ranged between 550 and 685 thousand tons (per year), 
while in 2020 total exports reached an incredible 632 thousand tons, which 
is roughly equivalent to total annual production!

The explanation for the dramatic change in the trend was offe-
red by Ina itself, trying to clarify the significance of the Memorandum af-
ter its content leaked to the media. “The construction of a two-way flow 
between Janaf ’s Sisak Terminal and the Sisak Oil Refinery was completed 

82 MOL šalje hrvatsku naftu u Mađarsku, a Plenković šuti; https://www.nacional.hr/
mol-salje-hrvatsku-naftu-u-madarsku-a-plenkovic-suti/

Trends in the price of a barrel of Brent 
crude during 2020 on a daily basis

Trends in the price of a barrel of Brent 
crude during 2021 on a daily basis
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in the last quarter of 2019,” the company said in a press release83, perfe-
ctly matching DZS data on spectacular export growth in late 2019 and 
2020. The continuation of this press release is a tragicomic blow to so-
und logic, because it puts forward the thesis that “by that Ina is enabled 
the sell of oil at market price and greater economic value”, stating that 

“the Rijeka refinery processes 20% more oil in a more efficient way than 
before, which is enough to cover the needs of the Croatian market.” How 
could the outflow of crude oil to Hungary increase the refining of 20% 
more crude oil and what is the explanation for the dramatic decline in the 
production of petroleum products and the equivalent increase in imports 
of these same derivatives?

Instead of receiving answers to these questions, the domestic 
public was served with a bunch of incoherent verbal outbursts from Mini-
ster Ćorić, who first tried to protect Prime Minister Plenković. “Plenković 
did not have to know the details of the Memorandum… I will bear all the 
responsibility,” Ćorić84 pointed out, implying that this was a good business 
decision. “The price of crude oil is falling sharply, and you ask me if we have 
betrayed the national interest by continuing to transfer that oil to Hungary” 
was the essence of the position of the Government, or at least the Ministry, 
when it comes to oil exports, despite the fact that the only thing that has 
changed drastically is the trend — the price of crude oil. Prices, of course, 
vary depending on the blend (type) of crude oil, but the momentum at that 
time (globally) was already extremely positive.

Moreover, at the time of Ćorić’s address to the media, the price 
of Brent crude oil had risen (compared to the lowest price recorded in the 
second half of April) by almost 90%, and by about 40% by the end of the 
year. And then during 2021 (until mid-March) it increased by a further 35%.

Truth be told, it would be completely out of place to put the burden 
of failed projections of crude oil price movements on Minister’s shoulders, but 
still no less out of place than the argumentation by which the oil company’s 
business moves are being justified by short-term market price fluctuations.

In addition to opening the door to the export of crude oil from 
Croatia, the Memorandum also denied a whole host of politicians who 

83 Obavijest za medije; https://www.ina.hr/announcement/obavijest-za-medije-2/

84 Ćorić tvrdi da Memorandum između Ine i Janafa nije sporan: ‘Cijena sirove nafte 
stubokom pada, a vi me pitate da li smo izdali nacionalni interes’; https://www.
jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/coric-tvrdi-da-memorandum-izmedu-ine-i-janafa-
nije-sporan-cijena-sirove-nafte-stubokom-pada-a-vi-me-pitate-da-li-smo-mi-
izdali-nacionalni-interes-10342270
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seemed to zealously defend the future of the Sisak refinery and the fate of 
about 800 workers85. Former Minister of State Property Goran Marić said 
in August 2016: “If we take over power, we will never allow the shutdown 
of the Sisak oil refinery”86. Sisak-Moslavina County Prefect Ivo Žinić said 
that “the county will not allow the shutdown of production in the Sisak Re-
finery” 87, and at about the same time, from another pre-election rostrum, 
the Prime Minister’s messages were not intoned differently: “The gover-
nment supported Croatian board members in preventing the decision to 
close the Sisak refinery. I would like to emphasize that the inter-shareholder 
agreement is clear and envisages the reconstruction of both refineries.”88 
The short chronology of missed statements should certainly include that 
of Minister Ćorić, published in early 2018, when he stated that “InaINA’s 
decision to close the FCC plant in the Sisak Refinery is not the beginning 

85 Korak prema zatvaranju rafinerije: 220 radnika u Sisku dobit će otkaze; https://
www.nacional.hr/korak-prema-zatvaranju-rafinerije-220-radnika-u-sisku-dobit-
ce-otkaze/

86 Ministar Marić je prije 2 godine dao obećanje građanima. Hoće li sad odstupiti?; 
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/ministar-maric-je-prije-2-godine-dao-
obecanje-gradjanima-hoce-li-sad-odstupiti/2052126.aspx

87 Kronologija najava gašenja Rafinerije Sisak: neizvjesna budućnost pogona 
o kojemu mnogima ovisi egzistencija; https://www.rtl.hr/vijesti-hr/novosti/
hrvatska/2772319/kronologija-najava-gasenja-rafinerije-sisak-neizvjesna-
buducnost-pogona-o-kojemu-mnogima-ovisi-egzistencija/?ticker_type=latest_
news

88  HDZ se predomislio: “Za Božić su izdali radnike Rafinerije...”; https://www.24sata.
hr/news/prenamjena-pogona-za-bozic-su-izdali-radnike-rafinerije-605829

INA’s business revenue on an annual basis INA’s Generated profit/loss on an annual 
basis
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of shutting down the entire production in that refinery.”.89

And that cynicism, unfortunately, does not stop here. More impor-
tantly (when looking at the bigger picture), the Memorandum brought the 
problem of (non)transparency to the forefront. Namely, at the end of 2018, 
Minister Ćorić laconically said that “Ina should definitely become more of 
a business case, and less of a subject of politicization” 90 although several 
months had passed since the signing of the disputed Memorandum, and 
Ćorić was certainly aware of the consequences of such an agreement. A year 
and a half later, he tried to explain his role in the whole story. “As Minister of 
Environment, it is in my interest that INAIna and Janaf operate at least with 
a kuna higher profit, because they are owned by the state,” Ćorić said91. 

How did it end? In 2019, Ina registered slightly higher revenues 
and half lower the profit, and then in 2020 it announced data on a dramatic 
drop in revenue and a loss of more than HRK 600 million.

JANAF

In the early morning of September 2020, in a spectacular police operation 
that usually attracts media attention, a dozen people were arrested, inc-
luding Dragan Kovačević, the then President of the Management Board 
of Janaf. Unofficial information spoke of favoritism in awarding jobs and 
accepting bribes, confirming the thesis of a frightening network of private 
interests that are intertwined into state-owned companies, while their lea-
ders are elected according to the political key, i.e. the criterion of political 
eligibility. After he was removed from the top position in Janaf and relea-
sed from custody, Kovačević was arrested again the following year on new 
suspicions of corruption, which media referred to as the second step of the 
Janaf affair. To shed light on this story, one needs to go far back in time and 
clarify the context in which the state monopolist functioned.

As the only Croatian company that manages oil pipelines on the 

89 Ćorić radnicima Rafinerije: Ne strahujte za budućnost; https://www-lider-
ocm.exabyte.hr/aktualno/coric-radnicima-rafinerije-ne-strahujte-za-
buducnost-48516

90 Ministar Ćorić o poslovnom planu Ine: To je put kojim treba ići; https://www.index.
hr/vijesti/clanak/ministar-coric-o-poslovnom-planu-ine-to-je-put-kojim-treba-
ici/2051264.aspx

91 Ćorić pere premijera od priče o tajnom memorandumu o izvozu nafte: ‘On nije 
upoznat s detaljima, ja snosim odgovornost’; https://www.telegram.hr/politika-
kriminal/coric-pere-premijera-od-price-o-tajnom-memorandumu-o-izvozu-
nafte-on-nije-upoznat-s-detaljima-ja-snosim-odgovornost/
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territory of the Republic of Croatia, Janaf recorded a decline in revenue 
in 2019, which was fully recovered in 2020, but in both years it recorded 
a decline in profits. Measured by concrete business results, it seems that 
all this effort of the Minister was — pointless. Instead of “one kuna more”, 
Janaf ’s profit was reduced by forty million kuna in those two years.

And then again, in Janaf, they consider it appropriate to emphasize 
that during 2020 they “mostly reduced reputation risks”92, forgetting that the 
President of the Management Board was arrested in the same year. They ob-
viously have their own version of past events, and point out that “they made 
business decisions aimed at contributing to the growth and development 
of society and the Croatian economy, as well as the stability of supply of oil 
and petroleum products of EU member states and neighboring countries.”.93 
Monotonous explanation, composed of common platitudes, points to the 
wrong conclusion about the boring commercial exposure of the national 
energy policy in which nothing is decided and nothing important happens. 

While it was headed by Ante Markov, the company signed another, 
somewhat forgotten Memorandum, which in mid-2011 formalized coope-
ration with Russia’s Zarubežnjeft. The signature confirmed “the interest of 
both sides in cooperating in conducting research and projects related to 

92 Janaf lani s najboljim rezultatima u povijesti; ‘U najvećoj mjeri smanjili smo 
reputacijske rizike, osigurali stabilno poslovanje i nastavak investicija’; https://
www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/janaf-lani-s-najboljim-rezultatima-u-povijesti-
kompanije-u-najvecoj-mjeri-smanjili-smo-reputacijske-rizike-osigurali-stabilno-
poslovanje-i-nastavak-investicijskog-ciklusa-20210223

93 Oko Ine je danas izbila ogromna afera. Evo o čemu se radi; https://www.index.hr/
vijesti/clanak/vlada-je-tvrdila-da-nema-veze-s-odlukama-ine-oko-siska-sad-
znamo-da-to-nije-tako/2185913.aspx

Poslovni prihodi Janafa na godišnjoj razini Ostvarena dobit Janafa na godišnjoj razini
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hydrocarbon exploitation on the territory of the Republic of Croatia”, and 
in practice should have laid the foundations of the “Družba Adria” project 
and enable transport of Russian oil to the Omišalj terminal and domestic oil 
fields94. Although the project was shut down, Markov received the Russian 
decoration Družba for his merits, the same decoration worn by “big players” 
such as Milorad Dodik, Ivica Dačić, Tomislav Nikolić or Milan Bandić. Alre-
ady at the beginning of 2012, Markov was released of his duties, despite 
claims that he received the approval of the then Minister of Economy Đuro 
Popijač for his business decisions95. 

With Markov’s departure, less than two months after Zoran Mi-
lanović’s new government was sworn in, the practice of political appo-
intments in companies with full or predominant state ownership was 
once again confirmed, primarily conditioned by relations (trade) on the 
domestic political scene. According to many, the strategically important 
energy sector in the new government has been largely taken over by the 
HNS. Dragan Kovačević has been appointed as Ante Markov’s successor. 
Kovacević seemed to present significant deatchment from his predece-
ssor (at least in terms of business initiatives and cooperation with Russian 
companies), but this should be interpreted in the context of events on 
the political scene. Namely, the HDZ has been flirting for a long time with 
the possibility of joining the Družba Adria project96; with the change of 
government the influence from the east simply weakened considerably, 
and together with it the business ambitions of Janaf. One of the links with 
Ante Markov’s legacy is the accession to the International Association of 
Oil Transporters (IAOT), realized in September 201997 (during the term 
of Dragan Kovačević), which accepted Janaf into the elite society of the 
former communist block countries98. The news suggests that even under 
the leadership of the new President of the Management Board, Janaf has 
not completely given up his former ambitions, but it is very interesting 

94 Šef JANAF-a Ante Markov udružio se s Rusima da Ini otmu naftno-plinski biznis 
u Slavoniji; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sef-janaf-a-ante-markov-
udruzio-se-s-rusima-da-ini-otmu-naftno-plinski-biznis-u-slavoniji-1633398

95 Kremlj dao Markovu odličje jer je u Hrvatsku doveo naftnog giganta; https://www.
jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/clanak1004162.html-1636536

96 Sumnjiva posla oko Družbe Adria; https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/sumnjiva-
posla-oko-druzbe-adria-20100624

97 JANAF-ov međunarodni uspjeh - postali članom IAOT-a; https://janaf.hr/novosti/
janaf-ov-medunarodni-uspjeh-postali-clanom-iaot-a

98 IAOT - Current members and observers; https://www.iaot.eu/en/about-us/
current-members-and-observers
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that such a possibility is not mentioned in the famous 2018 Memoran-
dum. Namely, certain expert estimates say that the option of reversible 
oil flow from Sisak to Rijeka could be realized within the existing pipeline 
with relatively modest investments, which would enable the transport of 
crude oil collected in Sisak to the Rijeka refinery99. Moreover, it seems 
that even during Dragan Kovačević’s term, Janaf worked on the technical 
preconditions for the transport of crude oil from Sisak to Rijeka; this is 
indicated by some of his statements, such as the one from 2013, when 
during the commissioning of the crude oil tank in Sisak he pointed out 
that this is “one of the preconditions for enabling reversible or two-way 
oil transport on the Sisak-Omišalj route in order to increase the reliability 
and security of transport and the security of oil supply in Croatia and the 
countries of Southeast and Central Europe”100. However, this possibility 
was not discussed in 2018, and it is clear why — MOL views Ina exclusively 
as a retail sales channel, in addition to which everything else, except the 
exploitation of the remaining sites, is actually redundant and worth termi-
nating. Therefore, such an epilogue clearly shows the strength of foreign 
influence on Croatian institutions.

Of course, with the impressively low level of transparency inhe-
rented in state-owned companies and institutions, which are often a ho-
tbed of corruption, it is not easy to tell whose side Dragan Kovacevic held; 
however, the fact that the famous Memorandum was not signed by him (but 
by Board member, Bruno Šarić) was largely used in his defense. “A large 
part of this story is because I fought, even considered the export of oil from 
Sisak as a national betrayal”101,claims Kovačević, who is well aware that the 
Memorandum does not coincide with Croatian interests. And then again, 
the fact that the content of the agreement between Ina and Janaf leaked to 
the media less than two years later, and Kovačević did nothing during that 
time, does not serve him well. So doesn’t the complaint of Optima Group 
to the Agency for the Protection of Market Competition (AZTN) in which 
it is claimed that Janaf charged MOL preferential prices for oil transport, 

99 Laž je da se nafta iz Siska ne može slati u Rijeku. Da je Ćorić htio, naftovod bi već 
za to bio spreman; https://www.nacional.hr/laz-je-da-se-nafta-iz-siska-ne-moze-
slati-u-rijeku-da-je-coric-htio-naftovod-bi-vec-za-to-bio-spreman/

100 Ministar Vrdoljak pustio u rad nove spremnike na JANAF-ovom Terminalu Sisak; 
https://janaf.hr/novosti/ministar-vrdoljak-pustio-u-rad-nove-spremnike-na-
janaf-ovom-terminalu-sisak

101 Skrivena poruka Dragana Kovačevića: ‘Bolje vam je da ja ne kažem sve ono što 
znam...’; https://www.24sata.hr/news/kovacevicevi-spinovi-za-spas-priprijetio-
je-da-ce-progovoriti-ali-pet-izjava-mu-ne-drze-vodu-734615
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later rejected by AZTN. Kovačević did not fight against foreign interests 
neither in the case of the privatization of Petrokemija, in which Janaf loa-
ded HRK 50 million and thus acquired a 9.1% ownership share, saving the 
Government from a fiasco, as mandatory pension funds did not respond 
to the invitation to participate in the recapitalization. 

And then again, Kovačević is not so important in this story be-
cause he was the President of the Management Board of a company that 
operates with heaps of tanks and kilometers of pipes; his arrival in Janaf 
marked the beginning of a long era marked by HNS dominance in the 
energy sector, but also the continuation of the usual practice of assi-
gning political sinecures to the eligible, bursting with conflict of interest. 
The only possible result of such an approach is a clientelistic network of 
frightening proportions that Dragan Kovačević, out of the spotlight, has 
carefully built and cultivated over the years, serving the media the naive 
pose of a welcoming host. His arrest for taking two million kuna in bribes 
from Krešo Petek (Elektrocentar Petek) followed after a lengthy follow-up 
operation, raising a number of questions about the course of the inve-
stigation and the lack of verification mechanisms that do not seem so 
difficult to evade.

So how branched out is that network actually? And what are the 
network directions? The media opened this complex topic by counting real 
estate and companies, and dissecting finances102, implying that Kovačević 
got rich under unsuspicious eyes of the taxpayers. The blocked value of his 
property is estimated at HRK 25 million, while the income of the Kovačević 
couple is estimated at a significantly lower HRK 7 million103. The case revea-
led that there is no legal obligation to report real estate used by companies 
and owned by officials 104, but also a striking possibility that an official simply 

102 Kovačević ‘skupljao’ i nekretnine: Otkrili još četiri stana - ukupno ih u Zagrebu 
ima sedam! Svi glase na njegove tvrtke, a zna se tko živi u jednom; https://net.
hr/danas/hrvatska/osim-novca-kovacevic-skupljao-i-nekretnine-otkrili-jos-4-
njegova-stana-ukupno-ih-u-zagrebu-ima-7-svi-glase-na-njegove-tvrtke-a-zna-
se-tko-zivi-u-jednom/

103 Kovačeviću blokirali 25 milijuna kuna imovine, a od 2005. on i supruga uprihodili 
sedam milijuna!; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/kovacevicu-blokirali-
25-milijuna-kuna-imovine-a-od-2005-on-i-supruga-uprihodili-sedam-
milijuna-15023233

104 Imovinska kartica posrnulog šefa Janafa puna je rupa. Koliko duboko kopa 
Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa?; https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/
imovinska-kartica-posrnulog-sefa-janafa-puna-je-rupa-koliko-duboko-kopa-
povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-foto-20200929/print
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does not fill out his property records105.
The accumulation of such wealth and the growing disparity 

between income and accumulated assets at best implies the fascinating 
incompetence of the Tax Administration, but it also irresistibly points to 
a recognizable pattern of high tolerance of taxpayers towards choosen 
individuals, in one way or another tied to the political establishment. 

The famous Club in Slovenska Street in Zagreb now comes into 
play. The Club revealed the level of networking of social elites and the pri-
vileges they enjoy in the worst possible way, in the midst of the pandemic 
of the coronavirus and strict lockdown. According to the media, the Club 
was run by entrepreneur Tomica Rajh, who, in addition to friendship, also 
has business cooperation with Kovačević. Namely, Rajh was once the di-
rector of Kovačević’s company Eko-glob106, and is currently the owner of 
several companies (Dragateks, Eko zona and Raton promet) that regularly 
cooperated with Janaf107. The long list of visitors includes numerous state 
officials, from former President Stjepan Mesić and current President Zoran 
Milanović, through the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces Robert Hranj, to 
Ministers Tomislav Ćorić, Josip Aladrović and Oleg Butković108. Among the 
more resounding names of visitors to the Club is Jakov Kitarović, the spouse 
of former President Kolinda Grabar Kitarović, which also opened the door to 
numerous speculations109. In one of his public appearances, President Zoran 
Milanović, although a visitor to the Club himself, called on Prime Minister An-
drej Plenković for appointing Kovačević to head Janaf for the second time, 
even though he knew about suspicions of corruption and that he was being 

105 Još jedan apsurd: Kovačevićeva imovinska kartica puna je rupa. I nikom ništa; 
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/jos-jedan-apsurd-kovaceviceva-imovinska-
kartica-puna-je-rupa-i-nikom-nista-foto-20200928

106 Pročešljali smo što točno rade tvrtke s adrese famoznog Kovačevićeva ‘Kluba’, 
a posebno je zanimljivo ono što nam je rekla dopredsjednica njegove udruge; 
https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/dragan-kovacevic-vesna-trnokop-tanta-
klub-slovenska-9-20200922/print

107 Bio je bliski Kovačevićev suradnik, vodio je klub, plaćao djevojke, a surađivao je 
i s Janafom; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bio-je-bliski-kovacevicev-
suradnik-vodio-je-klub-placao-djevojke-a-suradivao-je-i-s-janafom-15025588

108 Gong prijavio sve dužnosnike i suca iz Kovačevićevog kluba; https://www.gong.
hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/sukob-interesa/gong-prijavio-sve-duznosnike-i-suca-iz-
kovacevicev/

109 Rekonstrukcija istrage: otkrivamo zašto policija nije upala u Klub tijekom 
primopredaje novca!; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/rekonstrukcija-
istrage-otkrivamo-zasto-policija-nije-upala-u-klub-tijekom-primopredaje-
novca-15021576
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investigated110. And all this despite the legal provisions according to which 
“officials must not use public duty for personal gain”, nor must they be “in 
relation to dependence on persons who could affect their objectivity”.

Kovačević successfully connected all three key components of 
government, hosting in the Club the judge of the County Court Ivan Turudić, 
who by the way does not see any problem in that111. Unlike Turudić, Ivana Zorić, 
the wife of Vlado Zorić, one of the arrested Janaf staff, who has been working 
as an advisor to the Supreme Court since January 2018, only briefly poin-
ted out that their marriage “actually ended in July 2020” 112. And finally, there 
is the involvement of Goran Puklin, the husband of Zagreb County Deputy 
Attorney, Mirela Alerić Puklin (meanwhile dismissed at her own request113), 
who is suspected of helping Kovačević hide HRK 4.5 million114. Puklin claims 
that the money is his, which (at best!) brings us back to the problem of (non) 
functioning of institutions such as the Tax Administration, while USKOK’s 
indications clearly indicate corruption and money laundering. 

The second part of the cash, around HRK 7.5 million (should it 
even be mentioned here that Kovačević did not report any savings in his 
property card), was hidden in Samobor, in a luxury complex of two villas 
owned by Dragan Čolić and Dean Šparavec. The latter is one of the co-
owners of the Alfa Stan company, which appeared in an affair related to 
the real estate of former Minister Goran Marić, during whose mandate 

110 Milanović: “Božinović i Plenković su znali sve o “slučaju Janaf”, nekoga se tu štiti”; 
https://www.novilist.hr/novosti/hrvatska/milanovic-kovacevic-je-bio-uspjesan-
direktor-a-jakov-kitarovic-je-bio-samo-dekor/?meta_refresh=true

111 Turudić priznao da je i on posjećivao Kovačević klub: ‘Nemam što tajiti. Bio sam 
nekoliko puta, nešto bi se pojelo, popilo’; https://www.rtl.hr/vijesti-hr/novosti/
hrvatska/3891086/izjave-i-kritike-predsjednika-milanovica-u-rtl-u-danas-
komentira-prozvani-sudac-ivan-turudic/

112 Bivša supruga mu je sutkinja, bivši nogometni izbornik bio mu je punac: U 
biografiji uhićenog šefa sigurnosti Janafa ima još bisera, ovo smo uspjeli saznati 
o Vladi Zoriću; https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/bivsa-supruga-mu-je-
sutkinja-bivsi-nogometni-izbornik-bio-mu-je-punac-u-biografiji-uhicenog-
sefa-sigurnosti-janafa-ima-jos-bisera-ovo-smo-uspjeli-saznati-o-vladi-zoricu-
foto-20201007/print

113 Tužiteljica čiji suprug je pod sumnjom da je sakrio Kovačevićev novac: 
‘Posao sam obavljala moralno i etično’; https://www.rtl.hr/vijesti-hr/novosti/
crna-kronika/3900212/tuziteljica-ciji-suprug-je-pod-sumnjom-da-cuvao-
kovacevicev-novac-posao-sam-obavljala-moralno-i-eticno/

114 Otkrivamo: Kamere snimile tužiteljičina muža kako u podrum odnosi torbe s 
novcem; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/otkrivamo-kamere-snimile-
tuziteljicina-muza-kako-u-podrum-odnosi-torbe-s-novcem-15023572
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Kovačević leased three state-owned spaces115. One of the co-owners of 
Alfa Stan is Željko Udovičić116 because of whom, part of the story moves to 
the handball sector, where Kovačević has been at home for decades and 
knows his way around. But not because of his active involvement in this 
sport, but primarily because of his good relations with several key people 
who shake Croatian handball. Back in 2003, together with the Udovičić 
Udovičić brothers (Željko and Ivica)117 and the controversial Zoran Gobac118, 
he founded the Pool of the Croatian Handball Federation, which financed 
the national team’s departure to the World Cup in Portugal, and after 
winning the gold medal he paid a hefty fee to the members of the national 
team. The main sponsor was, of course, Agrokor119. The close relationship 
among the leading people of domestic handball is evidenced by the huge 
amount of material that has filled the newspaper columns all these years. 
At the top of the pyramid is, of course, Zoran Gobac, the alpha and omega 
of the handball federation, a Renaissance man of the modern age who re-
conciles various interests and, of course, acquaintances. 

Željko Udovičić, former president of the bankrupt Štedbanka (and 
owner of Šted Invest, where Goran Marić, from the position of director, en-
tered Parliament as a member of the HDZ), is one of the co-owners of com-
pany Rašeljka, and his pals (among others) are Ivica Udovičić and Dragan 
Kovačević. All three of them are prominent officials of the Croatian Handball 
Federation120, and Kovačević rose to the position of vice president with the 
election in July 2019121, when lawyer Tomislav Grahovac (former president of 

115 Kako je Kovačević dobio prostore u Zagrebu: Državne lokale zakupio je u vrijeme 
posrnulog ministra; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/kako-je-kovacevic-
dobio-prostore-u-zagrebu-drzavne-lokale-zakupio-je-u-vrijeme-posrnulog-
ministra-15021282

116 Novi obrat: Bivšem šefu Janafa su našli 7,5 milijuna kuna u autu; https://
www.24sata.hr/news/novi-obrat-bivsem-sefu-janafa-su-nasli-75-milijuna-kuna-
u-autu-718292

117 Pogled prema Lisabonu; https://www.vecernji.hr/sport/pogled-prema-
lisabonu-730190

118 Još lani je suradnicima govorio da ‘samo naivni mogu pasti zbog troškova 
reprezentacije‘...; 

119 Rukometašima novih 500.000 kuna nagrade; https://www.vecernji.hr/sport/
rukometasima-novih-500000-kuna-nagrade-730660

120 Hrvatski rukometni savez; https://hrs.hr/demo/kontakt/

121 Redovita sjednica Upravnog odbora HRS-a: Dvije godine bez članarina i 
kotizacija kao ruka pomoći klubovima; https://hrs.hr/2019/07/08/redovita-
sjednica-upravnog-odbora-hrs-a-dvije-godine-bez-kotizacija-kao-ruka-
pomoci-klubovima/
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the Supervisory Board) was elected President of the Federation. This also 
denotes the end of an era marked, at least nominally, by Sandi Šola, who has 
served as President for years, a position he left “for private reasons”, when 
it could have something to do with the USKOK indictment122. Grahovac has 
a rich legal career: he was the lawyer for Mladen Barišić in the case of Fimi 
Media, Sandi Šola in the case of Karlovačka banka, and now he is reappea-
ring in that role. The defendant this time is Dragan Kovačević123. All this time, 
the strings from the shadows were actually pulled by Gobac, who has ne-
ver taken the leading position in the Handball Federation. This did not stop 
him from bringing Gazprom as the general sponsor of the SEHA League124 
in 2013 after former HDZ secretary Mladen Barišić accused him of accep-
ting bribes125, which is why the media identified him as the “boss of Croatian 
handball” 126. Along the way, he has connected with numerous state officials, 
such as Ivan Šuker127, former Minister of Finance (in two Governments of Ivo 
Sanader, and one of Jadranka Kosor), who ended up in local crime report 
section with interesting circumstances (driving a car co-owned by Zoran 
Gobac)128. All of this was reportedly a coincidence, probably as well as the 
minister’s influence in the operations of companies controlled by Gobac129. It 

122 Hrvatski rukomet dobio novog predsjednika: Grahovac zamijenio Šolu; https://
www.index.hr/sport/clanak/hrvatski-rukomet-dobio-novog-predsjednika-
grahovac-zamijenio-solu/882627.aspx

123 Bivši šef JANAF-a izašao je iz zatvora, njegov odvjetnik kaže: ‘Kovačević će 
aktivno sudjelovati u ovom postupku’; https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/bivsi-
sef-janaf-a-izasao-je-iz-zatvora-njegov-odvjetnik-kaze-kovacevic-ce-aktivno-
sudjelovati-u-ovom-postupku-foto-20201215/print

124 Gazprom novi pokrovitelj rukometne SEHA lige, Mihajlovski naslijedio Šolu!; 
https://sportske.jutarnji.hr/sn/sport-mix/rukomet/gazprom-novi-pokrovitelj-
rukometne-seha-lige-mihajlovski-naslijedio-solu-4229556

125 Barišić: Zoran Gobac mi je rekao da je HDZ dobio dva milijuna eura od izgradnje 
Arene Zagreb; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/Barisic-Zoran-Gobac-mi-je-rekao-
da-je-HDZ-dobio-dva-milijuna-eura-od-izgradnje-Arene-Zagreb/611278.aspx

126 Hrvatski rukomet dobio novog predsjednika: Grahovac zamijenio Šolu; https://
www.index.hr/sport/clanak/hrvatski-rukomet-dobio-novog-predsjednika-
grahovac-zamijenio-solu/882627.aspx

127 Što je 2011. govorio rukometni moćnik Zoran Gobac: ‘Ja sam prijatelju Šukeru ponudio 
auto svoje tvrtke’; https://www.nacional.hr/sto-je-2011-govorio-rukometni-mocnik-
zoran-gobac-ja-sam-prijatelju-sukeru-ponudio-auto-svoje-tvrtke/

128 Kako je točno stradao Šuker; https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/kako-je-tocno-
stradao-suker/

129 Privatni poslovni aranžmani ministra financija: Tajne Šukerove veze s 
reciklažnim kartelom; https://www.nacional.hr/privatni-poslovni-aranzmani-
ministra-financija-tajne-sukerove-veze-s-reciklaznim-kartelom-2/
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should be noted here that Kovačević diligently used his position as longtime 
President of the Janaf’s Management Board, because the company was 
a sponsor of both the Zagreb Handball Club (or, newely renamed as Prvo 
plinarsko društvo Handball Club)130 and the Croatian Handball Federation131.

In addition to all the above, the arrest of Dragan Kovačević in Sep-
tember 2020 can be viewed in the context of a relentless struggle for po-
wer, a kind of game of thrones, which was much talked about in the media. 
Kovačević can thus be seen as a signal of the rapid loss of influence of the 
HNS, which appeared on the scene with his appointment. In a coalition with 
the SDP, then led by incumbent President Zoran Milanović, the HNS seized 
several key positions, such as the Ministry of Economy. Radimir Čačić took 
over that position, and then, upon the final verdict of the Hungarian court 
and his leaving to serve his prison sentence, he was replaced by Ivan Vrdo-
ljak. Vrdoljak isolated the party from the influence of the previous President, 
but also left behind a whole series of scandals, which is why his successor 
Tomislav Panenić even filed a criminal complaint, talking about irregulari-
ties in the grants allocation. 

But for many, Vrdoljak is primarily a synonym for a spectacular 
political salto mortale132, a reversal in which the HNS, first pushing out the 
MOST, and after an incredible flood of contradictory claims, pushed itself 
into Prime Minister Plenković’s government, thus ensuring continuity for 
party staff who filled key positions in state-owned companies and insti-
tutions in the energy sector. Much like the notorious Dragan Kovačević, 
Vrdoljak proved to be a disloyal politician in the eyes of a large number of 
his voters133, but also a very loyal coalition partner, who established134 the 
HNS as an interested party, primarily in charge of maintaining the ruling 
majority in Parliament.

130 Rukometni klub Zagreb; http://rk-zagreb.hr/sponzori/

131 Hrvatski rukometni savez; https://hrs.hr/sponzori/

132 Ovako je govorio Vrdoljak: “Imamo 27 godina tradicije borbe protiv HDZ-
ovih politika”; https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ovako-je-govorio-ivan-
vrdoljak-hns-nikad-nije-nacionalno-koalirao-s-hdz-om-imamo-27-godina-
tradicije---478962.html

133 HNS je proveo najveću izdaju birača u hrvatskoj povijesti; https://www.24sata.
hr/kolumne/nitko-nije-glasao-za-hns-da-bi-sada-ta-stranka-spasavala-
hdz-527801

134 Ivan Vrdoljak ponovno izrabran na čelo HNS-a kao jedini kandidat: ‘Govore nam 
da smo izdajice, da smo se prodali, ali što bi bilo s našom zemljom?’; https://www.
jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ivan-vrdoljak-ponovno-izabran-na-celo-hns-a-kao-
jedini-kandidat-govore-nam-da-smo-izdajice-da-smo-se-prodali-ali-sto-bi-
bilo-s-nasom-zemljom-6852387
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Vrdoljak consciously subordinated the party’s future to political 
and economic ambitions and functions, using a handful of parliamentarians 
as a pledge for a stable parliamentary majority, but voters mostly turned 
their backs on him in the 2020 parliamentary elections. Perhaps the fact 
that the HNS fell to only one Member of Parliament, sealed the fate of 
Dragan Kovačević, who defiantly refused to make his mandate available, 
contrary to the demands of the Banski dvori135. Given the past experience, 
it is unlikely that Kovačević’s arrest represents a detachment from the cu-
rrent practice of turning state-owned companies into useful and loyal party 
strongholds. Instead, Janaf was returned to the HDZ control after the latest 
affair, with the appointment of a proven party cadre in the form of Briga-
dier General Stjepan Adanić, and the media largely speculated about the 
end result of the whole story, which could lead Vladislav Veselica, publicly 
known as Prime Minister Plenković’s “best friend” 136, to head the company. 
The latter fact not only interested the Commission for the Prevention of 
Conflicts of Interest137, but also reconfirmed the criteria of eligibility for the 
selection of staff in state-owned companies, i.e. the impact of the current 
balance of power on the political scene.

Unfortunately, the list of more or less publicly known names that 
appear in memory of Dragan Kovačević does not end there. Moreover, his 
network of associates and close contacts is extremely widespread, and 
includes a rich collection of influential people from the top of the state Go-
vernment and economy, whose names failed to be mentioned in the con-
text of recent events.

PRVO PLINARSKO DRUŠTVO (PPD)

The experiences of other Eastern European countries (cited in the “Cap-
ture by Gas” survey) shows that the growth of Gazprom’s intermediary 
companies always overlaps with market liberalization and the systematic 

135 Prije mjesec i pol dana Kovačević je provocirao Plenkovića. Danas je uhićen; 
https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/danas-uhiceni-sef-janafa-je-prije-mjesec-i-
pol-dana-provocirao-plenkovica/2214657.aspx

136 Tuđmanov general na specijalnom zadatku: Službeno, trebao bi spasiti Janaf, ali 
je li, zapravo, pred njim zadatak čuvanja tajne?; https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/
tudmanov-general-na-specijalnom-zadatku-sluzbeno-trebao-bi-spasiti-janaf-
ali-je-li-zapravo-pred-njim-zadatak-cuvanja-tajne/

137 Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa privremeno obustavilo predmete protiv 
Plenkovića i ostalih dužnosnika. https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/
povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-privremeno-obustavilo-predmete-protiv-
plenkovica-i-ostalih-duznosnika-15103026
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weakening of local companies. In Croatia, Gazprom has chosen the Prvo 
plinarsko društvo as a partner, a former loss maker (founded back in 2001) 
who, under the leadership of Pavle Vujnovac, first successfully cooperated 
with the Russian giant, and in 2017 signed a ten-year gas supply contract. 
The assumption that the agreement significantly covers Croatia’s gas im-
port needs has only added to the uncertainty surrounding the implemen-
tation of the LNG terminal project138. In the meantime, the company has 
grown unstoppably, securing a place in 2019 among the five largest dome-
stic companies according to the criterion of realized income. According 
to data for 2020, PPD is already the third largest Croatian company, with 
almost ten billion kuna in revenue139. Only a decade earlier, the financial 
reports mentioned a mere HRK 43 million in revenue, and in 2016 the PPD 
raised its revenue to staggering HRK 3.3 billion.

 In 2019, that number exceeded a staggering HRK 7 billion, which 
means that revenues in just one decade increased incredibly — 165 times. 
And to make matters better, this is not some hi-tech giant who has risen on 
the wings of revolutionary innovation, but a typical old economy company 
with generous mark-ups that imports and resells — natural gas.

At least that’s how it has been so far. Because Vujnovac initiated 
a complex transition in which they one look for elements of an advanced, 
significantly improved version of the Kremlin Playbook. And this Kremlin 

138 Rusi preko HDZ-ovog financijera preuzimaju tržište plina u Hrvatskoj; https://
www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/rusi-preko-hdzovog-financijera-preuzimaju-trziste-
plina-u-hrvatskoj/2002252.aspx

139 Lider, 1000 najvećih; https://lider.media/1000-najvecih

Top 5 largest Croatian companies & PPD in 
2016 according to the criterion of realized 
revenues

Top 5 largest Croatian companies in 
2016 according to the criterion of realized 
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Playbook 2.0, perhaps due to the fact that energy sources, such as fos-
sil fuels, are slowly losing importance, relies heavily on diversification and 
gaining market share in other segments of the economy. For instance, rail 
transport. Enna Transport was created by taking over Adria transport, the 
first private railway cargo carrier140, which has meanwhile expanded into 
the neighbouring area141, fitting well in the diversification strategy: with the 
privatization of Petrokemija, PPD gained control of the Port of Šibenik142, 
together with the supply of regular supply for production in Kutina, which 
before the liberalization of the market was performed by HŽ Cargo, a sta-
te-owned company. This is an excellent example of synergy effects, but 
primarily for PPD, that is, the Enna Group. 

The development of Pavle Vujnovac’s business empire is relatively 
easy to describe. In organizational terms, a good part of the empire was 
introduced under the auspices of the Energia Naturalis business system, 
whose annual report states that total operating revenues in 2017 alone 
(compared to a year earlier) increased by as much as 2.3 times143. In the 
last available report, the one for 2019, numerous components of the con-
glomerate were listed individually, and gas trade clearly took the leading 
position. However, if gas business secured Vujnovac a notable position 
among the big fish during the past ten years, diversification could be a key 
feature of future business. 

Among the first (more notable) moves was certainly the purchase 
of three packages of shares in the Port of Ploče in October 2014. The pac-
kages with which Vujnovac reached the ownership share of 16.5% and the 
status of the largest individual shareholder144 were sold by the state, i.e. the 
Center for Restructuring and Sales (CERP)145. Six months later, a clear goal 
was defined: the transformation of the port into a “center for an integrated 

140 PPD ulazi u željeznički transport; http://www.energetika-net.com/vijesti/plin/ppd-
ulazi-u-zeljeznicki-transport-20581

141 Vujnovčev PPD Transport probio se na tržište BiH; https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/
clanak/vujnovcev-ppd-transport-probio-se-na-trziste-bih

142 Petrokemija postala većinskim vlasnikom “Luke Šibenik”; http://lukasibenik.hr/
petrokemija-postala-vecinskim-vlasnikom-luke-sibenik/

143 Energia Naturalis, Godišnje izvješće za 2017. godinu; https://www.enna.hr/
financijsko-izvjesce-2017/konsolidirano-izvjesce-grupe-energia-naturalis-2017.
pdf

144 PPD preuzeo udio u Luci Ploče; http://www.energetika-net.com/vijesti/plin/ppd-
preuzeo-udio-u-luci-ploce-19710

145 Država prodaje 20 posto Luke Ploče; https://www.poslovni.hr/burze/drzava-
prodaje-20-posto-luke-ploce-280990
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transport logistics platform for international trade, especially the one gra-
vitating to the pan-European corridor Vc”146. With cosmetic changes, the 
shares were transferred under the control of Energia Naturalis, which gra-
dually increased its ownership share, exceeding the 25% limit in early 2019, 
which created the obligation to submit a takeover bid147 (in the midst of the 
crisis in Mostar’s Aluminij). Today, Energia Naturalis controls about 38% of 
the ownership share, with ambitious development plans, worth about one 
billion kuna, that include increasing storage capacity for petroleum produ-
cts and liquefied petroleum gas, thus bypassing uncertain supplies through 
Ukraine148. There will certainly be a place here for the part of the group 
dealing with railway transport, which is also interested in a more active 
role in the north of the country, where the biggest infrastructure project is 
currently underway — namely, the renovation of the existing and the con-
struction of the second railway track from Križevci, through Koprivnica to 
the Hungarian border149. It is part of a project to connect the port of Rijeka 
with the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T)150. 

Therefore, quite logically, after Ploče and Šibenik, it was the turn of 
the Port of Rijeka. The first attempt was unsuccessful, due to the fact that the 
bid for the 50-year concession submitted by Enna Logic (part of the Enna 
Group) and the Dutch company APM Terminal was financially significantly 
inferior to that of the Chinese consortium. However, the opportunity for a ma-
ke-up exam arose, as the Managing Board of the Port of Rijeka Authority de-
cided at the end of 2020 to cancel the first tender without explanation (and 
probably due to pressure from the European Union)151. The second tender 

146 Integracija trgovine i transporta: Luka ploče postaje ključna točka na koridoru 
Vc; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/Integracija-trgovine-i-transporta-Luka-
ploce-postaje-kljucna-tocka-na-koridoru-Vc/825126.aspx

147 ENNA će objaviti ponudu za preuzimanje Luke Ploče; http://www.energetika-
net.com/vijesti/energetsko-gospodarstvo/enna-ce-objaviti-ponudu-za-
preuzimanje-luke-ploce-27944

148 Posao desetljeća: PPD u Luku Ploče dovodi Vitol Grupu i američki UNP; https://
www.poslovni.hr/hrvatska/ppd-u-luku-ploce-dovodi-vitol-grupu-i-americki-
unp-299963

149 Projekt desetljeća: Pruga kojom će hrvatski vlakovi napokon juriti; https://
www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/projekt-desetljeca-pruga-kojom-ce-hrvatski-vlakovi-
napokon-juriti-1470603

150 Rekonstrukcija i nadogradnja željezničke pruge na dionici Križevci – Koprivnica 
– Državna granica; https://povezanahrvatska.eu/projekti/rekonstrukcija-i-

nadogradnja-zeljeznicke-pruge-na-dionici-krizevci-koprivnica-drzavna-granica/

151 Zbog pritiska EU i SAD-a Kinezi ne ulaze u riječku luku; https://www.vecernji.hr/
vijesti/zbog-pritiska-eu-i-sad-a-kinezi-ne-ulaze-u-rijecku-luku-1458111
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resulted in the victory of European players, and in November 2021 Enna 
Logic in a consortium with a well-known Dutch container terminal operator 
signed a Concession Agreement for the development and economic use of 
the Zagreb Deep Sea container terminal worth HRK 20.5 billion. The director 
of the Port Authority, Denis Vukorepa, described this as the most important 
contract in the history of the Port of Rijeka, in terms of importance and value. 

The crown of the expansionist strategy was certainly Agrokor, To-
dorić’s former empire, which was taken over by Russian banks after the re-
structuring process under the leadership of the Government. Although the 
Enna Group entered the ownership structure of the former giant in March 
2020 by buying a seemingly minor 6.4% of shares from small shareholders 
and banks 152, its influence is undoubtedly significantly greater. Namely, only 
a year later Damir Spudić joined the Supervisory Board of Fortenova. He 
is a CFO of the Enna Group and one of the three partners in the company 
ENNA Agro, whose main activity is the trade in crops and oilseeds, and 
which in the meantime became a supplier of fruits and vegetables to Kon-
zum, a company operating within the Fortenova Group153. Vujnovac is the 
smallest but equally important variable in the formula, which includes two 
other Russian banks: Sberbank, with a 39% shares, and VTB Bank, with 
a 7.5% shares154 (which is vehemently disputed by former majority owner 
Ivica Todoric155). Counted together, of course, they make up more than 50% 
of the ownership share which ensures effective control over the company. 
This is a consequence of many years of financial loans and close coope-
ration between Agrokor and Russian banks, which patiently increased 
their exposure, and then opportunistically turned it into ownership shares, 
completely contrary to conventional logic. Seen from the perspective of a 
typical commercial bank, conversion of receivables into equity is the least 
desirable option. Unless there are other motives at play, and in this case, 
both Russian banks are under the direct control of the Kremlin156. 

152 PPD kupio 6,4% Fortenova grupe, dionice preuzeo od malih dobavljača i banaka; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/aktualno/ppd-kupio-64-fortenova-grupe-
dionice-preuzeo-od-malih-dobavljaca-i-banaka-9865258

153 Enna grupa Pavla Vujnovca u Upravnom odboru Fortenove; https://www.lider.
media/lider-intelligence/tvrtke-i-karijere/enna-grupa-pavla-vujnovca-u-
upravnom-odboru-fortenove-135671

154 Rusi su, dakle, preuzeli Agrokor; https://danica.hr/rusi-su-potpuno-preuzeli-
agrokor/

155 Hrvatska sve više pada pod ruski utjecaj; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/
hrvatska-sve-vise-pada-pod-ruski-utjecaj/2149377.aspx

156 Pad preko Ivice; https://www.portalnovosti.com/pad-preko-ivice
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After the exchange of shares in Mercator was approved in March 
2021, Sberbank increased its share to 44%157, and even without PPD it has 
more than 50% ownership, but “…the possibility for Russian banks to take 
over management in operational terms… is eliminated by the provisions of 
the statute... on the basis of these provisions, which are designed to prevent 
the effect of possible interstate sanctions to Russian state-owned compa-
nies and their subsidiaries — Russian banks in Fortenova, regardless of the 
number of shares, cannot have more than 50% of management rights”158. 
This lengthy quote sheds interesting light on a number of details throughout 
the story, including a meeting between Prime Minister Plenković and Mini-
ster of Agriculture Marija Vučković with representatives of the Fortenova 
Group. The topic was successful negotiations on the fate of Meggle Dairy159, 
and only two representatives of the Fortenova Group were present at the 
meeting: Chief Executive Officer Fabris Peruško and — Pavao Vujnovac160. 

However, Vujnovac doesn’t stop there. As fate would have it, Đuro 
Popijač was appointed to become head of the Đuro Đakovic Supervisory 
Board161. The same Đuro Popijač who initiated the liberalization of the gas 
market and managed Petrokemija on the eve of privatization, could now 
decide on candidates to take over Đuro Đaković, in search of a lifeline after 
heavy losses where both himself and Dragan Kovačević indirectly pulled 
the strings. To everyone’s surprise, he rejected Đuro Đaković in the tender 
for the construction of Janaf oil tanks162.  Among the candidates for taking 

157 Ruske banke preuzele Fortenova grupu; https://lider.media/poslovna-scena/
hrvatska/ruske-banke-preuzele-fortenova-grupu-135794

158 Čini se da vlasnici Fortenovu u budućnosti vide prije svega kao trgovačku 
kompaniju; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/cini-se-da-vlasnici-fortenovu-
u-buducnosti-vide-prije-svega-kao-trgovacku-kompaniju-15058677

159 Osječko-baranjski župan Ivan Anušić zadovoljan sporazumom o kupoprodaji 
Meggleove mljekare; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/osjecko-baranjski-
zupan-ivan-anusic-zadovoljan-sporazumom-o-kupoprodaji-meggleove-
mljekare-15028477

160 Vlada zadovoljna uspješnim pregovorima Megglea i Fortenova grupe; https://
vlada.gov.hr/vijesti/vlada-zadovoljna-uspjesnim-pregovorima-megglea-i-
fortenova-grupe/30726

161 Imenovan ‘kontrolor krize’ u Đuri Đakoviću; https://www.poslovni.hr/domace/
imenovan-kontrolor-krize-u-duri-dakovicu-4214853

162 Kako su iskusnom Đuri Đakoviću projekt gradnje velikih naftnih spremnika 
za Janaf preoteli informatička i kompanija koja se bavi staklenim fasadama; 
https://www.jutarnji.hr/globus/biznis/kako-su-iskusnom-duri-dakovicu-projekt-
gradnje-velikih-naftnih-spremnika-za-janaf-preoteli-informaticka-i-kompanija-
koja-se-bavi-staklenim-fasadama-7044428
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over the former socialist mammoth from Slavonski Brod was, of course, the 
PPD163. Pavle Vujnovac’s business ambitions have no limits, but this time 
another investor, the Czech consortium DD Acquisition, has imposed itself 
in Slavonski Brod as a strategic partner for the restructuring of Đuro Đa-
ković. The fact that the Czechs started the process by buying a package 
of 18.88% shares from Nenad Bakić, individually the most important sha-
reholder of Đuro Đaković, certainly contributed to this outcome, and could 
therefore block or slow down decisions on the company’s fate if someone 
else was elected as a strategic partner.

The two key links in Vujnovac’s dramatic growth are capital and, 
in corporate terms, human resources. Moreover, personnel (their inter-
connection) are a very important item of Pavle Vujnovac’s business em-
pire: carefully selected, with strong ties in politics. Sabina Škrtić is one of 
those at the top of the corporate hierarchy, with a reputation of the loyal 
star of former Minister Vrdoljak. She was appointed Assistant Minister in 
April 2013164, and in a bit unusual way, she temporarily replaced Nadan 
Vidošević as President of the Croatian Chamber of Commerce165. She is 
mentioned in the context of the Heat Market Act, which brought famous 
heat cost allocators, but also alleged personal connections with the current 
Minister of Economy Tomislav Ćorić166. The fact that her appointment to 
the Agency for Investments and Competitiveness, and then to the Agency 
for Hydrocarbons, was once sanctioned by the Commission for Deciding 
on Conflicts of Interest167, suggests future areas of her activity. 

The same Commission withdrew from starting the process 
against Leo Prelec168, former Deputy Minister of Economy under whose 

163 Vujnovac, Debeljak i Šešok u igri za Đuru Đakovića; https://www.poslovni.hr/
hrvatska/vujnovac-debeljak-i-sesok-u-igri-za-duru-dakovica-4247467

164 Sabina Škrtić imenovana pomoćnicom ministra gospodarstva; https://
www.poslovni.hr/karijere/sabina-skrtic-imenovana-pomocnicom-ministra-
gospodarstva-238804

165 Vrdoljakova pomoćnica Sabina Škrtić privremeno na čelu HGK; https://www.
vecernji.hr/vijesti/privremeno-rjesenje-na-celu-hgk-pomocnica-ministra-
vrdoljaka-903057

166 Ćorić ne odustaje od razdjelnika, stanari se žestoko usprotivili: “Bombardirajte 
ministra pismima”; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/coric-ne-odustaje-
od-razdjelnika-stanari-se-zestoko-usprotivili-bombardirajte-ministra-
pismima/1008901.aspx

167 Povjerenstvo za odlučivanje o sukobu interesa; https://www.sukobinteresa.hr/
sites/default/files/akti/2015/p-172_15.pdf

168 Povjerenstvo za sprječavanje sukoba interesa; https://www.sukobinteresa.hr/
sites/default/files/akti/2018/p-56-17-18-05.pdf
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auspices (as Government representative) the new Supervisory Board of 
company Pevec169 was elected, after which the state-controlled ownership 
share was drastically reduced, and Pavao Vujnovac170 himself finally emer-
ged as Pevec’s (today Pevex) largest shareholder. 

Coincidences do not stop there: Prelec, former director of the 
Croatian Market Energy Operator (HROTE), held the position of Execu-
tive Director of PPD - Energy Trade, which is part of PPD Group of Pavle 
Vujnovac171 up until he was appointed to the position of Deputy Minister of 
Economy Tomislav Panenić in February 2016. Less than a year later, Prelec 
was relieved of his duties172, and at the beginning of the year he went (back) 
to Energia Naturalis.

Coincidentally (or not), Leo Prelec became deputy minister in the 
HDZ173 quota, and returned to the PPD along with Mladen Pejnović, former 
head of the State Office for State Property Management (DUUDI), as a con-
sultant174. This is the same scenario as with Sabina Škrtić, who was first 
brought in by the PPD as a consultant, and thus circumvented the positive 
regulations that limit revolving door practice by restricting former govern-
ment officials to be hired as members of the Management Board of private 
companies immediately after leaving office.  At one time Pejnović nego-
tiated with potential investors in Petrokemija175 (privatization negotiations 
failed with the fall of Tihomir Orešković’s government and new parliamen-
tary elections in September 2016). He also spent much of his professional 

169 Kako je Škorin najbliži suradnik preuzeo Pevex od branitelja; https://www.liberal.
hr/miroslav-skoro-mario-radic-pevex-branitelji-hdz-821

170 Pogledajte novu vlasničku strukturu Pevexa do koje je doveo razlaz Lovrinčevića 
i Radića; https://lider.media/lider-intelligence/tvrtke-i-karijere/razlaz-
lovrincevica-i-radica-doveo-do-nove-vlasnicke-strukture-pevexa-135642

171 Leo Prelec zamjenik ministra gospodarstva; http://www.energetika-net.
com/vijesti/energetsko-gospodarstvo/leo-prelec-zamjenik-ministra-
gospodarstva-22360

172 Priopćenje sa zatvorenog dijela 4. sjednice Vlade; https://vlada.gov.hr/vijesti/
priopcenje-sa-zatvorenog-dijela-4-sjednice-vlade-19674/19674

173 Uzdrmana pozicija Milijana Brkića u HDZ-u: Afera “Pozajmica” Plenkoviću 
prilika da ga se riješi; https://www.novilist.hr/novosti/hrvatska/uzdrmana-
pozicija-milijana-brkica-u-hdz-u-afera-pozajmica-plenkovicu-prilika-da-ga-se-
rijesi/?meta_refresh=true

174 Mladen Pejnović novi je konzultant PPD-a; https://www.poslovni.hr/karijere/
mladen-pejnovic-novi-je-konzultant-ppd-a-321514

175 Ina i Prvo plinarsko društvo spašavaju Petrokemiju; https://www.poduzetnistvo.
org/news/ina-i-prvo-plinarsko-drustvo-spasavaju-petrokemiju
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career in Russia176, and was most often mentioned in 2015 in the context 
of numerous omissions and irregularities in the operations of the State 
Office for State Property Management. Although Pejnović claimed that 
there was nothing illegal in the Office’s operations, the State Audit quoted 

“a chaotic situation in keeping property records, overpaid intellectual ser-
vices, unscrupulous real estate management and failure to conduct public 
procurement procedures’’177.  As he himself admits, his contacts with PPD 
date back to the time when he was the director of Gradska plinara Zagreb. 
Moreover, Vujnovac signed his first big contract with Gradska plinara, at 
the end of 2011178; when Mladen Pejnović179 has been appointed director180 
shortly before that, in March of the same year.

Vujnovac’s connections and acquaintances are something else. In 
that circle of renowned and lesser-known names, the one of former Minister 
Ivan Vrdoljak is most often mentioned. The latter did inherit the failed pro-
ject of the new block of the Thermal Power Plant in Sisak181, but he was also 
enthusiasticly involved in the project of an unprofitable gas power plant in 
Osijek, for which raw material would be supplied by no other than — PPD182. 

Vujnovac, on the other hand, persistently points out that in 2010 
he made the decision to take over the PPD from the then owners (E.ON DD-
GAZ), during the mandate of Prime Minister Jadranka Kosor and Minister of 

176 Šef državne imovine o rasprodaji državnih stanova i bombaškim prijetnjama 
koje neprekidno prima; https://www.telegram.hr/politika-kriminal/sef-
drzavne-imovine-o-skoroj-rasprodaji-drzavnih-i-vojnih-stanova-bombaskim-
prijetnjama-te-kako-je-upravljati-sa-314-milijarde-eura/

177 Kod Pejnovića vlada nered u knjigama, nedostaju milijarde kuna; https://www.
tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/kod-pejnovica-vlada-nered-u-knjigama-nedostaju-
milijarde-kuna-20151125

178 Vukovarski trgovac plinom oborio sve rekorde, lani ‘ubrao’ više od sedam i 
pol milijardi kuna!; https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/vukovarski-trgovac-
plinom-oborio-sve-rekorde-lani-ubrao-vise-od-sedam-i-pol-milijardi-kuna-
foto-20180525

179 Mladen Pejnović, Gradska plinara; https://www.poslovni.hr/karijere/mladen-
pejnovic-gradska-plinara-176118

180 Mladen Pejnović, Gradska plinara; https://www.poslovni.hr/karijere/mladen-
pejnovic-gradska-plinara-176118

181 Sanaderova elektrana: Koštala čak 240 milijuna eura, a proizvodit će samo 
gubitke, jedino je pitanje hoće li se oni mjeriti u desecima ili stotinama milijuna; 
https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sanaderova-elektrana-kostala-cak-240-
milijuna-eura-a-proizvodit-ce-samo-gubitke-jedino-je-pitanje-hoce-li-se-oni-
mjeriti-u-desecima-ili-stotinama-milijuna-183568

182 Ivica Šola: Hrvatska kakvu Plenković želi. Ne, hvala!; https://slobodnadalmacija.
hr/kolumne/ivica-sola-hrvatska-kakvu-plenkovic-zeli-ne-hvala-484566
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Economy Đuro Popijač. “The seeds of success from which the PPD sprou-
ted were sown long before Vrdoljak became a minister,” Vujnovac said183, ci-
ting 2011 as a key milestone in the market. At that time, the interconnection 
to Hungary was put into operation, which was the trigger for the gradual 
liberalization of the gas market.

In a short time window, while the previously mentioned Prelec is 
diligently working on the implementation of the state energy strategy, and 
only a month after the controversial assembly of Pevec shareholders, Pa-
vao Vujnovac reveals that at the request of Milijan Brkić, in 2014 he lent 
HRK 4.2 million to HDZ184. The injection of fresh capital was supposed to 
be spent on financing local elections and Kolinda Grabar Kitarović’s presi-
dential election campaign, at a time when the HDZ is under public scrutiny 
due to non-transparent financing (the case of Fimi Media).

The background of the whole story about the loan has another 
interesting detail: somehow at that time Croatian National Television (HRT) 
canceled the the show “Javna ponuda”, due to the broadcast about the PPD. 
The official explanation states that “the level of professional standard is 
insufficient to be shown on the public media service”, or in translation — the 
editor and host of the show had no co-speaker on the side of the PPD185. 

Pavle Vujnovac’s logic in the whole story is easy to comprehend: 
it is a kind of hedging, a strategy that, as an expert in gas trade, is certainly 
not strange to him, and which balances potential risks in business. While his 
great appearance on the economic and political scene takes place during 
the mandate of Ivan Vrdoljak, Vujnovac simply does not want to put all eggs 
in one basket. Moreover, the media have long speculated that Vujnovac is 
close to the Domovinski pokret, a party launched by Miroslav Škoro186, par-
tly due to the fact that Pevec took over Z1 television in 2017 (which probably 

183 Vlasnik PPD-a za Nedjeljnji: ‘Nije istina da je za moj uspjeh zaslužan moj prijatelj 
Vrdoljak’; https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/vlasnik-ppd-a-za-nedjeljni-nije-istina-da-
je-za-moj-uspjeh-zasluzan-moj-prijatelj-vrdoljak-591352

184 EKSKLUZIVNI INTERVJU Pavao Vujnovac: ‘HDZ mi je dužan 4,2 milijuna kuna’; 
https://www.nacional.hr/ekskluzivni-intervju-pavao-vujnovac-hdz-mi-je-duzan-
42-milijuna-kuna/

185 Cenzura ili neprofesionalizam na HRT-u: Evo zašto je otkazana emisija “Javna 
ponuda”; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/cenzura-ili-neprofesionalizam-na-
hrtu-evo-zasto-je-otkazana-emisija-javna-ponuda/902878.aspx

186 PROJEKT ŠKORO NA RUSKI POGON: Ovo su financijeri za koje kažu da 
odlučuju umjesto Škore – milijarde, s korijenima u ruskom plinu…; https://net.hr/
danas/hrvatska/projekt-skoro-na-ruski-pogon-ovo-su-financijeri-za-koje-kazu-
da-odlucuju-umjesto-skore-milijarde-s-korijenima-u-ruskom-plinu/
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did not happen without the blessing of one of the largest shareholders)187. 
Also, together with Vujnovac, the co-owner of Pevex is Mario Radić, who 
is, at the same time, the political secretary of the Domovinski pokret and 
who took over the leadership of the party after Škoro’s sudden resignation. 
Judging by the findings in the media, it is not excluded that Radić has close 
relations with former and current intelligence agents of the Security Intelli-
gence Agency SOA188.

But how did the cooperation with the HDZ come about? Is it be-
cause “he likes to help the needy and the ons who, by his opinion, are useful 
to society”? One of the explanations assumes the key role of Zoran Gobac, 
the boss of Croatian handball, who was very close to Tomislav Karamarko, 
as well as to Ivan Šuker189. Much ink has been spilled about Gobac’s privi-
leged position on the domestic political scene190; he was mentioned in a 
variety of situations, not necessarily related to sports. Just one example is 
the company AMR sustavi, with two employees and revenue of almost HRK 
41 million in its first year of operation, based on a contract with HEP; the co-
owners of the company are Iskraemeco, Zoran Gobac and Josip Jurčević191. 
Their names also surfaced during the investigation of Karlovačka Banka, 
which credited the Opatovina project, owned by the spouses of two former 
SOA leaders, Brkić and Jurčević192. 

Less than a month later, information was released that the HDZ 
had received several very generous Russian donations, totaling HRK 2.6 
million. The donation directed to the HDZ Foundation of the Croatian State 

187 Pevec kupio Z1 televiziju; https://www.poslovni.hr/hrvatska/pevec-kupio-z1-
televiziju-327701

188 U ovoj vili zajedno žive šef Domovinskog pokreta, obavještajac SOA-e i dva 
operativca glavnog čovjeka za Rusiju https://net.hr/danas/hrvatska/u-ovoj-vili-
zajedno-zive-sef-domovinskog-pokreta-obavjestajac-soa-e-i-dva-mocna-tipa-
s-linkom-prema-rusiji-940a286a-1be3-11ec-ba27-42c37b853278

189 Kako je HDZ došao do milijunske pozajmice: ključni ljudi su bili Gobac i Šuker, a 
iza svega stoji ruski kapital; https://slobodnadalmacija.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/kako-
je-hdz-dosao-do-milijunske-pozajmice-kljucni-ljudi-su-bili-gobac-i-suker-a-iza-
svega-stoji-ruski-kapital-318672 

190 Gobac i Vukojević privilegirani su i u ovoj Vladi: Imaju monopol i enormne 
profite na državnim subvencijama!; https://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/Gobac-i-
Vukojevic-privilegirani-su-i-u-ovoj-Vladi-Imaju-monopol-i-enormne-profite-na-
drzavnim-subvencijama!/644423.aspx

191 Gopcu 40,7 mil. kuna od HEP-a; https://www.poslovni.hr/domace/gopcu-407-
mil-kuna-od-hep-a-331375

192 Osumnjičenu tvrtku osnovale supruge šefova SOA-e; https://www.tportal.hr/
vijesti/clanak/osumnjicenu-tvrtku-osnovale-supruge-sefova-soa-e-20130412
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Pledge came from the foundation “Nova pokoljenja”, associated with Migrit 
Energija, Migrit Solar Energy, Titan Građenje and Titan Real Estate, which 
are suspected to be backed by Russian capital and entrepreneur Oksana 
Dvinskykh. Oksana Dvinskykh is a close friend of Karamarko couple193 and 
was previously introduced to the public as a consultant to the vice president 
of Sberbank, Maksim Poletayev194. Few lucky ones attending sponsor dinners 
during the election campaign of Kolinda Grabar Kitarović195 had a chance to 
meet her there. By the way, the previous owner of the two latter mentioned 
companies is Sergej Gljadelkin, a Russian businessman with a Croatian pa-
ssport who meanwhile bought IGH and Hidroelektra Niskogradnja196.

The information leak about donation was garnished with details 
about the fierce conflict between the two currents within the HDZ, and on 
the opposite side (in regard to the one in favor of Russia) was Andrej Plen-
ković, or his spokesman Davor Ivo Stier. Stier then pointed out that the HDZ 
must immediately return all Russian money, because “no Russian capital 
should enter Croatia.”.

Speaking of foundations, Vujnovac too has an ace in the hole: the 
foundation with which Energia Naturalis boosts its image is called “New 
Tomorrow”197 and its name is irresistibly reminiscent of the already menti-
oned Russian project.

During that time, Vujnovac continues his business initiatives, and 
with well-known partners at that. Along with him, Gobac and Jurčević are 
co-owners of companies dealing with — tourism. Adria Baško Polje, Adria 
Coast Tourism and Adria Umag have a handful of real estate and tourism 

193 EKSKLUZIVNO Afera Nova pokoljenja: HDZ ruskom donacijom platio Ifo institut 
2,6 milijun kuna; https://www.nacional.hr/ekskluzivno-afera-nova-pokoljenja-
hdz-ruskom-donacijom-platio-ifo-institut-26-milijun-kuna/

194 Provjerili smo kakvim je poslovnim zaslugama supruga Maksima Poletajeva 
zadužila Hrvatsku da dobije državljanstvo; https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/
provjerili-smo-kakvim-je-poslovnim-zaslugama-supruga-maksima-poletajeva-
zaduzila-hrvatsku-da-dobije-drzavljanstvo-foto-20190314/print

195 Što povezuje ministra Beroša, fatalne žene i Ruse? Ovaj čovjek; https://
www.24sata.hr/news/sto-povezuje-ministra-berosa-fatalne-zene-i-ruse-ovaj-
covjek-744609?fbclid=IwAR1PTnK9ap3QvDTxw9Y_k3V5b3seE7bKo1su36qzI-
d0w6J6Vz_GHvuQs2E

196 Tko je tajnoviti ruski milijunaš koji munjevito preuzima hrvatske tvrtke?; https://
net.hr/danas/novac/tko-je-tajnoviti-ruski-milijunas-oji-munjevito-preuzima-
hrvatske-tvrtke/

197 Od trgovine i opskrbe plinom, preko logistike, do proizvodnje mineralnih gnojiva; 
https://novac.jutarnji.hr/novac/makro-mikro/od-trgovine-i-opskrbe-plinom-
preko-logistike-do-proizvodnje-mineralnih-gnojiva-9702622
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ventures, which were once enumerated by Josip Jurčević198, a former colle-
ague and friend of Milijan Brkić. Obviously on the trail of diversification of 
initial business interests, because with gas the story is — over. The key go-
als have been met, and capital is abundant anyways.

198 Pročitajte ekskluzivni razgovor s nekadašnjim drugim čovjekom SOA-e, 
prijateljem Milijana Brkića i jednim od imućnijih Hrvata, o kojem ni Google ništa 
ne zna; https://slobodnadalmacija.hr/dalmacija/procitajte-ekskluzivni-razgovor-
s-nekadasnjim-drugim-covjekom-soa-e-prijateljem-milijana-brkica-i-jednim-
od-imucnijih-hrvata-o-kojem-ni-google-nista-ne-zna-574024
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Russia’s energy noose is wrapped around Serbia’s neck: Gazprom holds 
51 percent of the ownership in the Serbian Oil Industry (NIS), and the Ru-
ssians have a monopoly on the gas transport through Serbia. The head of 
the Srbijagas Public Company is also an openly pro-Russian man, Dušan 
Bajatović, a politician from the Socialist Party of Serbia, the party of the 
deceased Serbian President Slobodan Milošević.

The state leadership of Serbia actually voluntarily tightened a no-
ose around its own, as well as the citizens’ neck. The argument for selling 
NIS for lower than the market price was political: to “save Kosovo” with 
the help of Russia. The Russians also promised the construction of the 
South Stream gas pipeline. Kosovo is where it was in 2008 — therefore, 
independent, and the South Stream was never built. According to Russian 
President Vladimir Putin from the end of 2014, they were “forced” to give up 
the construction of that gas pipeline, due to the EU’s refusal to support the 
project199. Only the noose is still there. And not only is it there, but — again 
voluntarily — it is tightening around the neck of the state and the citizens 
of Serbia more and more. However, today, in fact, it relies exclusively on the 
supply of gas from Russia and persistently refuses to diversify the supply 
of energy sources. At the end of 2021, the American ambassador to Serbia, 
Anthony Godfrey, warned: “Serbia should make its own decisions on the 
issue of energy, but it is best for it to diversify energy sources and the way 
it produces its energy.”200.

It is clear that the energy issue is not only an economic but also 
a first-class political and geostrategic issue. Although Serbia is officially 
a candidate country for joining the European Union, its complete depen-
dence on Russian gas places it undisguisedly in Russia’s sphere of influence. 
The argument for that is the fact that Serbia violates not only European 
regulations, but also its own laws, in order for Russia to maintain its mono-
poly on energy.

This study you are reading conclusively presents the level of poli-
tical crime and corruption behind the story of oil and gas in Serbia. For now, 
only a few and less important “players” have been held accountable for the 
illdoings hidden from the public eye. Subjectively speaking, if you allow, you 
are in for a real political thriller.

199 Putin: Rusija ne može da realizuje Južni tok; https://www.rtv.rs/sr_lat/politika/
putin-rusija-ne-moze-da-realizuje-juzni-tok_542835.html 

200 Godfri: Ako se oslonite samo na Rusiju, biće vam teže; https://www.politika.rs/sr/
clanak/495700/Godfri-Ako-se-oslonite-samo-na-Rusiju-bice-vam-teze 
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SERBIA OIL INDUSTRY — NIS

The centuries-old myth of the great friendship between Serbia and Russia, 
imbued with a common Slavic, Orthodox and linguistic heritage, resulted 
in the signing of an energy agreement between the two countries at the 
beginning of the new millennium. Such an agreement marked Serbia as a 
country that will become completely energy dependent on Russia in the 
coming years — a country that has been one of its biggest protectors in 
the UN Security Council against the adoption of various resolutions and 
recognition of Kosovo’s independence.

Today, Russia remains one of the largest suppliers of natural reso-
urces in Serbia, and meets as much as 80 percent of the country’s annual 
needs for natural gas. The remaining 20 percent come from domestic so-
urces. As a result, Serbia is one of the largest importers of gas in Europe 
at the highest price. The Energy Balance of Serbia for 2021 states that the 
country will provide 15 percent of natural gas from domestic production in 
that year, while the remaining 85 percent will be provided from imports201.

According to Vuk Vuksanović of the Belgrade Center for Security 
Policy, Serbia’s energy dependence on Russia has become a potentially in-
visible lever of influence that Moscow has when it comes to its relationship 
with Belgrade. The dependence not only of Serbia and the Balkans, but of 
the wider region of Eastern Europe is decades old and dates back to the 
Soviet era, Vuksanović said and adds that in Serbia this influence is even 
more pronounced due to the energy agreement that the country has with 
Russia, and that it represents one of the three levers of Russian influence 
on Serbia.

In 2008, Russia and Serbia concluded an intergovernmental 
agreement on energy cooperation, which included the purchase of the Ser-
bian Oil Industry (NIS) — the largest oil company, on which the country’s 
economy largely depended. The owner of NIS became the Russian state 
company Gazprom Njeft, with 51 percent of shares for EUR 400 million202. 
Gazprom also gained access to other companies in Serbia, including a 12.7 
percent share in the HIP-Petrohemija industrial-petrochemical complex 
and a 50 percent share in the Underground Gas Storage at Banatski Dvor in 
Vojvodina. Gazprom took over the share in Petrohemija, with which NIS had 

201 Energetski bilans Republike Srbije za 2021. godinu; demo.paragraf.rs/demo/
combined/Old/t/t2020_12/SG_156_2020_009.htm

202 Naftna industrija Srbije prodata Rusima; https://www.slobodnaevropa.
org/a/872190.html
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a strategic partnership up until then. The share in Petrohemija was recently 
increased to 90 percent because NIS was the only one to make an offer in 
the process of choosing a strategic investor of that company.

“The moment when Serbia decided to sell NIS below the market 
price in a transaction that turned out to be based on political criteria and 
needs rather than on the basis of a solid economic calculation, resulted 
in the fact that today we are almost one hundred percent dependent on 
Russian gas, which is a reality that will probably not change in the next few 
decades,” Vuksanović said.

The editor-in-chief of the weekly NIN magazine, Milan Ćulibrk, 
remembers very well the time when Serbia sold one of its most important 
companies. He reminds that in 2008, there were almost no politicians from 
Serbia who did not rush to Moscow to take pictures with Vladimir Putin. 

“Every single person did it, including the Prime Minister of Serbia, Vojislav 
Koštunica, and the President of Serbia, Boris Tadić, and the Minister of Fi-
nance, Mlađan Dinkić, and the Minister of Capital Investments, Velimir Ilić, 
whoever got the chance. All of them then participated in it and NIS was sold 
for EUR 400 million. It turned out that the one-year profit was enough to 
cover that cost, and until then, NIS was one of the most profitable compa-
nies in Serbia,” says Ćulibrk. 

According to the calculations of economic experts, NIS, owned 
by Gazprom, reported a profit of more than a billion euros in the first three 
years of the company’s sale alone. In 2014, the state of Serbia announced 
that it was launching an investigation into the sale of NIS, which has not 
progressed from the beginning to this day at all.

Among the negotiators from Serbia during the signing of this 
acquisition in Moscow was the then Deputy Foreign Minister Borko Stefa-
nović, who nowadays claims that the purchase price of the oil company was 
not even the subject of those negotiations and that everything was agreed 
in advance. “First of all, it was not good that the rent of raw resources, pri-
marily due to the agreement with Koštunica, was kept at an outrageously 
low level.203 Secondly — the agreed price for NIS was very low and was not 
part of the negotiations at all. At that time, it was an agreement that was 
supported by everyone except the League of Social Democrats of Vojvo-
dina and the Liberal Democratic Party “, states Stefanović.

He is also reminiscing on the performance of Dmitry Malishev, 
the then adviser to Gazprom’s management and a man of great trust of 

203 NIS platio za 36 odsto manju rudnu rentu; https://voice.org.rs/nis-platio-za-36-
odsto-manju-rudnu-rentu/ 
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Russian President Vladimir Putin. Shortly after the sale, Malishev became 
the first president of the Management Board and the general director of 
NIS. “Perhaps the most important thing during those negotiations is the 
fact that Mr. Malishev, who negotiated with me in front of Gazprom, brought 
their due diligence report concerning the real situation of NIS at that time. 
That was catastrophic. The reports showed that NIS is in big debts and an 
unprofitable company that is not worth more than 160 million euros at that 
time”, claims Stefanović. However, he fails to explain how it is possible that 
Russian partners estimated NIS at 160 million euros, when the company 
reported a profit of more than a billion euros within the following three years. 
Stefanović has also led part of the negotiations on the fate of thousands of 
employees, many of whom later lost their jobs because the Russian owners 
violated their own contract and agreement, without any reaction from the 
then Government204.

“At that time, I was not a politician who makes decisions, but that 
does not absolve me. I am really not making any excuses and I am to blame 
as everyone else, although I am getting tired of paying for other people’s mi-
stakes, and most of those people are now in the Serbian Progressive Party 
(SNS). I am sorry that the then Democratic Party (DS), as a more powerful 
partner in the government, did not claim the seats which are essential for 
people’s lives, such as Ministry of Energy. “Had our party fought for those 
ministries, I think we could have given and done much more, as compared 
to the era of Milošević,” Stefanović concluded.

According to Vuk Vuksanović, the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS) 
has seen Russia as a safe political haven for generations, and with the arri-
val of Ivica Dačić at the head of the party (formerly chaired by Slobodan 
Milošević), they have strongly tried to be Moscow’s spokesman. “The year 
of 2008 was a strong symbol of that transformation. When the DS and SPS 
reconciled, two seats in the then energy-related government went to the 
SPS: the Ministry of Energy belonged to Petar Škundrić, and Srbijagas to 
Dušan Bajatović, who still performs that function to this day. I would say 
that this is a great trump card that the SPS uses to remain part of the go-
verning structure. This is a paradoxical situation that we have had for years, 
in which Aleksandar Vučić and his party absolutely dominate the political 
scene and could easily get rid off the SPS, but they still keep them as part 
of the ruling coalition because they want to send a signal to Moscow that 
a political party close to Moscow is still in the game”, Vuksanović believes. 

204 NIS napravio profit otpuštanjem čak 6.000 radnika!; https://www.kurir.rs/vesti/
biznis/1628921/nis-napravio-profit-otpustanjem-cak-6000-radnika 
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Srbijagas is a public company that was founded by the decision of the Go-
vernment of Serbia on October 1, 2005, claiming themselves that they are 

“the leader on the gas market of Serbia”.
Vuksanović also states that many of his international interlocu-

tors openly say that the transformation of the oil company was a political 
payment and a political fee to Moscow for their political protection in the 
Security Council regarding the Kosovo issue. “In the end, that political 
adventure of Serbian Government proved to be a wrong investment be-
cause South Stream did not happen, nor are we closer to the opportunity 
to regain Kosovo. Which means that both transactions were missed”, esti-
mates Vuksanović.

On that occasion, Milan Ćulibrk says that the consequences of 
a bad energy agreement will be felt for a long time and that we will come 
to know the extent of it only later. “The energy agreement with Russia will 
ultimately cost us a fortune, primarily because that agreement was made 
only to raise the rating of the then DS government and the Democratic 
Party of Serbia before the elections. If that agreement was seen as a pac-
kage, maybe it could work, but the problem is that our obligations had to be 
realized momentarily, whereas everything that was a Russian obligation205 
was only a promise that never happened. Unfortunately, we all know how 
South Stream ended (the never built regional gas pipeline through Serbia, 
the construction of which began in 2009, after the gas crisis with Ukraine, 
AN)”, warns the editor of NIN.

The construction of the South Stream began on December 7, 2012 
on the Black Sea coast, and on November 23, 2013, the first gas pipeline 
was ceremoniously welded in the Vojvodina town of Šajkaš, which marked 
the beginning of work in Serbia as well. It was announced that the first two, 
out of the four planned pipelines, will be completed at the end of 2015 or 
in the first quarter of 2016. The gas pipeline was supposed to be financed 
with joint capital from Russia and Italy, and later companies from Germany 
and France joined. The owner of the gas pipeline was supposed to be the 
company South Stream Transport, of which Russian Gazprom owns 50 
percent, Italian energy company Eni 20 percent, while German Wintershall 
and French EDF own 15 percent each. The maximum capacity of the gas 
pipeline is projected at 63 billion cubic meters of gas per year, and the value 
of the investment is estimated at EUR 16 billion. After several months of 

205 Da li je Gasprom ispunio sve obaveze prema Srbiji?; https://voice.org.rs/da-li-je-
gasprom-ispunio-sve-obaveze-prema-srbiji/ 
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political and business turmoil, South Stream was definitely abandoned in 
December 2014. As an alternative project, the construction of the Turkish 
Stream gas pipeline was announced.

SRBIJAGAS AND LUKOIL 

Russia’s Lukoil also gained a dominant position in the oil industry in Serbia 
when it bought Beopetrol and its network of 180 gas stations across Ser-
bia in 2003. Lukoil paid 134 million dollars for this acquisition. Under the 
privatization deal, Lukoil pledged to invest an additional 93 million euros 
in Beopetrol’s infrastructure after the acquisition, but the Anti-Corruption 
Council of the Serbian Government reported206 that Lukoil had instead 
used Beopetrol’s funds to “lend itself 105 million euros”, which comprise 90 
percent of what Lukoil paid for the purchase of the state oil company. Lukoil 
denied the allegations of the Anti-Corruption Council207.

Russia’s Sberbank has been present in the financial sector since 
2003, with a large number of branches and assets of almost a billion euros. 
The Russian VTB Bank also entered the Serbian financial market in 2012 
and, despite being a small player in the market, mediated in the sale of 
Eurobonds in Serbia in the amount of 750 million dollars.

It seems that Russia has the greatest influence in Serbia in the gas 
company Srbijagas, which has been completely dependent on the import 
and distribution of Russian gas since its founding in 2005208. The biggest 
mediator in that business is certainly the general director of Srbijagas, Du-
šan Bajatović, who is also the deputy president of the SPS, the leading party 
for collecting pro-Russian votes in Serbia. He became the head of the gas 

206 Savet za borbu protiv korupcije: Prodajom Beopetrola država oštećena za 100 
miliona evra; http://www.antikorupcija-savet.gov.rs/radio-televizija-i-stampa/
cid1037-2386/savet-za-borbu-protiv-korupcije-prodajom-beopetrola-drzava-
ostecena-za-100-miliona-evra 

207 Lukoil: Neistinit celokupan izvestaj Saveta o Beopetrolu; https://bizlife.rs/62689-
lukoil-neistinit-celokupan-izvestaj-saveta-o-beopetrolu/ 

208 Until October 1, 2005, the entire gas sector in Serbia was integrated with the oil 
sector in the joint venture - Serbian Oil Industry (NIS). The then organizational 
units of NIS-Gas and NIS-Energogas were responsible for the development and 
complete operational part of the work in the activities of transport, distribution 
and trade of natural gas. That year, the Serbian government decided to 
separate the company and establish Srbijagas, the only supplier on the natural 
gas market. The company was founded with the aim of providing services of 
transport, storage, distribution and trade of natural gas. The total income of this 
company at the end of 2020 amounted to slightly more than 773 million euros, 
which is five percent less than in 2019.
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company in 2008 and remains on that position to the day, with little chance 
of removal from that position any time soon.

This is a no brainer for Milan Ćulibrk — since 2008, when the SPS 
entered into a coalition with the DS, they knew what they wanted and were 
obviously not wrong “because it is a gold mine with endless opportunities 
of withdrawing money for various purposes”. “That is an untouchable com-
pany. I believe that in this country there is no competent institution that can 
enter this company and do an analysis and determine the factual situation. 
Even if that would happen, no one would be held accountable, because it 
seems to me that the decision on who will manage Srbijagas is not made 
by official Belgrade, but by official Moscow,” Ćulibrk believes.

Borko Stefanović says that Bajatović’s position of the first man 
of Srbijagas has been kept safe for all those years not only because of 
the local political support he enjoys, but also because of the Moscow su-
pport — and this is virtually all he needs.  “I saw that someone put Bajatović 
in a popular song, too. You know that our folks believe that he is a player 
beyond compare, or “a dope dude”, as teens like to put it. The saying goes: 

“Bajat, dude, give us the loot.” This is no longer a question of the regime, but 
of a system that is deeply corrupted, rotten and disintegrated and that is 
focused exclusively on personal enrichment and personal gain, so I do not 
expect anyone to be replaced or reprimanded. In such a system, I would be 
surprised if one of them is not Bajatović “, states Bajatović’s former coalition 
partner, and today a political opponent.

Dragan Dobrašinović from the Toplica Committee for Human Ri-
ghts, who filed a criminal complaint against Srbijagas due to suspicions of 
abuse during public procurement209, believes that Bajatović is a man who 
is ready to go all the way. “He is not a person who would spoil anyone’s job. 
On the contrary, he realized that it is much easier to be a part of it and de-
rive privileges from it, than to oppose anything. I doubt he ever had an idea 
that confrontation might be an option. And why would he, when there are 
huge salaries and privileges at play. He is ideal for this job and such people 
are in demand. Now, why would someone dispose Bajatović and look for 
someone new and take a risk because Bajatović doesn’t make mistakes,” 
Dobrašinović evaluates.

When the Serbian Oil Industry (NIS) became a joint stock com-
pany in 2005, the activities for exploration, production, processing and 
trade of natural gas were separated from it, and they were taken over by 

209 NVO podnele krivičnu prijavu protiv Bajatovića, https://www.slobodnaevropa.
org/a/25166714.html 
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the newly established Public Company Srbijagas. On the same day, the 
Public Company Transnafta was founded, also separated from NIS. It was 
established in 2005 by the Government of Serbia as a public company 
for performing energy activities of general interest for the transport of oil 
through oil pipelines and the transport of oil derivatives through product 
pipelines. The main task of this energy entity is to create conditions for safe 
and reliable pipeline transport of crude oil in the function of energy security, 
as well as ensuring the continuity of crude oil supply.

From its establishment until today, Srbijagas has had a monopoly 
position in the distribution, transport and supply of natural gas for the terri-
tory of Serbia. As much as 80 percent of the needs of the domestic market 
depended on the import of gas through Gazprom’s gas connector, which 
brought gas from the direction of Hungary. This was the case until 2021, 
and the Turkish Stream gas pipeline was recently completed, which also 
delivers the pipeline through a gas connector near the border with Bulgaria. 
That gas also originates from Russia. The Turkish Stream gas pipeline, with 
the section of the main gas pipeline through Serbia, is a project of Russian 
Gazprom and Turkish Botash, which should provide a stable gas supply 
to Turkey, southern and southeastern Europe, and is 930 kilometers long, 
with a capacity of 31.5 billion cubic meters of gas per year. Work on the 
section of the gas pipeline through Serbia began in May 2019, as a repla-
cement for South Stream, since it was abandoned in 2014 due to political 
disagreements between the EU and Russia. In the beginning, there will be 
primarily Russian gas in the pipes, but in the future, it will be possible to 
supply from other sources as well. Serbia and Bulgaria call that part of the 
Turkish Stream gas pipeline the Balkan Stream. Officials in Serbia have 
never publicly stated the cost of the pipeline. At one time, Dušan Bajatović 
said that the construction of the gas pipeline from the Serbian-Bulgarian 
border to the Serbian-Hungarian border would cost 1.8 billion euros.

In the first days of 2021, the first quantities of gas were symbo-
lically released from Russia through the new Balkan Stream gas pipeline 
at a ceremony attended by the entire state leadership in the village of 
Gospođinci near Novi Sad. The connection of the interconnector at the 
block station from Bulgaria through Serbia to the Hungarian border, with 
the Hungarian gas pipeline system, was made official on July 4 by handing 
over the signed contract between Srbijagas and the Hungarian gas tran-
sporter FGSZ.

Srbijagas is the only gas supplier on the Serbian market, and 
smaller inland gas sellers depend on the purchase of this energy source 
exclusively from Srbijagas. Over time, many companies that sold gas in 
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cities and municipalities of Serbia due to huge debts were taken over by 
Srbijagas (Novi Sad Gas, Vrbas Gas, hot water distribution network in Zre-
njanin, as well as Bijeljina gas in Bosnia and Herzegovina). Not only local dis-
tributors ended up this way — due to huge debts of large industrial plants, 
but Srbijagas converted claims into ownership over the companies MSK 
Kikinda, Toza Marković Kikinda and HIP-Azotara Pančevo.

While the economy was accumulating its debts to Srbijagas, the 
debts of that public company to Gazprom also grew, and it all culminated 
during the Ukrainian gas crisis, when large companies had to be disconne-
cted from the distribution network to supply enough gas for heating plants 
in big cities. Vladimir Putin’s official state visit to Belgrade in 2014 followed, 
when a decision was made to reduce Gazprom’s gas supplies to Serbia 
by 30 percent, citing Serbiagas’ huge debt to Gazprom. Srbijagas owed 
Gazprom more than a billion euros for unpaid gas, and as always, the state 
intervened and in 2014 began servicing the debts of this public company.

“The history of Srbijagas can feature in a believe it or not show. For 
years, that company has been supplying gas to a company that does not 
pay gas bills. In the end, instead of suing or collecting, the debt is turned 
into property and Srbijagas becomes the owner of that company. At one 
point they owned 15 or 16 companies in Serbia. They also had a chicken 
farm. In one text, I made a joke that it was great they have both gas and 
chickens — they just need to start roasting those chickens”, says NIN editor 
Milan Ćulibrk.

He warns that this should certainly not be the point of functioning 
of that public company. “The point is that it enables a normal supply of 
gas and that it charges every consumer. If they are able to do collect the 
charge from a citizen who owes 2,000 dinars for gas, I don’t see the reason 
for not billing a company that owes them millions of euros. Citizens need to 
know that they themselves will pay for all that. Bajatović might sound nice 
to them, but they should be aware that every time he appears, he puts his 
hands in their pockets and takes out several hundred euros to cover the 
losses made”, states Ćulibrk.

New Economy journalist Mateja Agatonović believes that the 
issue of the involvement of state and social politics in Serbia can best be 
seen in the example of Srbijagas’ business. “Srbijagas has all the precon-
ditions to operate profitably, since according to the latest data from the 
Agency for Business Registers (APR), their revenues were 780 million euros 
with 1,000 employees, while Elektroprivreda Srbija has three times higher 
revenues and 25 times more employees. On the other hand, Srbijagas was 
forbidden to collect some claims because that would mean bankruptcy and 
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dismissal of thousands of people. Debts are growing, Gazprom continues 
to supply gas, and it has no ban on collecting receivables, and everything 
ends with the state writing off those debts at a government session,” he said.

TRANSPORTGAS AND DISTRIBUCIJAGAS

Given the fact that Serbia became a candidate country for membership 
of the European Union in 2012, the country’s obligations to comply with 
EU regulations have grown, which means that it will diversify gas which will 
enable competition, and transform currently operating public companies 
in the field of energy at the expense of the state and with losses. Srbijagas 
started this process in 2015, but apparently it did not go far.

That year, two new companies were founded — Transportgas and 
Distribucijagas, both with 100% ownership of Srbijagas. Limited Liability 
Company Transportgas was founded on August 20, 2015. The main activity 
of Transportgas is the transport of natural gas and the management of the 
natural gas transmission system. Every year, the company transports more 
than two billion cubic meters of natural gas to large industrial consumers 
and distributors connected to the gas transmission system. In winter, more 
than 12 million cubic meters of natural gas is transported through Serbia. 
Distribucijagas Limited Liability Company was also established on August 
20, 2015. The main activity of that company is the distribution of gaseous 
fuels through the gas pipeline. It is 100% owned by Srbijagas.

While Transportgas recorded some kind of business balance 
sheets210, Distribucijagas is a company without turnover and without any 
employees, with a legal representative who sits at the same address as the 
headquarters of Srbijagas. During all that time, Srbijagas continued to ope-
rate with huge losses, so the Government of Serbia decided to convert the 
amount of the fulfilled obligation and the acquired claim of around 142 billion 
dinars into a permanent contribution of Serbia to the capital of Srbijagas211.

Milan Ćulibrk concludes this story by stating that since the foun-
ding of Srbijagas, there has been no transformation of that public company. 

“It is a continuity that means a lot to the state, of course in a negative sense. 
And not only with regards to money, as the state took over the debts of 

210 This company recorded its first operating income in 2019, in which it generated 
total operating income of around 18.4 million euros, while in 2020 it recorded a 
growth of 281 percent and generated total revenue of 70.2 million euros.

211 Vlada Srbije otpisala Srbijagasu dug od 1,2 milijarde evra; https://www.danas.rs/
vesti/ekonomija/vlada-srbije-otpisala-srbijagasu-dug-od-12-milijarde-evra 
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Srbijagas on several occasions. Only four or five years ago, a law was pas-
sed in the Assembly of Serbia, which went unnoticed in the public eye, and 
with that law, 1.2 billion in debts of Srbijagas were transferred to the citizens 
of Serbia”212, says our co-speaker.

Only recently, on May 28, 2021, the Minister of Energy, Zorana Mi-
hajlović, signed an agreement with the director of Srbijagas, Dušan Bajato-
vić, by which the ownership of Transportgas is transferred from Srbijagas 
to the state. The status of Distribucijagas remains unchanged. The Minister 
of Energy, Zorana Mihajlović, said that the signing of the agreement repre-
sents the first step in reforming not only Srbijagas, but also the gas sector 
in Serbia, and that is how Serbia got an independent gas operator.213 . As 
it was explained at the time, the decision was made in order to harmonize 
with the rules of the European Union.

ENERGY COMMUNITY AND GAS SECTOR

The long-term postponement of the restructuring of the public company 
Srbijagas and the violation of regulations could have cost this public 
company a penalty at the session of the Ministry Council of the Energy 
Community (EC) 214, which was held in December 2020. For now, the po-
sition of the representatives of the Energy Community is that Serbia will, 
in practice, start the reforms in the gas sector that have supposedly been 
started on paper.

The Energy Community indicates that Serbia has been violating 
not only the rules of the European Union (EU) for years, but also its own laws. 

“Serbia introduced the provisions on diversification in accordance with the 
Third Energy Package already in 2014, but all these years it has been viola-
ting its own law and at the same time the law of the Energy Community. That 
is simply unacceptable. Separation of activities has a deeper meaning. It 
is not pro forma. With the separation, transparency is established, without 
hidden interests”, European regulatory body pointed out.

212 same. 

213 Mihajlovićeva: Plan Vlade se sprovodi, napravljen prvi korak u reformi gasnog 
sektora; https://www.mre.gov.rs/lat/aktuelnosti/saopstenja/mihajloviceva--plan-
vlade-se-sprovodi--napravljen-prvi-korak-u-reformi-gasnog-sektora 

214 The Energy Community was set up to establish a single energy market 
throughout Europe, with non-EU countries adopting Union regulations and rules 
in these areas. Among other tasks of the Energy Community is to improve the 
use of renewable energy sources and the stability of energy supply of member 
states.
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Director of the Energy Community (EC) Secretariat Janez Kopač 
points out that Serbia was once the leading energy country in the region, 
but has stagnated in recent years, especially with the market opening, and 
the worst situation is in the gas field. “We have had a misdemeanor procee-
ding initiated on the gas market for the past eight years. This is the oldest 
proceeding within the Energy Community against a country, and all this 
because of the non-separation of Srbijagas’ business. This refers to the 
separation of the gas transport business, ie the company Transportgas, 
which is an obstacle in the negotiations with the European Union, and it 
primarily harms gas consumers in Serbia”, says Kopač.

According to the EC, the establishment of a functional sister-com-
pany, Transportgas, would be a step forward, but that company is not in-
dependent enough and its executive director (Stevan Dukić) is not self 
efficient enough in relation to the influence of the parent company, i.e. Srbi-
jagas. The demands of the Energy Community regarding the restructuring 
of Srbijagas have been known for years and stem from the international 
obligations that Serbia undertook with the adoption of the Energy Law in 
2014, which included the provisions of the Third Energy Package.

In accordance with Article 257 of the Law on Energy, the distribu-
tion system operator that is part of a vertically integrated company must 
be independent in terms of legal form, organization and decision-making 
from other activities not related to the distribution activity.

Mateja Agatonović’s opinion is that, apart from accusations on 
the one side and silence on the other, we have not made any progress 
on that issue so far. “Looking at Srbijagas’ business, it is unlikely that 
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something will unravel soon, despite the announcements from, let say, 
Energy Minister Zorana Mihajlović, who set some deadlines for the start 
of implementation of Energy Community directives ... In order for these 
companies to separate, they must first have separate ownership and ma-
nagement structures”215, he states.

This situation reminds his colleague Milan Ćulibrk of the time of 
self-governing socialism when there were OURs and SOURs (organizations 
of associated labor and complex organizations of associated labor). “This 
is literally it, copy-pasted. So, you only formally made two companies on 
paper, and the company functions in the same way as bedore. They have 
the same management and administration, and thanks to the fact that we 
have several separate companies in which Bajatović is either the president 
of the Management Board or the director or whatever, he earns 5–6 inco-
mes, which is now over 30–40,000 euros per month. And all that is legal”, 
states Ćulibrk.

When it comes to the attitudes of the Energy Community, Borko 
Stefanović is of the opinion that he Gazprom’s opinion on what is necessary 
will prevail will prevail. “I would even go a step further because I am sure 
that, if by some miracle the SPS disappears or falls out of power, Bajatović 
would remain at the head of Srbijagas even then. I don’t even think he would 
have to join the SNS. I believe that his position at the head of Srbijagas is so 
personalized that in the eyes of the public, in the eyes of business circles, 
and in the eyes of Russia, that company does simply not need to exist if 
Bajatović is not there,” he claims.

European Energy Community is in a tight spot as well as new 
Minister of Energy Zorana Mihajlović, whose first ministry move was the 
media declaration of war on Dušan Bajatović and the announcement of the 
long-waited start of restructuring of Srbijagas216. To begin with, on October 
31, 2020, she expelled him from the meeting to which all directors of public 
companies from the energy sector were invited217, saying that the first man 
of Srbijagas is not allowed to behave like that. According to the media, the 

215 Mihajlovićeva: Odluke Energetske zajednice doprineće razvoju, novim 
investicijama i energetskoj bezbednosti u regionu; https://mre.gov.rs/lat/
aktuelnosti/saopstenja/mihajloviceva--odluke-energetske-zajednice-
doprinece-razvoju--novim-investicijama-i-energetskoj-bezbednosti-u-regionu

216 Ministarka energetike Zorana Mihajlović za RSE: Srbija želi alternativu 
ruskom gasu; https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/ministarka-energetike-
zorana-mihajlovi%C4%87-za-rse-srbija-%C5%BEeli-gas-i-iz-drugih-
dr%C5%BEava/31046624.html

217 Ministarka Mihajlović udaljila Bajatovića sa sastanka, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mytroKvB-dA
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Minister was angry because Bajatović, despite her request, did not come 
with his associates, but alone. The media also previously speculated that 
Zorana Mihajlović and Dušan Bajatović could not stand each other, her be-
ing a “USA player” and him being a “Russian player” in the field of energy.

The announcement of the restructuring soon followed, and then 
the conclusion of the Government of Serbia on the need to reorganize 
Srbijagas. This included the separation of gas transport and distribution 
activities between Srbijagas, Transportgas and Distribucijagas Srbija, the 
licensing of these companies for the activities they perform and the har-
monization of their work with the Energy Law. The plan also included the 
adoption of proposed measures to address the issues of numerous related 
companies in which Srbijagas has a capital share, and which burden the 
business of that company, as illustrated by the following graphics:

“Adoption of the plan and implementation of these reforms is im-
portant because of the prevention of the announced introduction of me-
asures of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community against Serbia, 
as well as because of the removal of obstacles to opening Chapter 15 in 
negotiations with the European Union,” said Zorana Mihajlović218, adding 
that both companies will receive operating licenses by April 2021 the la-
test. This, however, happened on May 28. Presenting it as the first step to 
the reform of the gas sector, Zorana Mihajlović signed an agreement with 
Dušan Bajatović, by which the ownership of Transportgas is transferred 
from Srbijagas to the state219.

Stefanović perceives everything as a conflict between the Mini-
ster, who does not have the support of Aleksandar Vučić or any real political 
significance, with a person who has not only the necessary protection of 
Aleksandar Vučić, but also the support of Russian business circles and thus 
the SPS. “Bajatović is a person who is the alpha and omega of the gas sector 
in Serbia and a man who obviously has both private and business-deve-
loped ties, support and back-up from Russian Gazprom. It was perhaps 
beneficial for Zorana Mihajlović to feel what it looks like when you have the 
political power and the strength that was actually a short 12-minute roleplay, 
or an intermezzo of sorts, for which it was immediately clear that cannot 
interrupt anything” our co-speaker is convinced.

218 Vlada Srbije usvojila plan reorganizacije ‘Srbijagasa’, https://www.
slobodnaevropa.org/a/30994177.html 

219 Transportgas u rukama države, Mihajlovićeva: Srbija dobila nezavisnog 
operatera za gas, https://www.rts.rs/page/stories/sr/story/9/politika/4390295/
srbijagas-vlada-ugovor-transportgas-vlasnistvo.html
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According to Milan Ćulibrk, it is a great political pity that Srbijagas 
has not been reformed in accordance with European standards, because 
this is what hinders the process of Serbia’s progress to the European path 

— that is, if the Government wants that progress at all.
“For several years now, we have been listening to warnings that dis-

tribution needs to be separated from other activities, and we are constantly 
hearing quarrels between the line Minister and Bajatović. In fact, we are still 
at the very beginning and it all costs money. You have a Minister who expells 
Bajatović from the meeting. And what punishment does this represent? It’s 
like when a teacher drives a student out of class into the yard to play. Well, 
he could hardly wait for that. So she actually did him a favor, and on the 
other hand she showed how helpless she was. She showed that she had 
no power whatsoever against him”, states Ćulibrk and warns that Bajatović 
draws his strength directly from Moscow.

Mateja Agatonović believes that these are not the first problems 
and procedures that the Energy Community initiated against Serbia, be-
cause the problems keep piling up. “I will remind you that resolving the issue 
of energy through the famous Chapter 15 in negotiations with the EU is very 
important because it is not just an economic issue, it is a matter of geopoli-
tics and security. Within the Energy Community, Serbia received penalties 
for both thermal power plants and gas. For example, Croatia opened and 
closed Chapter 15 within two months without any problems. We are not 
even on the way to open it, due to the fact that gas infrastructure should be 
separated from gas production, among other things”, he states.

Despite all the difficulties in the energy sector of Serbia, Cluster 
Four in Serbia’s accession negotiations with the European Union was ope-
ned at the Intergovernmental Conference in Brussels on December 14, 2021. 
Cluster four — Green Agenda and Sustainable Connectivity, includes four 
chapters — 14 Transport Policy, 15 Energy, 21 Trans-European Networks 
and 27 Environment and Climate Change220. Apart from the usual official 
bureaucratic formulations, it is not clear how Serbia managed to open 
these clusters in negotiations with the EU, given the evident stagnation in 
European integration. Both domestic and foreign media have speculated 
that the European Commissioner for Enlargement, Olivér Várhelyi, deser-
ves credit for that, as he is fulfilling the will of the autocratic and Moscow-c-
lose government of Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban.

220 Srbija otvorila EU pregovarački Klaster 4 – Zelena agenda i održivo povezivanje; 
https://europa.rs/srbija-otvorila-eu-pregovaracki-klaster-4-zelena-agenda-i-
odrzivo-povezivanje/ 
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THE CASE OF DUŠAN BAJATOVIĆ

Minister Mihajlović’s objection was not limited exclusively to the work and 
business of Srbijagas, but also to the fact that “Dušan Bajatović has 40 ti-
mes higher income than the average salary in Serbia.”. She also reproaches 
him for “appointing himself the director of Transportgas and Distribucija-
gas, and there is no more real, transparent work there.”. Noting that in the 
end, citizens are the ones who suffer because the gas sector does not bring 
huge profits, she believes that there is no country in the world that has a gas 
company that operates at a loss, and at such low efficiency as Srbijagas.221.

“Bajatović certainly has a golden parachute, but a salary of 30–40 
thousand euros is insignificant, if you control a company that earns 800 
million. High personal income made him an unpopular person and the su-
bject of mocking songs222. But I think that the conflict between Minister and 
Bajatović was such that she was aware that Bajatović was an highly unpo-
pular person and that she wanted to announce that her Ministry would work 
somewhat differently than before, but we have not seen the results of such 
a loudly announced policy”, believes Mateja Agatonović.

Bajatović is currently the highest paid politician in Serbia. As 
the director of Srbijagas, his salary is 174,378 dinars, as a member of the 
Serbian Parliament he receives a lump sum of 28,686 dinars, while as a 
member of another Supervisory Board, in the Banatski Dvor Underground 
Gas Storage, he collects a monthly fee of 590,000 dinars. And that’s not 
all, because he recently received a salary of 1,707,268 dinars as a director 
in the mixed Serbian-Russian company Gastrans.

Minister Mihajlović had the State Audit Institution (DRI) check the 
operations of Srbijagas. She also announced that the Government of Ser-
bia will stand firmly behind its decision, and if it notices that someone does 
not respect them, the Government will propose replacements in Srbijagas.

In a recently published report, the DRI stated that the mandate of 
Dušan Bajatović at the head of Srbijagas ended in 2016, but he continued 
to perform his function, which is not in accordance with the Law on Public 
Enterprises. In the control of public procurement for 2019 and 2020, the 
DRI determined numerous irregularities in the amount of several billion 

221 Bajatoviću i peta plata, sad zarađuje skoro 34.000 evra; https://nova.rs/vesti/
politika/bajatovicu-i-peta-plata-sad-zaraduje-skoro-34-000-evra/

222 Boemi-Znaš li mala (Dasa) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVLfMWetuA4 
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dinars223. When it comes to receivables from customers — more than 48 
million dinars are overdue for billing, and the auditors also determined that 
this public company has unclaimed receivables due from customers in the 
amount of more than 10.8 billion dinars. Total receivables from customers 
exceeded 81 billion dinars.

So far, Russia is silent about everything, and whether everything 
will end in good faith — only time will tell. It is certain that Minister Mihajlović 
failed to attend the ceremonial opening of the gas interconnector in the 
Vojvodina town of Gospođinci. Former Minister of Energy Aleksandar Antić 
(SPS) attended in the company of representatives of Gazprom and the 
state leadership, but not Minister Mihajlović. Is this a coincidence?

“The fact that she was not there does not have to indicate anyt-
hing, except her conflict with Bajatović. And the fact that the rest of the 
state leadership appeared is not unusual at all, considering their habit of 
attending openings of all infrastructure projects where the proceeds are 
shared, in order to shows how taxpayers’ money is being directed towards 
investments in the best possible way”, states Mateja Agatonović.

Recalling the scene from the Serbian Government, when Minister 
Mihajlović shocked Dušan Bajatović by expelling him from the meeting, Vuk 
Vuksanović notes that all of it failed anyways and that the SPS managed 
to stay afloat primarily because of Vučić’s failed attempt to turn towards 
Washington during Donald Trump’s presidency. “The key moment was the 
opening of the Turkish Stream on January 1st 2021, when Dušan Bajatović 
was present at the opening ceremony, but Zorana Mihajlović was not there, 
under a very ‘dubious’ explanation that she has a business trip planned. 
This was symbolic of the fact that the SPS and the Russian factor are still 
at play”, believes Vuksanović.

GAS PIPELINE BYPASSES EU RULES 

Necessity to reform Srbijagas as one of the priorities in the energy sector 
regularly appears in the European Commission’s annual reports on Serbia’s 
progress. In the document for 2020224, the European Commission pointed 
out that activities were not separated within Srbijagas, which would enable 

223 Revizori o Srbijagasu: Dug kupaca 81 milijardu dinara, javne nabavke mimo 
zakona; https://rs.n1info.com/biznis/revizori-o-srbijagasu-dug-kupaca-81-
milijardu-dinara-javne-nabavke-mimo-zakona/

224 Serbia 2020 Report; https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/system/
files/2020-10/serbia_report_2020.pdf 
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competition and access to other actors on the transport system market in 
accordance with EU rules. As much as 95% of the transport gas pipeline 
network in Serbia is owned by Srbijagas.

The new section of the gas pipeline through Serbia, which recently 
connected it to the Turkish Stream, was built by the mixed Russian-Serbian 
company Gastrans, in which 51 percent of ownership is held by Russian 
Gazprom, and 49 percent by the Public Company Srbijagas.

The length of that gas pipeline in Serbia is 403 kilometers. The gas 
pipeline enters Serbia near Zaječar and exits the country near Horgoš. The 
first section is from the Bulgarian border to Žabar, the second from Žabar to 
Kovin, the third from the Danube near Kovin to Gospođinci and the fourth 
from Gospođinci to the Hungarian border near Horgoš.

13.88 billion cubic meters of gas should enter and pass through 
Serbia, remaining in our country for as much as needed for supply. “We did 
this in silence, under great pressure, we had to do so, this is a great victory for 
Serbia, the President of Serbia and his national, economic and foreign policy,” 
Dušan Bajatović said after the construction was completed, failing to explain 
why they worked “in silence” and why this is “a great victory” for Serbia.

The connection of the interconnector at the block station from 
Bulgaria through Serbia to the Hungarian border, with the Hungarian gas 
pipeline system, was made official on July 4th by handing over the signed 
contract between Srbijagas and the Hungarian gas transporter to FGSZ, 
thus resolving all mutual conditions of gas transport across the two borders.

However, things are not quite clear here either, because the rules of 
the European Union contained in the Third Energy Package imply that one 
company, in this case the Russian state company Gazprom, cannot own both 
gas and the pipeline, and that the pipeline infrastructure itself must be availa-
ble to third parties, which allows market competition. Serbia has not harmoni-
zed the project with the requirements formulated by the Energy Community, 
according to the opinion of February 2019225, while the Energy Agency of Ser-
bia, in a decision from March of the same year, exempted the new gas pipeline 
from the application of the rules of the Third Energy Package226.

The Energy Community has repeatedly expressed its concern 
over the fact that the new pipeline is not in line with EU rules and EC 

225 Energetska zajednica: Turskim tokom u Srbiji diskriminisano tržište; https://
www.danas.rs/vesti/drustvo/energetska-zajednica-turskim-tokom-u-srbiji-
diskriminisano-trziste/ 

226 Rešenje o izuzeću interkonektora Gastrans; https://www.aers.rs/FILES/
AktiAERS/Izuzeca/2019-03-05%20Resenje%20o%20izuzecu%20
interkonektora%20Gastrans.pdf
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requirements to allow competition, i.e. that not only Russian gas flows 
through it, but that it allows gas from other interested producers. Due to 
all that, the negotiations between the competent institutions of Serbia and 
the EC on the harmonization of the project with the EU rules have been at 
a standstill since April 2019.

“It all depends on Srbijagas, on one man who runs Srbijagas. And 
of course, the authorities are there to implement the law. If President Vučić 
said that it would be sorted out in 2021, then we will see how it goes. I think 
that the matter is not black and white because Srbijagas has large loans 
for the construction of a new gas pipeline, and Horgoš is not used to the 
full extent yet, which is a pity for gas consumers in Serbia. I am extremely 
pleased that the Minister of Energy, Zorana Mihajlović, has become the 
Deputy Prime Minister, because she is familiar with all the problems, qu-
ite ambitious and extremely cooperative”, says the first man of the Energy 
Community. In addition, Janez Kopač is spreading optimism that reforms 
in Serbia will “finally start”.

NEW INTERCONNECTOR 

After begining a new mandate in 2020, Minister Zorana Mihajlović announ-
ced the accelerated construction of a new interconnector between Serbia 
and Bulgaria. She stated that Serbia’s desire was to enable gas to pass 
through its territory from various countries, not only from Russia, as well 
as to connect to all neighboring countries in the region via interconnectors. 
Until then, Serbia remains dependent exclusively on Russian gas, which the 
Energy Community representatives do not like at all.

According to Janez Kopač227, the gas interconnector that ends in 
Horgoš and enables three billion cubic meters a year, has not been used for 
a long time and was empty, although there was abundance of available gas 
in Europe, but Srbijagas did not allow it. That is why, as he says, the Energy 
Community was addressed by companies from Serbia, which complained 
they could not buy gas on the free market in Serbia.

“All that is not possible because Srbijagas insists on its monopoly, 
even though the Serbian law from 2014 forbids it — it is not respected.” If 
Horgos becomes available and could be used by anyone, then that diversifi-
cation of pipelines would become a diversification of gas sources; however, 

227 Kopač: Situacija je najgora na području gasa, sve zavisi od Bajatovića; https://
rs.n1info.com/biznis/kopac-situacija-je-najgora-na-podrucju-gasa-sve-zavisi-
od-bajatovica/
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that is unfortunately not the case for now,” Kopač said during one of his 
visits to Serbia when he spoke with the highest state leadership, including 
Minister Mihajlović and President Vučić.

It does not seem to Vuk Vuksanović either that there is more se-
rious consideration in Serbia about the diversification of the gas sector, with 
the notable exception of Minister Zorana Mihajlović, who wants to impose 
herself as a pro-Western player in the ruling coalition. “It is partly true that 
for now Russian gas is something that cannot be bypassed, but I am much 
more concerned about the fact that diversification, even in a hypothetical 
long-term possibility, is not seriously considered regardeless of the fact 
that diversification is becoming one of the key economic, political and se-
curity issues”, believes Vukasanović.

On the other hand, Zorana Mihajlović expressed her belief that 
Serbia will succeed in harmonizing with the regulations of the European 
Union (EU) and that it will implement gas diversification which will enable 
competition. She believes that for now, the good news for Serbia, regar-
dless of how it was commented in various places, is that it has two streams 
and that it has diversified its streams, regardless of the fact that there is 
only one supplier.

“So, it is Russian gas. However, I hope that we will announce a ten-
der at the end of January for the interconnection between Niš and Dimitro-
vgrad — i.e. for gas pipeline Niš-Dimitrovgrad-Sofia,” she said. She added 
that there is a possibility that another gas will come through that pipeline, 
such as gas related to Azerbaijan. There is also a possibility of a completely 
new gas pipeline that has been talked about for several years, which has the 
full support of both the European Union and the United States — the so-ca-
lled Eastern Mediterranean pipeline coming from Israel. “So, Israel, Cyprus, 
Crete, the Peloponnese, Athens, Thessaloniki and finally Sofia — and, Niš,” 
said Mihajlović.

Borko Stefanović notes that President Vučić also committed in 
the Washington Agreement, which he signed with Donald Trump prior to 
him leaving the Office, that Serbia will diversify its energy conditions and 
the possibility of obtaining energy in various markets. “In that sense, I say 
that Serbia will soon answer for the things they commited to the interna-
tional community… The problem is that Vučić thinks that he can deceive 
Europe in the same way as he has been deceiving the citizens of Serbia. 
Well, he can’t”, Stefanović is decisive

Milan Ćulibrk says that he is not overly optimistic, although it 
would be good if there was another source of gas in Serbia. “The Turkish 
stream is also unique in that the Russian side is the majority owner. Russia 
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does not have more than 50 percent of ownership in any country; that is 
possible only in Serbia. Will there ever be the explanation for the Turkish 
Stream? I remember how at the end of 2019, we were told by President 
Vučić and the director of the Bureau of Statistics, Miladin Kovačević, that 
1.5 billion euros or dollars had been invested in the Turkish Stream. And how 
did we benefit from it? We are connected to two gas pipelines, with only Ru-
ssian gas flowing through. An additional problem is that is has been insisted 
on separating the ownership, i.e. that- if the Russians are the owners — it 
does not mean that only Russian gas can flow through the pipeline. As the 
citizens may not know, it is not only the electricity produced by the Electric 
Power Industry of Serbia that is conducted through the electricity network 
in Serbia”, points out the editor of NIN.

Whichever gas interconnector Serbia constructs to diversify its 
natural gas supply, the problem for Mateja Agatonovic may be the fact that 
gas will be delivered to Serbia via the Turkish Stream gas pipeline, which is 
more than half owned by Gazprom. “What if they decide not to release gas 
from Azerbaijan because they still have management rights in that sense. Or 
they don’t allow liquefied natural gas from Greece. These are some of the 
questions we need to answer before we start building the interconnector and 
before we establish an additional way of diversified gas distribution,” he warns.

Speaking about the constant dilemma of whether the price of 
Gazprom’s gas is the most favorable for Serbia, Agatonović estimates that 
it probably is228, but the monopoly issue is disputable, so Serbia can not 
procure gas from someone else. “Even if we bought gas from Hungary, it 
would be a kind of resale of Russian gas. So, in one way or another, we are 
forced to cooperate with Gazprom. Like any other infrastructure project, 
the future interconnector will be good — the only question is at what price 
and in what way. The question is whether it is being built for reasonable pri-
ces within reasonable deadlines, and with adequate documentation, which 
I doubt is the case”, he added.

Dragan Dobrašinović estimates that it would be common in any 
ordinary system that there are multiple gas companies and that each does 
a part of the work. “It would be logical that products of other gas producers 

228 The price of gas is 270 dollars for 1,000 cubic meters. After Belarus, Turkey 
has the best price with 210 dollars for 1,000 cubic meters of gas, followed 
by Germany, which also pays a lower price than Serbia, and it is 230 dollars 
for 1,000 cubic meters. All other European countries have a higher purchase 
price than Serbia, but it should be noted that some refer to the secrecy of the 
agreement they signed with Moscow and do not publish how much money they 
give for that energy source.
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can pass through that pipeline, as well as cars through the freeway. That 
would be good from a competition point of view and potentially lower user 
prices. Current situation is: We are the owners of the freeway and we own 
the bus carrier, which in turn owns the freeway and the bus carrier. And only 
their buses can use their freeway”, believes Dobrašinović.

According to him, through such types of arrangements a part of the 
political price and support is always paid. “It’s not that Serbia only has such 
arrangements with Russia, take a look at the railways and highways where 
Serbia created arrangements with the Chinese. We team up with the Ame-
ricans — the Moravian Corridor, we are also working with the French — the 
Belgrade metro. Obviously, all this has its economic, political and probably 
corruptive dimension. Obviously, the government in Serbia is working with 
everyone who is inclined to dive into such arrangements,” he said.

After all the speculations, guessings and tips, the Agreement on 
financing229 the construction of the gas interconnector Niš–Dimitrovgrad–
Bulgaria was signed by the Minister of Finance Siniša Mali and the Vice 
President of the European Investment Bank (EIB) Liliana Pavlov on May 
20th 2021. The gas pipeline with a capacity of 1.8 billion cubic meters per 
year will be 109 kilometers long.

YUGOROSGAZ 

Yugorosgaz  Belgrade for gas systems constructions, transport and natural 
gas distribution is a joint stock company founded back in 1996. Gazprom pos-
sess half of the ownership share in the company, while Srbijagas and Centrex 
Europe Energy & Gas AG230, headquartered in Austria, own a quarter each.

Many years ago, Srbijagas signed agreement with Yugorosgaz on 
supplying Serbia with gas from Russia. During the winter Serbia requires at 
least cca 10 million cubic meters daily.

Initially, gas was imported to Serbia through Yugorosgaz from the 
Russian company Gazprom Export, who delivered first quantities of gas 
back in 1978 to the Yugoslav market. Since then, it has remained the largest 
and only gas seller for the Serbian market (not considering about 20 per-
cent of gas obtained from its own sources). Strong business ties between 
Gazprom Export and Srbijagas resulted in the joint establishment of the 
Banatski Dvor Underground Gas Storage Company.

229 Potpisan ugovor za gasni interkonektor Srbija – Bugarska; https://rs.n1info.com/
biznis/potpisan-ugovor-za-gasni-interkonektor-srbija-bugarska/

230 http://www.centrex.at/en/organisation.asp 
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In November 2020, Minister Zorana Mihajlović spoke with Yugo-
rosgaz representatives with regard to gas supply security and harmoniza-
tion of the subsidiary Yugorosgaz-transport with Serbian and European 
regulations in the field of energy231. The main topic of the meeting was the 
amendment to the interstate agreement with Russia from 1996, whereby 
the company was formed and which was to expire in 2021.

Amendments to this agreement should resolve the certification 
issue of Yugorosgaz-transport, as an independent gas transport opera-
tor in Serbia. In that way, the long-standing inherited problems in this area 
would be solved. In July 2019, the Energy Agency made a decision to con-
ditionally revoke the company’s certificate issued in 2017, because in the 
meantime the conditions from the Energy Law, which is harmonized with 
EU directives in the field of energy, have not been met.

Alexei Muratov, CEO of Yugorosgaz, said that the company was 
willing to cooperate with the Ministry of Energy and ready to collaborate on 
finding a better and more efficient solution to all these issues. By the way, 
Yugorosgaz ended 2020 with a total revenue of cca EUR 250, which was a 
53% decrease compared to 2019. The company’s net profit amounted to 
EUR 4.2 million, which is 63% less than in 2019.

In the meantime, a new supply agreement with Russian gas to Ser-
bia has not been signed, although it has been presented to the public in Serbia 
in a different way. Namely, the President of Serbia, Aleksandar Vučić, after his 
talks with Russian President Vladimir Putin on November 25th 2021 in Sochi, 
announced to the public that the gas price will remain the same —  270 do-
llars in the next six months. Was was left unanswered was the question of gas 
price in the second half of the year, after the April elections in Serbia.

There were many public outcries due to the financial compensa-
tion that Dušan Bajatović received in Yugorosgaz as a member of the Su-
pervisory Board, the astonishing amount of 1,473,344 dinars (EUR 12,500), 
in a country which is one of the poorest countries in Europe, with an average 
salary of cca EUR 550. He has always been justifying himself by persisten-
tly claiming that the only way for Serbia to get Russian gas is through the 
joint venture Yugorosgaz, and that as the general manager of Srbijagas 
he is automatically obliged to be on the Supervisory Board. Bajatović also 
stated several times that the governing principles have been like this prior 

231 Ministarstvo: Mihajlović sa predstavnicima Jugorosgasa razgovarala o izmeni 
međudržavnog sporazuma sa Rusijom; https://insajder.net/arhiva/vesti/
ministarstvo-mihajlovic-sa-predstavnicima-jugorosgasa-razgovarala-o-izmeni-
medudrzavnog-sporazuma-sa-rusijom 
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him taking the role of the general manager of Srbijagas. He had himself 
photographed several times in public while donating remuneration from 
the Supervisory Board to charity.

According to the Anti-Corruption Agency, Bajatović is currently 
simultaneously holding three managerial positions. Beside positions in Ga-
strans and Srbijagas, he also a manager in the Swiss company South Stream 
Serbia AG232, where he does not receive compensation. Bajatović is also the 
president of the Supervisory Board of the insurance company SOGAZ, where 
Srbijagas has a 49% share, and the majority package of 51% is owned by the 
Russian SOGAZ AO. In that company, he does not receive compensation, too.

For Milan Ćulibrk, all of the above is just a confirmation that Srbija-
gas’s CEO is untouchable. “Even if the SPS drops out of Government, I don’t 
think they could replace Bajatović from that position because Gazprom 
owns 51% of the Turkish Stream. This means they hold a golden share 
and that the final outcome depends on their decision — I am not sure that 
they are ready to replace the person who suits them. Throughout the time 
when Srbijagas recorded hundreds of millions of EUR in losses, the joint 
Serbian-Russian gas import company Yugorosgaz recorded profits of EUR 
60 million,” warns Ćulibrk, adding that “the reason why Russians don’t sell 
gas to Serbia directly but through intermediaries is more than apparent.”

UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE BANATSKI DVOR

A special value of Gazprom Export and Srbijagas cooperation was the 
creation of a joint venture to manage the Banatski Dvor underground gas 
storage facility. It all happened in 2010, when a large amount of Russian gas 
was pumped into the existing storage capacity in this small Banat town, and 
a company was formed with a 51 percent share of Gazprom Export and a 
49 percent share of Srbijagas.

This storage facility with an active capacity of 450 million cubic 
meters presents a guaranty for secure supply to the entire Balkan region 
(Bosnian Serb Republic, as well as Montenegro). The active capacities of 
the underground storage Banatski Dvor can be expanded to one billion 
cubic meters.

 

232 Investment in capital in South Stream Serbia AG Switzerland is an obligation 
of Srbijagas as a shareholder, bearing in mind that the so-called project of the 
Turkish Stream is supposed to be financed with 30 percent from the shareholders’ 
capital (Srbijagas 49 and Gazprom 51 percent) and 70 percent from borrowed 
capital (project financing to be provided by Gastrans Ltd Novi Sad).
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Gazprom Export CEO Elena Burmistrova said during her visit to Serbia in 
2015 that this Russian company will always be a safe and reliable gas su-
pplier in the Balkans. “Gazprom can not betray Serbia, such a loyal and valu-
able partner. We had to give up the South Stream project, but that does not 
mean that our cooperation with Serbia will not expand. I am convinced that, 
regardless of all political trends and currents, Russian gas will come to the 
Serbian market in the coming decades, always on time and in the required 
quantity,” said Burmistrova, today the president of the Supervisory Board 
of the underground gas storage233.

On January 17th 2019, General Manager of Srbijagas Dušan Baja-
tović and President of the Management Board of PAO Gazprom Alexei Mi-
ller signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the project development 
of expanding the capacity of the Banatski Dvor Underground Gas Storage 
(PSG). This signing was held in the presence of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin and Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić. This memorandum defines 
the basic parameters of the expansion of PSG and determines the parties’ 
agreements on the joint realization of work. The expansion project of PSG 
Banatski Dvor envisages an increase in the active volume of PSG to 750 mi-
llion cubic meters (increase of 300 million cubic meters) with a maximum 
displacement capacity of up to 10 million cubic meters per day (twice the 
current daily capacity).

If the authorities in the Government of Serbia had implemented 
the announced plans to increase the capacity of the underground gas 
storage Banatski Dvor, the missing quantities of gas would not have to be 
imported from Hungary last year due to the accident on the Bulgarian part 
of the Turkish Stream gas pipeline. All this took place in the first days of 
December 2021, when the new gas pipeline was out of order for several 
days, and when Srbijagas intervened to import the missing quantities of gas.

GAS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

During 2020, only three companies were licensed for natural gas supply 
(Srbijagas, King gas, Cestor Veks) and the natural gas producer Naftna in-
dustrija Srbije (NIS).

A significant limitation for the entire market is the functioning of 
Transportgas Serbia which still does not apply the Rules on the operation of 
the transport system governing access to cross-border capacities on the 

233 Proširuje se skladište gasa Banatski dvor; https://www.rts.rs/page/stories/sr/
story/13/ekonomija/2057280/prosiruje-se-skladiste-gasa-banatski-dvor-.html 
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principles of non-discrimination and transparency, so that the allocation 
of capacity in accordance with the Rules on the operation of the transport 
system was also not realized in 2020234. 

In June 2021, the ownership of Transportgas was transferred from 
Srbijagas to the Government of Serbia. This transfer was made only for-
mally, while in practice Transportgas is still subordinated to Srbijagas. A 
unique problem is that Transportgas Serbia lined up a space on the Horgoš 
interconnector only for Srbijagas, Gazprom Export and suppliers for Bo-
snia and Herzegovina. These procedures prevent suppliers from Central 
European hubs from entering the market in Serbia, and the gas pipelines 
remain practically empty.

Necessary further steps for Transportgas Serbia are a true se-
paration, appointment of a Supervisory Board by the Government and a 
completely separate management and the possibility of influence by Sr-
bijagas. As stated in the report of the Energy Community, Transportgas 
cannot apply for certification or license without it.

Categories
SRBIJAGAS

NOVI SAD
KING GAS LTD.

CESTOR-VEKS 
LTD.

NIS A.D. 
NOVI SAD

Business revenue 741.858.255 1.362.754 5.375.718 1.444.144.711

Revenues from 
sales of goods 
on the domestic 
market

526.117.552 0 5.336.476 72.339.296

Nett profit 25.429.902 156.276 359.014 0

Nett loss 0 0 0 50.250.790

Employees – 
the number 
of employees 
(average number 
of employees 
based on working 
hours)

934 1 1 5.035

The Law stipulates that, until the establishment of a competitive 
market, the Government of the Republic of Serbia shall determine the su-
pplier of public distributors, in accordance with the Law. The supplier of pu-
blic distributors must offer natural gas to all public suppliers (including the 

234 Serbia’s 2021 implementation performance and key energy sector benchmark 
data; https://energy-community.org/implementation/Serbia.html 

Table 1. Comparative overview of basic indicators from the Income Statement (€) of legal 
entities engaged in wholesale trade
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Figure 1. Comparative overview of prices in households for the period 2019-
2021 (Source: Eurostat)

Figure 2. Comparative overview of prices in industry for the period 2019-
2021 (Source: Eurostat)
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one who is in the same legal entity with him), under the same conditions and 
at the same price. In 2020, the supplier of public distributors was Srbijagas.

In the Report of the Energy Community from November 2021, this 
area has the lowest percentage of implementation, of 17 percent only, be-
cause there is only a bilateral market, i.e. direct contracts between traders 
and suppliers. Srbijagas is the dominant company and has a complete mo-
nopoly on the market.

As in the wholesale trade, Srbijagas has a dominant role in the 
retail gas trade, and it is reflected in the fact that they held 90 percent of 
the retail market in 2020. The total consumption of end consumers was 
2,235 million cubic meters of gas.

In the free market in 2020, about 83 percent of the total amount of 
natural gas was sold to end consumers. The law allows the end consumer, 
who is not entitled to regulated supply, to be temporarily supplied by a re-
serve supplier, if the consumer is left without a supplier. The government is 
determining the reserve supplier, which in 2020 was Srbijagas.

Households and small consumers have a small share in the final 
consumption, of only 382 million m3, which is about 17 percent of the total 
amount of gas purchased on the market (excluding the consumption of 
NIS from its own production). In the Report of the Energy Community from 
November 2021, this area has 51 percent fulfillment and it is stated that the 
vast majority of market share is delivered at unregulated prices, and that 
90 percent of retail is held by Srbijagas235.

GAS EQUATION

“Is it possible to solve the gas equation in Europe without Russia? The 
answer is “no”. But, if the answer is “no”, then what happens to the role of 
American suppliers? How does Europe plan to reduce Russia’s geopolitical 
influence on the European market primarily through its regulatory norms 
and without any real possibility of substitution?” This is part of the inspiring 
speech that Bajatović gave at one of the scientific-professional gatherings 
in the field of energy that he held with Russian business partners236. 

 

235 Ibid.

236 Gasna jednačina – izazovi snabdevanja gasom; https://www.energetskiportal.rs/
gasna-jednacina-izazovi-snabdevanja-gasom/ 
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Bajatović immortalized his undisguised fascination with Russia with a photo 
of him and President Vladimir Putin during the signing of the Energy Agree-
ment in Moscow in 2008. This photo he proudly kept hanging above his 
director’s desk for years. Bajatović’s directorship in Srbijagas lasts as long 
as the photograph is the size of a larger television screen.

“We want to know what our choices are, and Serbia needs to think 
carefully with whom it will make ties. Purchasing under an international agree-
ment with a Russian partner, unlike purchases from hubs, created savings of 
163 million euros. We have the maximum flexibility of the contract, at any time 
we are able to withdraw as much as we require, without any penalties, and 
those are great advantages”, said Bajatović on the eve of the construction 
of the main gas pipeline from the Bulgarian to Hungarian border. Bajatović 
claimed that the pipeline would be built “by respecting European rules and 
the Energy Law in which the Third Energy Package is implemented.”

That international gas pipeline, just like the complete business of 
Srbijagas with all related companies, acquisitions and sister-companies, 
has been a noose around Serbia’s neck for many years. After the last ele-
ction, the two largest political parties divided power. Managing the entire 
energy sector, for now, has brought changes only to the ministerial chairs.

Vuk Vuksanović believes that the chaos that exists in the energy 
sector in Serbia creates a gray zone and gives an excuse to the Serbian 
political elite to say that there are thousands of other problems because, 
as they claim, neither Europe is consistent on that issue.

“Russia’s popularity in Serbia represents a significant percentage 
of how influential that country is in Belgrade. I would say that this is the 
most affordable option for Serbian politicians because they start from the 
assumption that, due to citizens’ frustration with Western politics from the 
1990s onwards, and due to reactions to Kosovo’s independence, Russian 
popularity has grown enormously. Therefore, in order for their political par-
ties to be competitive and survive on the political market, it is most suitable 
for them to pursue that balanced policy and thus try to unite voters with 
mixed emotional preferences,” he said.

Milan Ćulibrk points out that there is a belief that the Russians 
are not fond of Minister Mihajlović and that they are not pleased that she 
again took over the position of Minister of Energy. That is the function she 
performed in the period from 2012 to 2014. Allegedly, she was brought back 
on that position in 2020 in order for Aleksandar Vučić to “level” the number 
of “pro-Russian” and “pro-American” ministers in the government, which 
includes Mihajlović. “But, on the other hand, it would not be desirable if so-
meone from the outside determines who will be the minister. Speaking of 
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gas and Srbijagas, Mihajlović is absolutely right, but when it comes to Sr-
bijagas, she seems helpless and easily could be outvoted, as if her hands 
are tied”, claims Ćulibrk.

Mateja Agatonović points out that certain great powers are using 
minor countries’ energy policy in order to exert pressure and establish their 
influence. “Suppose we claim now that this is a conflict between the Kremlin 
and the White House, we can only create a conjuncture and nothing else. 
We will see what will happen after the construction of the Serbia-Bulgaria 
interconnector, because I expect that it will go according to plan, despite 
the preconditions that have not been met. Whether there will be a direct 
interference of some great power, remains yet to be seen,” he concluded.

From the point of view of the police inspector Siniša Janković, who 
started investigating Srbijagas business with his colleagues back in 2012, the 
politicians achieved their goal because they needed a way to drain money. 

“Of course, we could have done all that and the service has the capacity to 
do it, today and then, but we should wait for the real political will, which will 
definitely not arise while this political government is leading. It is like watc-
hing someone boarding the Titanic and you keep saying: “Don’t go, people!” 
And then you just wait and count how many people drowned and how many 
disappeared. To all of us who did this job, it was like “where does this ship sail 
and her name is Titanic”. At least, that is my impression”, he said.

Whether the announcements of the successor to the former Mi-
nister of Energy, a pro-Russian SPS cadre Aleksandar Antić, are only dec-
larative or whether the “American player in the Serbian government” (as 
many call Zorana Mihajlović) decided to finally put things in order, time will 
tell. However, there is not enough time and we need to urgently move from 
words to actions. Otherwise, the penalty series with the European Energy 
Community may begin.

STATE AUDIT FINDINGS

The State Audit Institution (DRI) examined Srbijagas’s operations back in 
2011 and found that almost 46 billion dinars were spent in this public com-
pany, not following the Public Procurement Law. The auditors determined 
that, among other things, Srbijagas imports gas without concluding a fore-
ign trade agreement.

State auditors’ report of the on the business of Srbijagas was be-
ing prepared for a long time and it was not an easy job to do. As the audi-
tors said at the time, they received the necessary papers by the spoonful, 
which made it difficult for them to try and determine how the money was 
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spent in that company. Numerous irregularities have been established, and 
only in the area of public procurement, Srbijagas concluded contracts in 
the total value of 22.5 billion dinars, without legally conducting the public 
procurement procedures.

The largest item in that amount was a loan worth 11.87 billion di-
nars, contracts for the construction of a gas pipeline worth 10.1 billion dinars, 
while the remaining value referred to the procurement of steel pipes, legal 
services and the like.

As for the profits distribution, the auditors were not convinced of 
the justification of investing 112 million dinars in the basketball club “Vojvo-
dina Srbijagas”. Also, in 2011, that company distributed 98 million dinars of 
profit to employees for awards and training, before receiving the consent 
of the Government. The consulting companies “Ces Mekon” and “Deloitte” 
were paid 40 million dinars, although there was no evidence of their reports.

It is also interesting to note that Srbijagas paid “penalties” on the 
unused part of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s 
loan, which in 2011 amounted to close to 50.5 million dinars. Due to all of the 
above, the DRI filed a misdemeanor report against Dušan Bajatović and 
Srbijagas, but the procedure was later suspended due to obsolescence.

In 2013, the Toplica Human Rights Committee filed a criminal 
complaint against Bajatović for abuse of office to the competent prosecu-
tor’s office, inspired by the DRI findings. Dragan Dobrašinović believes that 
there were serious problems and violations of the Law on Public Procure-
ment in 2011, but obviously nothing has changed since then, and it wasn’t 
much better before either. “We were mostly engaged in public procure-
ment in connection with the provision of financial services — loans and 
insurance. None of these jobs, although they were obliged to do so, were 
subject to the law. They went for direct bids and thus obtained a little more 
than 100 million euros,” says Dobrašinović.

At the beginning of 2021, when Bajatović was interrogated in that 
regard, nothing happened with that criminal charge. On several occasions, 
the prosecutor’s office inquired a follow-up on case status and whether 
anything was being done about it, but they always received answers that 
the procedure was with the police, that everything was handed over to 
them and is waiting for additional information and that, as soon as the case 
returns, they will so something about it. “Here, the eighth year is passing and 
they still have not done anything, up to our knowledge. The law is explicit 
and if the procedures are not applied, then the responsible persons are in 
violation and it is necessary to bear the consequences according to the 
Criminal Code of Serbia. In practice, it is completely opposite and there are 
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hundreds of examples of people getting away with the damage they have 
done. The same applies to Dušan Bajatović. If the practice was different, he 
would have already served his sentence”, he states.

When it comes to Srbijagas’ business with banks in 2011, Dobraši-
nović says that instead of going to the public procurement procedure which 
enables the most competitive market, we have a situation where they went 
for direct agreements. “This prevented competition and caused damage 
for everyone else, gaining only a benefit for one bank.” We cannot say whet-
her anyone benefited from Srbijagas as well, but logic dictates that we think 
that they did, because why would someone impose a benefit on someone 
without any interest in it? “Dobrašinović believes.

Regarding the construction of local gas pipeline networks worth 
10 billion dinars without public procurement, our co-speaker says that he is 
not surprised at all, because corruption became a common occurrence in 
Serbia. This is evidenced by a large survey in which they found that out of the 
100 largest deals that Serbia concluded in 2019, 72 were without competition. 

“The problem of political corruption is the only thing that matters in this co-
untry. All other types of crime are derived from political corruption and the 
political protection provided by such types of crime. The consequences of 
state crime are the most severe, not only financially, but also in society, in the 
sense of justice and the point of living in a certain country. Political corruption 
is measured in billions of euros in Serbia, and it has been like that for years, 
and nothing is being done to change things. So, the judiciary system is pa-
ralyzed with no intention of dealing with it”, Dobrašinović said.

For the journalist Mateja Agatonovićc, who himself follows the 
processes of large public procurements in Serbia, the biggest problem is 
the all-purpose spending of taxpayers’ money. “If there is evidence, as the 
phrase says, the institutions should react. I think that the biggest problem 
with Srbijagas’ business was the all-purpose expenditure. Primarily, this 
refers to public procurements that included infrastructure projects, wit-
hout adequately fulfilled conditions and the existence of any rules”, says 
Agatonović, who is convinced that there was purposeful bypassing of legal 
procedures in certain deals.

PANČEVO AZOTARA

Srbijagas was mentioned after 2012 in cases of mass arrests of those res-
ponsible for abuses in Pančevo’s Azotara during the sale of regressed artifi-
cial fertilizer, when one of those arrested was former Minister of Agriculture 
Saša Dragin. The action was carried out by a Work Group formed by the 
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state leadership of the newly formed Government in Serbia to expose 24 
controversial privatizations in Serbia committed during the previous regime.

The Pančevo team of the Work Group was led by the economic 
crime inspector Siniša Janković, who says that by joining the Work Group, 
they also brought in their dowry because in 2010 they started investiga-
ting abuses during the sale of regressed fertilizer from Azotara. Janković 
reminds that elections were held in 2008, after which the SPS resurrected 
and came to power, and with the distribution of election booty, also gai-
ned Srbijagas, closely connected to Azotara. “Therefore, the SPS also got 
Azotara, and we have solid grounds to suspect that they also asked to be 
involved in the sale of regressed fertilizer, so in 2009 everyone was allowed 
to participate in that project,” says Janković.

He claims that there was basically no intention to help the so-ca-
lled primary agricultural production, but the project was intended for 

“agro-capitalists” and those who were protected and had connections with 
powerful polititians. As he states, the mode in Azotara was how to find a 
way to sell that fertilizer to those who can rightfully buy it, and to actually 
end up selling it to those who do not have the right to it, and the price of 
such treatment was first paid by the PKB Corporation. “The director of PKB 
agreed to help Azotara and that’s why bought 50,000 tons of fertilizers, 
which could cover the whole of Belgrade in a layer of thick snow.” There was 
nothing suspicious to the director because the then Minister, and even the 
President of the state, appeared at the talks in the Ministry of Agriculture 
and asked if everything was all right”, Janković notes.

As he jokingly says, although the director of PKB wanted to help 
Azotara in criminal activities, he helped himself by later earning criminal 
charges and custody. Everything was revealed at the moment when Azo-
tara needed to obtain documents as a proof from PKB that they bought it 
for their needs, which was not the case. A police check of Azotara’s busi-
ness revealed falsified documentation sent to the Ministry of Agriculture.

“It is a check that could have ended very easily and routinely. 
However, we touched the highest circles of political power and we simply 
weren’t allowed to do that. We put up with a lot of pressure, and my depar-
tment and myself welcomed 2012 when the Work Group was formed, nai-
vely believing that the new Government would seriously deal with political 
crime, but we see that it has only made it better beyond imaginable”, sta-
tes Janković and adds that the well-established scheme has not changed 
and has been applied to four rounds of regression. The then Minister Saša 
Dragin was also involved in all that, and the result was his arrest and the 
ongoing court proceedings.
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As the best example of such business, he mentioned a company 
from Arilje, which was fictitiously registered in the name of a single em-
ployee. In a short period of time in 2010, this company received fertilizer 
for over 1.2 billion dinars, and paid only about 40 million. The preceeding 
year, over 80 percent of Azotara’s production was uncollectible and their 
customers were unpaying registered companies. As he says, some par-
ties that distributed money were also involved, and many were arrested, 
among them some celebrities, but a much larger size of interesting people 
remained unarrested.

“After 2012, we had six police actions with over 50 arrests. The 
shining stars among them were the Minister of Agriculture Saša Dragin and 
the Deputy General Director of Srbijagas Radoslav Vujačić, who was the 
actual director of Azotara at the time, although his position was presented 
as the President of the Board, and he officially held and the position of so-
cial capital representative”, Janković recalls. He also adds that, for him as 
a long-term police inspector for the economy, he cannot understand how 
someone decided to destroy an already useless factory in this way, when 
there is nothing more to steal from it.

“This is pure criminal psychopathology, something that is border-
line crazy, like fictional murders of people who have a distorted conscio-
usness and do not recognize the significance of their actions. At one po-
int in 2012, we practically managed to stop corruption. However, political 
corruption has proved us that the truth is written in professional books, that 
it is indestructible and that it can only be reduced and minimized”, states 
Inspector Janković.

He remembers how at that time, a limousine with various experts 
from Srbijagas came to Pančevo from Novi Sad with Radoslav Vujačić. 
Those were the people who were employed in Srbijagas, but spent all their 
working hours in Azotara. He also states that during the investigations, they 
discovered that seven to nine high-ranking Azotara employees received 
salaries from both the parent and the sister-company, the one from Sr-
bijagas being much higher. He concludes that the consequence of such 
business is that 900 Azotara workers are out of work, and that Azotara is 
shut down.

Jankovic remembers the end of 2012 and the period right after the 
arrest of Minister Dragin, when the then First Deputy Prime Minister of Ser-
bia, Aleksandar Vučić, convened an emergency meeting on Sunday night 
in one of the villas in Dedinje, which was attended by the state leadership. 
It caught his eye that one unusual guest for those occasions was present 
at that meeting — Dušan Bajatović. “The information served to the media 
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was that the gathering was set to discuss the defendence of Kosovo and 
inter-coalition relations.” At some point in the meeting, as reported by 
the media, Bajatović also appeared and said that he had come to discuss 
the price of gas. Most of the comments in the media after the meeting 
referred to the purpose of this meeting and what was really concluded 
there. In fact, what was concluded there is that the SPS members cannot 
be arrested. From that point on, their people were not getting arrested, 
so if that was the result of the meeting — they have certainly respected 
it”, concludes Janković.

He also remembers how all the checks and inspections they per-
formed in Azotara were first hard to arrange, and finally in the end — ban-
ned. “We were definitely not allowed to mention Srbijagas. At no meeting, 
in the Pančevo Prosecutor’s Office, in the Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade, 
in the Ministry of the Interior, in the Pančevo Police Department, we were 
allowed to mention Srbijagas in 2010, not even in a joke”, claims Janković 
and adds that the name Srbijagas could only be mentioned in 2012 when 
the Work Group was formed and business inspections were possible.

“We wanted to eliminate their influence in Azotara because they 
are the biggest creditors. However, it was very obvious that they have an 
enormous influence. The Prosecutor’s Office for Organized Crime gave 
us two requests to collect the necessary information in Srbijagas without 
delay. We entered Srbijagas and started the initial checks. We were all in-
terested because everyone knows that Srbijagas is very large and very di-
verse, and it does not just deal with gas supply. The problem was that they 
couldn’t belive police officers were in Srbijagas and asking many questions”, 
Inspector Janković recalls those days.

Janković’s team started collecting the most basic documentation, 
in order to determine the size of the company, in order to fit everything 
into the set hypotheses. After only a few visits, they made some arrests 
and were immediately reassigned. “We left Srbijagas aside and those first 
visits became our last. I took the initiative and visited on my own one more 
time. When I came to Srbijagas, they were surprised like they saw a ghost. 
They asked: You have come again? I stood there and wondered: What do 
you mean again? We haven’t even started working seriously. But someone 
obviously agreed that our attempts need to stop. We gathered a little more 
material and after that, Srbijagas was never mentioned again” he says, and 
adds that the operatives witnessed a lot during those few visits and made 
a certain hypothesis about possible crime.

For the journalist Milan Ćulibrk, there is no doubt that the case 
of Azotara and Srbijagas proved that there are untouchable people and 
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untouchable companies in Serbia that can do business as they please. 
“Laws don’t apply to them. Azotara is just one of the companies that Srbi-
jagas directly influenced because they owed them a lot of money, so they 
had to obey to what they were told. “Debts were turned into capital, so such 
companies were managed in a direct way,” he states.

Dragan Dobrašinović has also no doubts about the case, as he 
believes that the Work Group was formed only as part of the new Govern-
ment political performance, which, after a number of years, turned out to 
be true. He is reminding us of the fact that the new Government came to 
power thanks to their platform for dealing with corruption and crime and, 
though their promises were restated publicly from time to time, we never 
witnessed any realization of that political idea. “The first time they came to 
serious discoveries and when arrests had to be initiated and criminal char-
ges filed — everything was suspended. So, someone decided that it would 
still be a step up, that it was quite enough to make one perfomance for the 
audience and that people will be pleased. Not to mention a nonexistence 
of punishment. So, this story will certainly be buried by some other story, 
and there are as many stories as you want”, he believes.

For Dobrašinović, Pančevo’s Azotara case is the epitome of politi-
cal corruption. “Things always happen in such a way that a certain political 
structure makes an agreement with businessmen who will be privileged, 
regardless of whether public procurement is conducted or not. When pu-
blic procurement is implemented, very specific conditions are required that 
only one bidder can meet. That case was so obvious and drastic that even 
one Minister was arrested and prosecuted. These are power games and 
everything is logical. On the one hand, you have an ad hoc formed Work 
Group with idealistic people who hoped that something was finally going 
to change, but were soon faced with a grim reality that all of this was just a 
farce. On the other hand, you have people who have billions of euros at their 
disposal, i.e. people who have enormous political and financial power, and 
a combination of political power and big capital, against whom the Work 
Group doesn’t have a chance”, Dobrašinović explains, adding that it is a true 
Serbia’s tragedy that there is no political will to stand behind those people.      
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Two countries with different international statuses — one EU member with 
a liberalized energy market, the other in membership negotiations making 
little progress with the ongoing gas market liberalization process — still have 
something in common. Both have become major gas importers in the last ten 
years, and there are hidden interest networks and foreign influences in the 
sector. Unsurprisingly, among the outside influences, Russian companies 
are in both countries, while the Kremlin, even through the latest case of the 
Ukrainian crisis, is demonstrating that Russia cornered Europe through gas.

The example of Croatia shows that the opening of the gas market 
alone will not prevent the “capture” of politics and the creation of (over)
powerful players. Serbia, which under EU pressure is formally prepping the 
ground for diversification and competition in the sector, implementing a set 
of reforms will not automatically hold a safe terrain. Of course, the opening 
of new routes for gas supply brings concrete benefits and reduces energy 
insecurity and exposure of the country. That is best shown by the example 
of the Croatian LNG terminal on island Krk. But only the transparency of 
political and corporate decision-making processes in the energy sector, 
supervision through strong democratic institutions, as well as strengthe-
ning the rule of law, are parts of the scaffold that can guarantee that there 
will be less abuse and less influence from hidden interest groups, i.e. that 
national strategies harmonized with European ones are being implemented 
and that the work is done to the maximum benefit of the citizens and the 
society as a whole.    

Croatian oil and gas sector has undergone privatization and 
market liberalization process, from Ina through PPD to Petrokemija. That 
process proved that all key decisions and actors need close monitoring 
and that civil society and independent media play an important role there, 
particularely in following the money trail. Money trails, in this sector and in 
the future period of transition to a low-carbon economy will be in abundant.

The Low-Carbon Development Strategy of the Republic of Croa-
tia until 2030 (with an outlook to 2050) estimates that Croatia’s transition 
to low-carbon development will require investments of HRK 38.65 to 65.92 
billion, or from 0.92% to 1.6% GDP, depending on the scenario the country 
pursues. It is expected that the main source of funding will continue to be 
funded from the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESI) and the 
funds raised from auctions of greenhouse gas emissions, but also various 
other sources, loans and public-private partnerships. It should be borne in 
mind that all this time natural gas will play a significant role in the transition 
as a fossil fuel with the lowest carbon emissions and through the use of a 
gas system for the transport and distribution of decarbonized gases. Also, 
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due to the inflow of money and investments in this direction, the implemen-
tation of the Energy Development Strategy of the Republic of Croatia until 
2030 will have to be closely monitored. It is expected that the money for the 
implementation of reforms and investments from the National Recovery 
and Resilience Plan 2021–2026, should, among other things, be aimed at 
strengthening energy security.

Countries where there are clientelistic arrangements between 
the authorities and various groups that set policy priorities in a non-tran-
sparent way — as evidenced by the examples analyzed in this regional 
analysis — cannot become developing countries. The scholars have alre-
ady spoken publicly about this problem237, describing Croatia as a weak 
state, given that it has demonstrated an inability to formulate and imple-
ment its own policies, but also being trapped in clientelistic networks. This 
is why various reforms failed, and in terms of the quality of public admini-
stration, Croatia is at the bottom of the European Union.

When it comes to Serbia, the long-standing status of a candi-
date for membership in the Union speaks volumes, especially the lack of 
progress in the energy sector, where, instead of reforms, its own laws and 
European regulations are violated. Investigative journalists call it a noose, 
noting that the state leadership of Serbia actually voluntarily put that no-
ose around itself and the citizens. In all ways, as shown in this analysis, key 
players have in fact for years avoided the practice of diversifying gas acti-
vities from one of the key vertically integrated companies in the energy 
sector, thus maintaining the monopoly and deriving personal benefit from 
this gray zone.

 

237 Zbirka radova “Policy-Making at the European Periphery: The Case of Croatia”, 
2019.
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PUBLIC POLICIES AND DECISION MAKING

 

As insufficient transparency of the policy-making and decision-making pro-
cess is a characteristic feature in both countries, more attention needs to 
be paid to this.

It is necessary to develop and systematically apply basic rules 
that would enable transparent, open planning and decision-making that is 
inclusive of the citizens themselves. In democratic systems, there must be 
no room for secrecy in these processes when it comes to public interests 
and affairs, which citizens should be especially made aware of.

As regulations are created in a long chain of procedures, it is im-
portant that the professional, but also the general public is involved from 
the very beginning and in every part of the process. However, it is necessary 
that there are clear criteria about parties’ involvement, because, otherwise, 
the obligation to consult with the public can be met only formally, and the 
consultation with the professional community can open the door to favori-
tism. Information on all participants in the various work groups for drafting 
laws and strategies should be made public. Regulations have to go through 
citizen consultation processes before they are finally formulated and enter 
the parliamentary procedure. This presupposes that the competent insti-
tutions regularly and in a timely manner publish reports with comments and 
responses to remarks made in the process of public consultation and to 
explain why certain proposals are accepted or rejected. Consultations with 
the professional public must take place within publicly announced circles of 
participants, and invited experts should have publicly known qualifications 
and affiliations.

Transparent law-making, real (and not fake) public consultation 
processes also imply that an adequate timeframe should be provided for 
the whole process and that all relevant information is available to those 
interested. In other words, that the competent services and officials proa-
ctively publish them, that the deadlines for consultations are reasonable, at 
least within the legal framework without shortening the deadlines due to the 
alleged urgency of procedures, and that there are regular press conferen-
ces. These are some of the basic preventive anti-corruption mechanisms, 
and neither in Croatia nor Serbia have they been implemented in a good 
or systematic way.

Also, better regulation of lobbying from different groups and dete-
cting conflicts of interest is needed throughout the process. As an impor-
tant measure to preserve the public interest, it is necessary to introduce 
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a register of meetings for all government officials and regulatory bodies, 
which will list the topics of the meetings. The receipt and publication of 
gifts to officials should be regulated in codes of ethics. Existing ethical 
bodies should have publicly published codes, procedures and standards 
according to which they work, detailed procedures for receiving ethical 
complaints, elaborated appeal mechanisms, as well as the obligation to 
publish their decisions within public interest.

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

Inadequately organized and regulated political institutions with poor demo-
cratic control are areas where corrupt practices develop. More attention 
should be paid to this in both countries — institutional structure, method of 
formation, rules and norms governing the institutions, as well as strengthe-
ning the so-called independent institutions that have a supervisory role in 
the states. Recognition of their role in the scale of the spread of corruption 
is crucial, as shown by one of the earlier studies conducted by Gong. As 
is evident from what is presented in this regional study, special attention 
should be paid to the rules of employment, promotion and appointment 
of key persons in public authorities and companies in which the state has 
ownership shares.

It is also necessary to strengthen the capacity and normative fra-
mework for the regulation of conflicts of interest, including a comprehen-
sive register of officials, updated information on the duties performance 
and to establish monitoring mechanisms for the accuracy of these data 
and detailed regulation of the “cooling off” period. It is necessary to supple-
ment the institute of conflict of interest with a more sophisticated, “softer” 
ethical mechanisms in the performance of public duties, and to strengthen 
the culture of proactive verification of actions by officials themselves. It wo-
uld also be important to connect the database of property cards of officials 
with land registers, i.e. to enable the traceability of the acquisition of real 
estate ownership and continuous public supervision over their purpose 
and market value. 

MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY

Strong media and quality investigative journalism, as well as resilient civil 
society organizations, are the only external guarantee of genuine public in-
formation and impartial monitoring of the institutions themselves. Journali-
sts, just like civil society watchdogs, play a key role in exposing and covering 
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corrupt practices. It is necessary in both countries to ensure and support 
the conditions for free and unhindered work of journalists and to enable 
their lifelong education, i.e. to invest in quality investigative journalism that 
is not under pressure from the authorities or the advertisers.

It is clear that a critical civil society is an important corrective me-
asure to the government and makes a significant contribution to shaping a 
better and fairer society, but in order to achieve this in Croatia and Serbia, 
further actions need to be taken to strengthen the civic education. This 
would raise awareness and strengthen the role of citizens themselves in the 
fight against corruption. Apathetic citizens who reluctantly question poli-
tical elites actually contribute to corruption lasting and going unpunished, 
which further deepens apathy and citizens’ withdrawal from participation.

The school curricula should also encourage questioning of go-
vernment decisions, decision-making procedures, seeking inclusion and 
clearly linking education to the needs of communities. Changes start from 
the democracy of the schools themselves, which should strengthen stu-
dent participation and the links between schools and local communities. 

STRATEGIC COMPANIES

Just as various institutions are in the field of corruption, so are companies 
in which the state has majority ownership, and those that have been dec-
lared companies of special or strategic national interest are particularly 
vulnerable. Better management of these compynies, which also means 
more transparency and enabling the participation of citizens themselves, 
is a necessity in both countries. Instead of such companies being the prey 
of the ruling parties, which are filled from their own ranks and often with 
questionable expertise, the management of public, strategic companies 
should be truly professionalized and selected through transparent proce-
dures in public tenders.

As many independent members as possible should be appoin-
ted to the supervisory boards. The model of this is the Code of Corporate 
Governance that exists in Croatia and is valid for all broker companies, to 
which it also sets additional criteria of reporting to shareholders and to the 
public, thus expanding the legally set minimums.

The independence of the members of the supervisory board 
also contributes to making objective decisions regarding the members 
of the management board, the company itself and its stakeholders, such 
as remuneration issues, new appointments, takeover protection and audit 
functions.
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Also, it would be desirable for the supervisory boards to have re-
presentatives of citizens, i.e. civil society organizations, in accordance with 
the expressed interest, qualifications and proven lack of interest ties.

It could also be in the public interest that as many companies in 
which the state has ownership shares are listed on local stock exchanges, 
since the operations of listed companies are far more transparent.

ENERGY SECTOR

The goal of liberalization of the gas market in the EU is to abolish state 
monopolies and introduce market pricing, as well as to ensure a higher 
standard of service and security of supply. In addition to liberalization, di-
versification of supply routes is necessary in that sector, in order to achieve 
competition and greater energy security, which is especially urgent in the 
case of Serbia, while Croatia is in a better position thanks to the LNG ter-
minal on Krk.

However, as it turned out, the mechanically liberalized gas market 
in accordance with the regulations envisaged by the European Union does 
not necessarily result in an ideal market scenario in Croatia, as well as in 
some other Central European countries, these procedures should be given 
more attention in the national energy policy and then be monitored as to 
whether and what external interests and possible influences are inconsi-
stent with the public interests of the countries.

Namely, the changes that have taken place in the gas market have 
been influenced not only by EU accession and gradual liberalization, but 
also by some external factors and geopolitical circumstances that need 
to be taken into account. Thus, a study published a few years ago by the 
Croatian Institute of Public Finance showed that the market structure has 
changed, especially in the gas supply and distribution, where it has gra-
dually become an oligopoly. Instead of opening a much larger number of 
equal market participants there was a change in the type of ownership of 
the dominant market participant and a greater opening to foreign, usually 
Russian influence, where the largest amount of gas comes from.

One of the recommendations in this sector is also to insist on a 
stronger return to domestic exploration and production in both countries, 
since oil and gas will not leave the energy mix for at least another two de-
cades. In both countries imports are larger than production. There is also 
the question of how to better regulate the system of concession payment 
fees for the exploitation of oil and gas fields so that the public sector in both 
countries will benefit more. In both Croatia and Serbia, these fees are low.
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It is recommended, as part of the green transition and encoura-
ging the development of a low-carbon economy in the EU, that companies 
in the gas and oil sectors start turning to renewable energy sources and 
the use of green hydrogen technology to transform them in parallel with 
the proclaimed EU transformation of all its current and future members. 
Hydrogen is already an integral part of the plans of EU member states (an 
ambitious proposal for the Hydrogen Strategy from 2021 to 2050 is curren-
tly under public discussion in Croatia), and existing gas and oil pipelines 
may become hydrogen pipelines as a result. The storage and transport of 
hydrogen, however, are the basis for starting higher hydrogen production, 
and the developed gas network, as well as pipelines out of function, could 
be used for hydrogen transport in the long run.
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